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ABSTRACT
Luis Velez de Guevara, seventeenth century Spanish 
playwright, poet and prose writer, has been known to many 
primarily as the author of El^  diablo cojuelo. In addi­
tion to being the creator of the famous novela, he was 
also a prolific writer of plays. Baena, Pellicer, and 
Velez himself state that the dramatist composed four hun­
dred comedias■ Less than one hundred are known today and 
they have not been assembled to provide a collection of 
’t^e okras by Luis Velez de Guevara. The expressions by 
critics concerning the literary ability of Velez are 
numerous and varied, making it difficult to determine the 
merits and defects of his artistic works. The true posi­
tion of Luis Velez as a dramatist remains a matter of 
conj ecture.
During the seventeenth century, Luis Velez was 
praised by many writers and was regarded as an idol by 
the theater-going public along with Lope de Vega, Tirso d 
Molina, and others. There were some of his contemporarie 
who considered him to be almost the equal of Lope in 
the art of composing comedias, at least in some areas of 
the drama. For a time he suffered partial oblivion to 
return in the nineteenth century but was criticized by a
number of authors and generally was called a good second- 
rate playwright. The twentieth century has seen a reap­
praisal of Luis Velez as a dramatist and he has been ele­
vated by some to a place by the side of the six great 
playwrights of the Golden Age: Lope de Vega, Ruiz de
Alarcon, Tirso de Molina, Agustin Moreto, Pedro Calderon, 
and Rojas Zorrilla.
The main obstacle encountered in attempting to 
offer an unbiased appraisal of Velez seems to have been 
the inaccessibility of his works. If Velez' writings 
were assembled, it would afford scholars an opportunity 
to make an over-all study of the author's literary compo­
sitions. Since 1916 when the Senores Menendez Pidal 
published La serrana de la Vera as the first in the 
Teatro antiguo espafiol series, an effort has been made 
on the part of students of Spanish to make available 
critical editions of some of his comedias which have not 
appeared previously and new editions have been prepared 
of some that were already in print.
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide 
information of a critical nature pertaining to Luis Velez 
de Guevara to serve as a basis for further study. Chap­
ter I contains biographical data on the author, Chapter 
II criticism by century, and Chapter III conclusions.
The bibliography follows the introductory chapters and 
contains two hundred eighty-three entries listed in
vi
alphabetical order under the name of the critic. The 
commentaries are designed to present a picture of Luis 
Velez and his works as seen through the eyes of his 
critics during the time in which he lived and in the cen­
turies following the Golden A g e . A list of sources used 
in collecting bibliographical items and an index are 
given.
INTRODUCTION
Luis Velez de Guevara (1579-1644) was a playwright, 
poet, and prose writer who was well-known in seventeenth 
century Spain and was regarded as one of the popular idols 
of the theater-going public along with Lope de Vega,
Tirso de Molina, and others. He was accorded a position 
of esteem among the literary men of his time if the words 
of praise by Lope, Cervantes, Montalban, and Claramonte 
are to be taken at face value. During the eighteenth 
century, Luis Velez was almost forgotten but was remem­
bered for El diablo cojuelo, partly due to Lesage's imi­
tation, Le Diable boiteux. A few of Velez' dramatic 
works, notably Reinar despues de morir, continued to be 
represented in the theaters of Madrid. The playwright 
was brought into view in the nineteenth century but the 
criticism was rather severe on the part of some and he 
was assigned a place as a good second-rate dramatist.
The twentieth century has seen a reappraisal of the works 
of Luis Velez de Guevara but a true appreciation of his 
literary production has not been fixed with satisfactory 
exactness.
Baena, Pellicer, and Velez himself indicate that 
lour hundred comedias were composed by the author but the
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greater portion of them seem to have been lost. In the 
publication, The Dramatic Works of Luis Velez de Guevara: 
Their Plots, Sources, and Bibliography, Spencer and 
Schevill give the titles of ninety-four dramatic composi­
tions, including works written in collaboration with 
other playwrights. Velez' literary production was not 
collected and published during his lifetime nor have his 
obras been assembled to this day. Some of his comedias 
were printed as sueltas and in collections of theatrical 
works by different authors, but in order to make a com­
plete study of Velez1 compositions, it is necessary to 
seek out materials located in various libraries.
It is hoped that this bibliography, which contains 
many critical expressions of Luis Velez' literary 
ability, will encourage further study of this playwright 
whose works deserve to be better known.
The compilation of items presented does not pre­
tend to be definitive. Every effort has been made to 
examine all materials of a critical nature which pertain 
to Luis Velez de Guevara, and in addition, the items 
which give biographical facts of importance to a sketch 
of what the man was really like. The works included in 
the bibliography are listed in alphabetical order under 
the name of the critic, complete bibliographic informa­
tion is given, followed by a paragraph stating insofar 
as possible the opinion expressed by the author. Each
ix
entry in the listing has a number to facilitate location. 
The commentaries are designed to present a picture of 
Luis Velez de Guevara and his works as seen through the 
eyes of his critics, during the time in which he lived 
and in the centuries following the Golden Age.
Preceding the bibliography, "Luis Velez de 
Guevara— the Man," is treated in Chapter I, followed by 
"Luis Velez de Guevara— Poet, Dramatist and Prose Writer," 
in Chapter II, which includes a summary of criticism 
from the seventeenth century to the present, and "Conclu­
sions" in Chapter III. A list of resources used in 
locating materials and an index are provided.
x
CHAPTER I 
LUIS VELEZ DE GUEVARA--THE MAN
Luis Velez was born in Ecija at the end of July 
157 9, the son of the "licenciado" Diego Velez de Duenas 
and Francisca Negrete de Santander. The father, though 
poor, was a poet of note as was also Luis’ brother, Diego. 
Luis received his education at the University of Osuna 
where he was granted permission to study gratis since he 
was labeled as "pobre,” graduating "de bachiller en Artes" 
July 1596. Velez entered the service of the Archbishop of 
Seville, Rodrigo de Castro, whom he accompanied to Madrid 
and Valencia in connection with the wedding of Philip III 
and Margarite of Austria. For the festivities Velez wrote 
a poem entitled Las bodas de los Catolicos Reyes de Espana 
don Felipe III y_ dona Margarita de Austria celebrados en 
la insigne ciudad de Valencia, which was published in 15 99. 
Rodrigo de Castro died in 1600 and Velez became a soldier, 
spending a short time abroad. By 160 3 he was back in 
Spain, in Valladolid, and in 1604 in Seville. In 1608 
when Velez published Elogio del Ivramento del serenissimo 
Principe don Felipe Domingo, Quarto deste nombre, he had 
changed his name from Santander to Guevara and was in the 
service of the Conde de Saldana.
1
2Luis Velez was married four times, though the first 
marriage is not mentioned by Juan, his son. According to 
Rodriguez Marin in the Prologo of his edition of El diablo 
cojuelo (p. xvi, note 1) there can no doubt since Salcedo 
Coronel refers to the first marriage in the Canci5n dedi­
cated to Velez when he died. The poem is found in Cris- 
tales de Helicona (Madrid, Diego Diaz de la Carrera, 1649- 
1650) and reads as follows:
Coronado de aplausos y victorias 
volviste a Espaha, que fiel previno 
en agradables lazos de Himeneo 
refrenar la inquietud de tu destino.
Ingrato el esplendor a tus memorias 
ardio en las teas que encendio el deseo, 
y entre infaustos gemidos sin aseo, 
al talamo condujo temerosa 
pronuba Juno a tu querida esposa, 
que en dulce nudo apenas
se vio a tu firme voluntad unida,
cuando, de acerbo golpe interrumpida, 
sulco estigias arenas:
Euridice feliz fuera, si el llanto 
no impidiera la fuerza de tu canto.^
The second wife, Ursula Ramisi Bravo de Laguna, was 
the mother of Juan, and her death occurred in 1618; the 
third was Ana Maria del Valle who died after two years of 
marriage. Velez then left the house of the Conde de Sal­
dana and entered the service of the Marques de Penafiel.
Luis Velez was in dire financial straits, for it seems the 
noblemen were not always forthcoming with promised pay­
ments for service, and during the years 1622 and following, 
his circumstances were described in the Memoriales which 
he wrote asking for money. Finally, he became a member o.l 
the household of the king as "ujier de Camara de Su
3Majestad," a position which actually was more of an honor 
than a compensatory one.
Velez married for the fourth time in 1626. His 
last wife was a young widow, Maria Lopez de Palacios, who 
possessed some means but the property was sold and the 
funds vanished in raising a family and Luis Velez lived 
in need until his death November 9, 1644. In his will he 
lists a large number of small debts: "Item, declaro que
por el presente estoy muy alcanqado y necesitado de ha­
cienda, para poder disponer y dejar las misas que yo 
quisiera por mi alma."
A look at the facts concerning the life of Luis 
Velez de Guevara brings to mind a number of questions.
Why did the playwright change his name? Why was Luis 
Velez constantly in financial difficulties when other 
playwrights of his time did not seem to suffer such de­
privation? What was the man really like?
The first question may be explained by the fact
that there is a possibility that Luis Velez was of Jewish
.» 3 * 4descent. Americo Castro, And Rodriguez Cepeda say that
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he was. Cotarelo indicates that a Luis de Santander of 
Ecija was apprehended by the Inquisition and burned to 
death. At that period in Spain, the last thing anyone 
wanted to admit was that a member of his family had been 
punished by the Inquisition and least of all Velez. To 
be named Santander and from Ecija was not a
4recommendation for membership in one of the "Ordenes ca- 
ballerescas." Several facts along the lines mentioned 
above are evident in the following Memorial directed to 
the King in 16 29:
Luis Velez, senor, en fin, 
que no pudo merecer 
entre tanta cruz, siquiera 
ser caballero montes 
o por lo luengo, pendon 
de Calatrava o con el 
lagarto de Santiago 
perrochia de San Gines 
o con el perejil mojarse 
de Alcantara para que 
los que de el estan ahitos 
le arrostrasen a comer: 
pues soy^de varon Guevara 
y desde Avila del Rey 
de los trescientos hidalgos 
que ganaron a Jerez.6
It seems very reasonable that the above facts could 
offer an explanation for his change of name. Another pos­
sibility is that the vanity of Velez, which included a 
strong desire to be of noble birth, caused him to assume 
the name "Guevara," certainly an important one in Spain.
A personal wish of Luis Velez was to become a member of 
one of the military orders--a prerequisite for entrance 
was "sangre limpia." Velez never succeeded in attaining 
the prized honor and thus in El diablo cojuelo appears 
what is considered to be satire of the nobility.
The second question concerning Velez’ financial 
problems may be explained by his being a vain man and 
something of a "Beau Brummell." A bit of evidence to 
indicate his lack of care in handling funds can be
offered, in the inventory made of his possessions before 
his marriage to Marla Lopez de Palacios. After a list is 
given of Velez' household effects, in which the following 
statement appears: "Para su despacho solo tenia una
escribanla de ebano de Portugal con sus cantoneras negras 
y su biblioteca se reducla a un libro de Refranes de 
Malara y otros 24 libros 'chicos y grandes,'" Velez' 
wardrobe is itemized:
Un vestido de hombre de jerga noguerada, forrado 
en tafetan noguerado, acuchillado el dicho vestido 
con mangas de tela de lama con flores de oro, medias 
y ligas nogueradas y un jubon de ambar, con un pasa- 
mano de oro al canto, y un tahall bordado de seda, 
que valla 1.700 reales.
Un capotillo de campana de este mismo vestido 
(100 reales).
Un calzon y ropilla de terciopelo labrado con man­
gas de raso nuevo, sin estrenar, con un ferreruelo de 
bayeta, con sus medias de seda negra y ligas (90 0 
reales).
Otro vestido de hombre, de bayeta (200 reales).
Un jubon de cordoban, de ambar, traldo (50 reales)
Un vestido de damasco acuchillado, con mangas de 
tafetan acuchillado y ferreruelo de bayeta y medias 
de seda y ligas negras (200 reales).
Otro vestido de tafetan acuchillado, calzon, 
ropilla y jubon (150 reales).
Un ferreruelo de tela de cebolla (40 reales).
Seis camisas de Holanda con puntas. Otras tres 
camisas traldas.
Una espada, que la hoja es de Pedro de Archega, do 
Como, que tiene mas de ochenta ahos, con su guarni- 
cion, daga y talabarte (400 reales).
6Un troquel de palo de higuera, grande, verde en su 
cerco y chapa de hierro (100 reales).
Un coxin y un portamanteo de terciopelo verde en 
20 ducados (2 20 reales).?
As can be seen, Velez' wardrobe was certainly not that of
a poor man. There have been references to the fact that
0
he was "excesivamente apasionado al bello sexo," which
would cause him to "dress up."
The third question, "What was the man really like?"
is answered in the very revealing discussion of the dual
roles played by Luis Velez, written by Entrambasaguas,
9"El Haz y el enves." According to the critic, the play­
wright wanted to be noble so he created a name for him­
self as well as for his second wife; he wanted to be an 
important warrior, in reality he was an undistinguished 
soldier for several years. Velez apparently longed to be 
something that he was not, thus he created a world suit­
able to his desire but he was never able to have suffi­
cient funds to manage to live as he would have liked and 
constantly wrote Memoriales begging for money.
In spite of the apparent two-sided personality of 
Luis Velez, he was a very talented poet, dramatist, prose 
writer and wit. At times, Velez could be very caustic in 
his writings as can be seen in the following decima 
written to a wealthy Portuguese Jew who sent thirty 
reales instead of the fifty escudos requested:
Por un papel en que os pido 
dineros, necesitado, 
con treinta volvio el criado . 
iNotable numero ha sido!
Pero, dime, jfementido 
tesorero de Israeli: 
mi mal escrito papel 
ique talle o fisonomia 
de Jesucristo tenia, ..q
que diste treinta por el?
8Notes
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CHAPTER II
LUIS VELEZ DE GUEVARA— POET, DRAMATIST 
AND PROSE WRITER
Manuel Munoz Cortes says in the Prologo to his edi­
tion of Reinar despues de morir El diablo esta en Can- 
tillana: "La obra dramatica de Luis Velez de Guevara ha
experimentado ultimamente una valoraci5n critica superior
en apreciacion positiva y mas rica en matices que la que
• 1tuvo, tanto en su epoca como en los tiempos posteriores." 
It will be noted in the summary of criticism which follows 
that Munoz Cortes' statement appears to be a just one. 
Criticism of the works of Luis Velez is treated by cen­
tury, beginning with the seventeenth and coming up to 
1971.
Seventeenth Century
Luis Velez de Guevara was esteemed by his contem­
poraries for his poetic eloquence and his incomparable 
wit. Claramonte speaks of the "floridissimo ingenio de 
Ezija," of whom great works were expected and who had 
already written many excellent comedias. Cervantes calls 
Velez a "quita pesares," or trouble soother, and refers 
to the "pomp, tumult, pageantry, and grandeur" of his
9
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plays. Lope de Vega thought of Velez as "a new Apollo" 
and says that the ecijano "tenia / en extasis las musas, 
que a sus labios / Iban por dulce nectar y ambrosia." 
Fernando de Vera praises Velez as "el Rey de Romanos," 
and Perez de Montalban in Para todos writes: "Luis Velez
de Guevara, ingenio el mas claro, fertil, agudo, y flori- 
dissimo destos tiempos . . . ." Nicolas Antonio considers 
Velez to possess great talent for spreading joy with his 
witty sayings and eloquence in speaking and indicates 
that the author's poetic ability places him on a level 
with Lope de Vega and any other playwright. Quevedo in 
Perinola tells Montalban to leave the writing of comedias 
to Lope, to Luis Velez, to Pedro Calderon and others, 
which seems to assign to Velez a place by the side of 
Lope and Calderon. J. P. Wickersham Crawford, in his 
study of Suarez de Figueroa, states that even though 
there was criticism of the national theater in El Pasa- 
jero, the public paid no attention to it for Lope de Vega, 
Tirso, and Luis Velez de Guevara were the popular idols 
and at two o'clock in the afternoon the theaters of La 
Cruz and El Principe were filled, from the mosqueteros in 
the pit to the Senores in their boxes, all equally eager 
for the "follies" of their beloved comedia. Here Velez 
is ranked with Lope and Tirso.
Another indication of the position enjoyed by 
Velez is found in Jose de Pellicer's Avisos historicos,
11
in which he notes that the playwright's body was buried 
in the "Monasterio de dona Marla de Aragon," in the chapel 
of the dukes of Veraguas, an honor bestowed upon him 
because of his merit.
Two letters written by Geronimo Dalmao y Casanate, 
commissioned to have a "comedia a lo divino" composed to 
commemorate in 1616 the beatification of Isabel, Queen of 
Portugal who became Santa Isabel, show the reputation 
Luis Velez de Guevara enjoyed as author of "comedias de 
santos." In the first letter, Geronimo Dalmao writes 
that Lope de Vega, the one he was supposed to have com­
pose the play, was in Valencia, but that some of the 
people with whom he talked told him that Luis Velez,
"poeta moderno" would write a good one, for concerning 
dramas "a lo divino" he does them almost better than Lope. 
In the second letter, Geronimo Dalmao writes again on the 
same matter, asking if the poet about whom he had talked 
would please his Majesty, that all the authors assure him 
that he will do it very well, his name is Luis Velez and 
in matters "a lo divino" is the one who does them best at 
this time.
Cotarelo points out that Velez must have been a 
famous poet to be called "poeta" in a baptismal record, 
that of his son Juan Crisostomo, 1611, since such docu­
ments usually employ "el desesperante laconismo."
Further evidence of Velez' importance is the fact
12
that he presided during the Academia del Buen Retiro in 
1637, at which time he delivered "una oracion" and Fran­
cisco Rojas read a Vejamen. There were many Academias 
literarias in Spain and burlesques were put on frequently 
by the writers for Philip IV. Jose Sanchez considers the 
"academias" and the important part they played in the 
development and evolution of the Golden Age literature in 
the book that he wrote on the subject, Academias litera­
rias del siglo de oro espafiol.
All expressions concerning Velez were not compli­
mentary. Francisco Santos in his Area de Noe Campana 
de Belilla (1697) speaks of El_ diablo cojuelo as "digno 
de que le consumiera vn Polvorista: esta sin ensenanqa
buena, ni moralidad y esto sobre acabar como la 
nieve . . . ."
From the foregoing opinions written by Golden Age 
writers, it appears that Luis Velez de Guevara was es­
teemed and respected, with one notable exception, by his 
contemporaries as an important poet, dramatist and superb 
wit. He was very much in the midst of what was going on 
in both the theater proper and in the "Academias" with 
their burlesques. Luis Velez was regarded by some, as 
indicated by Nicolas Antonio, Quevedo, and the authors 
referred to in the letters written by Geronimo Dalmao, as 
being on a level with Lope de Vega, at least in certain 
areas of the drama.
13
Eighteenth Century
Luis Velez de Guevara seems to have been pretty 
much forgotten during most of the eighteenth century with 
the exception of interest in El_ diablo cojuelo and several 
of his dramas, notably Reinar despues de morir.
In 1707, Lesage wrote his iLe Diable boiteux, taking 
the title and idea from Velez' story and granting to Luis 
Velez the honor of invention. The French author acknowl­
edges his debt to Velez in the prologue to his Diable 
boiteux but claims that he did not translate the Spanish 
work. A second edition was published in 1717, also dedi­
cated to Velez, in which considerable changes were made. 
There were many French versions on the "diablo" theme, 
which was tremendously popular in France. Lesage's 
Diable boiteux was translated into Spanish and also en­
joyed a wide audience, so great in fact that Bonilla was 
inspired to present his edition in 190 2 of the Diablo 
cojuelo to remind readers of the original Spanish work 
created by Luis Velez, for as he says, some Spanish en­
thusiasts attributed to the Spanish author the Diable 
boiteux.
There were Spanish editions of Velez' story in the 
eighteenth century as noted by the title El_ diablo 
cojuelo, verdades sonadas novelas de la otra vida tra- 
ducidas a estas, afiadido al fin con ocho Enigmas curiosos 
y_ dos novelas, published in Madrid (Imprenta de Ramon
Ruiz) in 179 8.
2 ^Laurenti in his Ensayo de una bibliografia de la
novela picaresca espafiola cites translations of El diablo 
cojuelo in Denmark, England, Germany, Holland, Italy, 
France, Russia and Sweden in the eighteenth century.
Two versions of Velez’ Reinar despues de morir ap­
peared in Amsterdam: ' De_ gekroonde na haar dood, treurspel 
(Amsteldam: Erfgen van J. Lascailje, 1701), and De
gekroonde na haar dood, treurspel (Amsteldam: J. Duim,
1735).
Cotarelo notes criticism which appeared in the 
Memorial Literario, a Spanish newspaper. Comments on 
several plays by Velez which were performed in 1787 are 
as follows: El_ alba £  So1 is called truly "extrava-
gante. y desaforada," and La Duquesa de Sajonia is con­
demned for the "horrorosa crueldad del Duque de Sajonia 
de hacer dormir a la Duquesa con el cadaver del que creyo 
adultero." In the same newspaper in 17 8*4, a review of 
Reinar despues de morir indicates that "Esta es una de 
las comedias mas famosas de nuestros teatros, . . . causa 
una fuerte impresion en los espectadores . . .," and in 
1786 El vasallo perseguido £  el lucero de Castilla, which 
Cotarelo says may be a new variation or "refundicion" of
El privado perseguido, is praised as "bueno en los carac-
3
teres, trama y desenlace . . . ."
The eighteenth century may be considered as a
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period when there was a temporary lapse of interest in 
Luis Velez de Guevara. The influence of El^  diablo 
cojuelo was felt early in the century as indicated by 
Lesage's imitation, Le Diable boiteux, and as noted, 
there was a Spanish edition of the Diablo cojuelo in 
17 98, as well as translations into many different lan­
guages. Also, a few of Velez’ plays were represented as 
is evident from Cotarelo's citations from the Memorial 
Literario.
Nineteenth Century
In the eighteen hundreds, Luis Velez de Guevara 
began to emerge from the apparent eclipse of the previous 
century, though some of his critics were not very kind to 
him. Alberto Lista was very severe in his judgment, indi­
cating that Velez was inferior to Tirso in the descrip­
tion of characters and comic element, to Mira de Amescua 
in versification, and to Montalban in the art of direct­
ing the action though he was his equal in high-flown 
style and exaggeration. He further states that Velez 
disfigures the heroes of Spanish history depicted in his 
plays by having them use the language of ruffians and 
bullies, and that there are few traces in Luis Velez' 
works of the improvements in dramatic art advanced by 
Lope. Lista grants that Velez was not lacking in talent 
but says that his taste was abominable.
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Eugenio de Ochoa includes Reinar despues de morir 
in the fourth volume of Tesoro del teatro espanol pub­
lished in 1838. In his opinion, Reinar despues de morir 
is one of the "dramas mas bellos de nuestro teatro" and 
since he believes it is very superior to the other works 
of Luis Velez de Guevara, it alone is enough to give 
readers an appreciation of the dramatic talent of the 
playwright.
The view of Mesonero Romanos is that if Reinar 
despues de morir were the only work by Velez which had 
been preserved, it would be enough to accord him a dis­
tinguished place among the best authors of Spain. Meso­
nero Romanos believes that Velez knew how to invent an 
argument, develop it and put it skillfully onto the 
stage but was weak and lacked success in the denouement, 
thereby taking away all the interest created by the 
action. A great step forward was taken by the inclusion 
of six of Velez’ plays in Mesonero Romanos’ Dramaticos 
contemporaneos a Lope de Vega (Biblioteca de Autores 
Espanoles, Vol. XLV). The dramas are:
Mas pesa el Rey que la sangre y  blas5n de los Guzmanes
Reinar despues de morir
Los hijos de la Barbuda
El ollero de Ocana
El diablo esta en Cantillana
La luna de la sierra
In his Manual de literatura, published in 1844,
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Antonio Gil y Zarate contends that Velez imitated Lope de 
Vega in every way and that the playwright did not enjoy 
the reputation that he had at the time in which he lived. 
Of Velez* verse, he says that in general it is "fluida y 
sonora, aunque a veces con resabios de mal gusto." Gil y 
Zarate praises El diablo cojuelo for the novelty of the 
idea and the lightness and grace of the style.
The German critic, Adolf Schack, in his Historia 
de la literatura del arte dramatico en Espana, translated 
by Eduardo de Mier, wrote that Velez was one of the most 
distinguished poets of his time; perhaps he could not be 
counted among the dramatists of the top level but should 
be one of the principal ones of the secondary group.
Schack believes that Velez' best dramas are those based 
on national history, such as S^ L el^  caballo vos han muerto, 
and Mas pesa el Rey que la sangre. In his opinion,
Velez* Reinar despues de morir is unquestionably the best 
dramatic work treating the Ines de Castro theme.
Another German critic, Adolf Schaeffer, analyzes 
in detail thirty-six of Velez* dramas in his Geschichte 
des Spanischen Nationaldramas, published in 1890. Accord­
ing to Schaeffer, Velez was never guilty of literary 
piracy as were most later writers, and when he did borrow 
from Lope (La desdichada Estefanla, El Hercules de Ocana, 
El Rey Don Sebastian), he adapted the material in his own 
independent manner. The critic adds that Luis Velez,
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like Lope, was a source from which later dramatists drew 
without hesitation. In his Ocho comedias desconocidas, 
Schaeffer includes four plays which he says are by the 
pen of Velez: El capitan prodigioso, Principe de Transil-
vania, La devocion de la misa, El Rey Don Sebastian, and 
El Hercules de Ocana.
Menendez y Pelayo, in Qbras de Lope de Vega, clas­
sifies Velez as an outstanding dramatist among those of 
the second category who at happy moments come to vie with 
those of the first order and he adds that the playwright 
imitated Lope's style with such perfection that at times 
the works of the two authors are confused.
Louis de Viel-Castel writes in his Essai sur le 
Theatre Espagnol that Luis Velez is one of the play­
wrights who was admired by his contemporaries but who is 
today regarded with less indulgence by the few readers 
of his works which remain. Another French critic,
Alfred Gassier in his Le_ Theatre Espagnol, contends that 
Montalban's praise of Velez in Para todos is exaggerated. 
He indicates that Luis Velez' dramas are full of spec­
tacles, apparitions, battles, etc. Gassier recognizes 
as one of the models of the Spanish theater Velez'
Reinar despues de morir, which he says is much more 
vigorous and more inspired than the works treating the 
Ines de Castro theme that preceded it.
In the United States, George Ticknor in his
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History of Spanish Literature comments on a number of 
Velez' plays. He indicates that a good deal of skill is 
shown in putting the subject of the comedia, Mas pesa el 
Rey que la sangre, into a dramatic form, and adds that 
in Velez' religious dramas there is the disturbing ele­
ment of love adventures mingled with what ought to be 
very spiritual and above human passion.
The English writer Thomas Roscoe in his Spanish 
Novelists: A Series of Tales from the Earliest Period
to the Close of the Seventeenth Century gives a bio­
graphical sketch of Luis Velez, stating that the author 
possessed a brilliant wit which infused life and spirit 
into the court of Philip IV of Spain, and that Velez' 
fame as a lively writer in both prose and verse was 
little inferior to that of Lope de Vega.
Cayetano Alberto de la Barrera y Leirado's opinion 
is that Velez' Reinar despues de morir is his best drama 
and that it alone would assure Luis Velez a distinguished 
place in Spain's dramatic Parnassus.
In his Narraciones extremenas, Vicente Barrantes y 
Moreno compares La serrana de la Vera by Luis Velez with 
Lope's play bearing the same title and states that Velez' 
comedia is less rich in poetic details than that of Lope 
but follows more closely the "tradicion."
At the end of the century, in 1899, the German 
critic, L. Hohmann, wrote Studien zu Luis Velez de
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Guevara, in which he gives a biographical sketch of the 
playwright and an overview of his literary production. 
Four plays are analyzed: Reinar despues de morir, El
diablo esta en Cantiliana. La luna de la sierra, and Has 
pesa el Rey que la sangre. Outstanding features of each 
comedia are discussed as are also the characters in the 
different dramas which he considers to be well-drawn. 
Hohmann avers that Reinar despues de morir is the best 
dramatic work dealing with the Ines de Castro theme.
In the nineteenth century, Luis Velez de Guevara 
gradually progresses from the state of almost complete 
oblivion to that of being considered by many as a good 
second rate dramatist. The consensus by the critics of 
the period is that Reinar despues de morir is the most 
outstanding play about Ines de Castro and that it alone 
should accord to Velez a distinguished place among the 
best authors of Spain. The playwright suffers at the 
hands of the critics for his bad taste, weakness in the 
denouement of his plays, slavish imitation of Lope de 
Vega, comedias full of spectacles, apparitions, battles, 
etc., mixing love adventures in Biblical dramas, and 
high-flown style and exaggeration. Generally, he is 
given credit for creating poetry that is "fluida y 
sonora" and for imitating Lope's style with such perfec­
tion that at times the works of the two authors are 
confused.
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Twentieth Century
With the turn of the century Luis Velez de Guevara 
began to come into his own as more and more attention was 
devoted to the study of his works. In 1902, Bonilla y 
San Martin published El diablo cojuelo from the "edicion 
prlncipe de Madrid, 1641" with many notes and commen­
taries to aid the reader in understanding Velez’ allu­
sions, metaphors, etc. Felipe Perez y Gonzalez, in 1903, 
produced his work on El diablo cojuelo, with notes and 
commentaries and new information for the biography of 
Luis Velez. Many documents which had never been repro­
duced appear in the edition. In 1904, Antonio Paz y 
Melia published Velez' autograph comedia, El aguila del 
agua, in the Revista de Archivos, Bibliotecas Museos,
X and XI (1904) and stated that he was adding one more 
work to the "preciada" collection of plays by Velez.
Two dissertations on the Ines de Castro theme are of 
importance to the study of Velez. The first, by Angel 
Apraiz y Buesa, Dona Ines de Castro en el teatro Cas­
tellano (Universidad Central, Vitoria, Spain), 1911, 
treats Reinar despues de morir which Apraiz says is not 
only Velez' masterpiece but is "uno de los timbres de 
gloria con que cuenta el teatro espanol." The second was 
in Munster, Germany (1914) by Heinrich Theodor Heiner- 
mann, Ignez de Castro, in which he discusses the romance 
element in Reinar despues de morir and notes that the
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drama enjoyed great favor with Velez' contemporaries and 
in addition was effective on the stage for a long time 
to come.
In 1916, the first major comprehensive study of 
the life and works of Luis Velez de Guevara was made by 
Emilio Cotarelo y Mori (Boletin de la Real Academia 
Espanola, III [1916] and IV [1917]). Not only does he 
give much biographical information which had never been 
published but lists the plays, tries to establish author­
ship, gives origins, models and imitations, and includes 
the characters in each. He indicates where and when the 
first publications were made, lists other printings and 
in the case of manuscripts tells the library in which 
they can be found. Cotarelo also gives a summary of 
criticism of Velez and to this adds his own. He states 
that because of his lack of originality Velez cannot be 
considered on a level with Guillen de Castro, Mira de 
Amescua, Montalban nor Jimenez de Enciso, but outside of 
these playwrights, he does not yield in merit to any 
other of his contemporaries, among those of the second 
order.
Also in the year 1916, the great Spanish scholar 
Ramon Menendez Pidal, together with his wife Maria Goyri, 
published La serrana de la Vera as the first in the 
series Teatro antiguo espafiol, in which the critics indi­
cate that Velez' play is superior to that of Lope de Vega
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in "vigor dramatico." The second drama by Luis Velez to 
appear in the Teatro antiguo espanol series was El rey 
en su imaginacion, the edition of J . Gomez Ocerin, pub­
lished in 1920 as Volume III. In 1931, Angel Lacalle 
brought out an edition containing three autos by Luis 
Velez, including the Auto de la mesa redonda, a rare com­
bination of the eucharistic allegory together with chi- 
valric adventures.
The monumental work of Spencer and Schevill 
(started in 1921 by Spencer and completed by Schevill in 
1937 due to the untimely death of Spencer) includes the 
titles of ninety-four dramas by or attributed to Velez, 
with the first and last two or more lines, date of the 
first printed text together with the library in which it 
may be found, the number of the play on Cotarelo’s list, 
cast of characters, a well-condensed resume of each 
comedia and in some instances a brief critical comment. 
According to Spencer and Schevill, Velez deserves a 
prominent place among the chief dramatists of the seven­
teenth century--he derives from Lope and points unmis­
takably to Calderon.
Richard H. Olmsted prepared a critical edition of 
Velez* autograph comedia, El conde don Pero Velez y_ don 
Sancho el Deseado, which was to have been published as 
Volume X of the Teatro antiguo espanol series but copy 
and proofs were completely destroyed in the civil war
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during 1936. Olmsted contends that "Luis Velez de Gue­
vara es, a no dudarlo, uno de los grandes escritores del 
Siglo de Oro, y tanto por su teatro como por su novela 
merece uno de los primeros puestos en la historia de la 
literatura castellana."
Several critics who see little merit in La serrana 
de la Vera are: Milton A. Buchanan, who, in his review
of the comedia says that it is of scant merit and that 
the folklore and ballad interest must have appealed to 
the authors to persuade them to make the play accessible 
in print; Ernest Merimee indicates that the exploits of 
the ferocious virago in the sierra would be intolerable 
today in the theater, even the Spanish.
John M. Hill, in reviewing the Spencer and Schevill 
work, says that earlier critics have been disposed to dis­
miss Velez as a servile imitator of Lope but it now 
appears clear that the indebtedness was far less than has 
generally been supposed. In his review of Munoz Cortes' 
edition of Reinar despues de morir El_ diablo esta en 
Cantillana, Samuel Gili Gaya indicates that the attention 
devoted to El_ diablo cojuelo probably contributed to 
relegating to a secondary role the copious dramatic pro­
duction of Luis Velez. Gili Gaya states that present 
century scholars are correcting the error and Luis Velez 
de Guevara is beginning to acquire the esteem which in 
the opinion of Valbuena Prat "habra de situarle al lado
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de los seis grandes poetas de nuestra escena clasica."
In 1941, Joaquin de Entrambasaguas reproduced "Un 
olvidado poema de Velez de Guevara, Elogio del juramento 
del serenissimo Principe don Felipe Domingo, Qvarto 
deste nombre," and contends that if Velez is admired as 
the excellent dramatic author of Reinar despues de morir 
and as the reflective satirical novelist who wrote El 
diablo cojuelo, he well deserves to have added to his 
literary merits the composition of the fine poem, forgot­
ten but a brilliant facet of his work.
Since the 1950’s, with more and more attention 
being centered on the study of Luis Velez de Guevara and 
with greater value being placed on his artistic produc­
tion, there have appeared a considerable number of theses 
and dissertations on some phase of the playwright's work 
or critical editions of his plays, in addition to studies 
on Luis Velez published in scholarly journals.
Editions of works previously published have been 
made available with new ideas and information concerning 
the author, such as Luisa Revuelta's La luna de la 
sierra, Enrique Rodriguez Cepeda's La serrana de la Vera, 
Giuseppe Rossi’s Reinar despues de morir, Enrique Rodri­
guez Cepeda and Enrique Rull's El_ diablo cojuelo, and 
others.
In 197 0, Diego Catalan in his book Por caminos del 
Romancero devotes a section to "Dos romances inspirudores
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de Velez de Guevara." According to Catalan, the romance 
de Grifos Lombardo (o Conde preso) provided the argument 
for La romera de Santiago, now considered a play by Velez, 
and El conde don Pero Velez gave the story for Luis Velez’ 
El conde don Pero Velez ^  don Sancho el Deseado. Catalan 
says that the presence of the romance, El conde don Pero 
Velez, in modern tradition is undoubtedly linked to the 
success that the romance attained in the theater, thanks 
to the interest of Luis Velez de Guevara in the "hazana" 
of his "antepasado."
Raymond R. MacCurdy published in 1971 Spanish Drama 
in the Golden A g e ; Twelve Plays, in which he states that 
the most important playwrights of Lope’s generation in­
clude: Tirso de Molina, Guillen de Castro, Mira de Ames-
cua, Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, and Luis Velez de Guevara.
One of the twelve plays in the anthology is Velez' Reinar 
despues de morir.
The twentieth century has been a time in which 
renewed interest in the literary production of Luis 
Velez de Guevara is evident. Beginning in 190 2 with 
Bonilla's principe edition of El_ diablo cojuelo, followed 
in 1916 by Cotarelo's study of Velez and his dramatic 
works and the publication of La serrana de la Vera by the 
Sehores Menendez Pidal, the number of studies treating 
Luis Velez has increased steadily and includes critical 
editions of comedias which were not easily accessible.
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Critics have attempted to determine the place of Luis 
Velez de Guevara among Spanish authors of the seventeenth 
century. Some of them believe that he should be ranked 
with the six great dramatists of the Siglo de Pro: Lope,
Tirso, Alarcon, Calderon, Rojas and Moreto.
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS
Opinions of Luis Velez de Guevara through the cen­
turies show different points of view, from high praise in 
the seventeenth century, a temporary lapse of interest in 
the eighteenth, an increase in the study of Velez.with 
some severe criticism in the nineteenth, to a re-evaluation 
in the twentieth. Just what should Velez1 place be in 
Spanish literature? Mesonero Romanos believed that the 
theater of the dramatist displayed appreciable gifts of 
talent that should not be passed over and that Velez had 
not been studied sufficiently nor judged impartially. 
According to Mesonero Romanos, Lista condemned Luis Velez 
without being completely familiar with his comedias, a 
confession made by Lista himself.
It seems that the main difficulty in an unbiased 
appraisal of Velez has been the inaccessibility of his 
works. If Velez* writings were assembled, it would 
afford scholars an opportunity to make an over-all study 
of the author's literary production. Until the Sehores 
Menendez Pidal published La serrana de la Vera in 1916, 
the only works which could be obtained with any ease 
were Reinar despues de morir, which appeared in print in
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1838, the six comedias included by Mesonero Romanos in 
Dramaticos contemporaneos a Lope de Vega, and El aguila 
del agua, reproduced by Paz y Melia in the Revista de 
Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos in 1904. Four of Velez' 
plays appear in Schaeffer's Ocho comedias desconocidas, 
a volume not easily available. In 1920, Gomez Ocerin 
published El rey en su imaginaci5n and in 1931, Lacalle 
put into print three autos by Velez. Up until 1936 when 
Olmsted prepared his critical edition of El conde don 
Pero Velez y don Sancho el Deseado, the aforementioned 
were the only plays which could be obtained except in 
manuscripts, sueltas and collections of plays by differ­
ent authors in various libraries. An effort has been 
made since the late 1930's in the United States to prepare 
critical editions of Velez1 works; also several notable 
recent publications of his plays have appeared not only 
in Spain but in Italy and other countries. Still, the 
works are not together in Obras completas which would 
make possible a complete study of the ninety-four come­
dias that remain of the four hundred written by Velez.
From the criticism of scholars, it is noted that 
pretty generally Reinar despues de morir is regarded as 
Velez' masterpiece and also as one of the best plays in 
the Spanish theater. The fact that it is still in the 
repertory of the modern theater affords proof of the 
lasting interest in Velez' work. Some critics, notably
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Astrana Marin, consider La serrana de la Vera the most 
outstanding. Most scholars list as the best dramas by 
Velez Reinar despues de morir, La serrana de la Vera, and 
La luna de la sierra. Editions of these three plays have 
appeared within the last ten or fifteen years and publi­
cations of El diablo cojuelo have also been prepared with 
new ideas as to meanings of allusions, metaphors, etc.
In 1964, El diablo cojuelo was translated into the Rus­
sian language and in 1968 into Rumanian.
Little by little modern critics are bringing out 
of obscurity the dramatic works of Luis Velez de Guevara, 
and some of them, as Indurain and Valbuena Prat, are 
claiming for him a place at the side of the great drama­
tists of the Siglo de Pro: Lope, Tirso, Alarcon, Calde­
ron, Rojas, and Moreto. Whether modern scholars will 
accord to Velez a place among the top dramatists of the 
Golden Age of Spain depends on further study, and as 
Claude E. Anibal points out in his review of the Spencer 
and Schevill work, there is a need for an analysis of 
Velez' whole literary personality (technique, versifica­
tion, ideology, style, imagery, word patterns, etc.), a 
complete reappraisal of his relative virtues and defects 
and thus his exact position and significance among his 
contemporaries.
Luis Velez de Guevara was a talented poet, drama­
tist, prose writer and superb wit. He created characters
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that are not soon forgotten, especially Gila in La serrana 
de la Vera— a bit wild and woolly perhaps but certainly 
unforgettable. Ines de Castro is another memorable per­
sonage, as is also Blanca, the Infanta of Navarre. In a 
theater where it was difficult to attain individuality, as 
pointed out by Reichenberger in his article "The Unique­
ness of the comedia,” Velez succeeded in gaining a certain 
identity for himself by his creation of strong characters-- 
both men and women. Other features of Velez’ works, 
though not unique to him, include the particular use he 
makes of the old romances, and the wit which is sprinkled 
throughout much of his literary production.
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sito . . . sus obras carecen de toda conciencia
historica o social." Amoros points out that 
Velez is the author of a work, La serrana de la 
Vera which "queda al margen de todos los conven- 
cionalismos de nuestra comedia clasica y plantea 
problemas absolutamente apasionantes para el 
hombre de nuestros dias."
8. Anderson, Carleton Q. "The Evolution of the Ines de
Castro Story in Drama." Unpublished Ph.D. disser­
tation, Brigham Young University, 197 0.
Anderson studies the Ines de Castro theme, 
tracing the development from the Chr5nica de El- 
Rei, Dorn Pedro I_ by Fernao Lopes in the early part 
of the ±iiteenth century up to Gondin Da Fonseca's 
Ines de Castro written in 1957. The critic slates 
that Reinar despues de morir by Luis Velez de 
Guevara, great dramatTst of the Spanish Golden
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Age, is one of the best known versions of the 
story. Anderson contends that Velez raised the 
dramatic tone of the play to a lofty height by 
the use of old ballads, good poetic lines, in­
trigue and appeal to the passions of love and 
jealousy. According to the critic, Velez created 
characters who display their interior feelings 
dramatically and convincingly: the passionate
appeal made by Ines for her life; the profound, 
frustrating feeling of defeat sensed by- King 
Alfonso; the haughty pride and subsequent sadness 
felt by the Infanta; and the torment which en­
gulfed Pedro are all evidence of the author's 
skill. Anderson further states that by portray­
ing Pedro and Ines as persons possessing deep 
sentiments of love for each other despite all 
opposing forces and by adding the posthumous coro­
nation scene with the thought that Ines could 
reign after death, Velez also gives the interpre­
tation that love exceeds the bounds of death.
9. Anibal, Claude E. "Observations on La Estrella de 
Sevilla," Hispanic Review, II < 1 9 3 1 - 3 8  .
In his study concerning the authorship of La 
Estrella de Sevilla, Anibal suggests that an In­
tensive-  study of Luis Velez de Guevara might lead 
to illuminating material of great importance in 
determining the identity of the author. Anibal 
believes that there is striking analogy between 
La Estrella de Sevilla and the Velez formula as 
It occurs in Mas pesa el Rey que la sangre, etc.
Anibal adds that whoever the author of this play
.may be, his moments of satire and his conceptismo 
indicate the influence of Quevedo; his allusion 
to golden apples at Colchis cannot justly be 
interpreted as due merely to a mistake in 
mythology.
10.  . Review of El conde don Pero Velez don
Sancho el Deseado, by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. 
of Richard Hubbell Olmsted, Hispanic Review, XII 
(1945), 258-262.
In reviewing Olmsted's work, Anibal mentions 
the fact that the present edition of the "auto- 
grafo" was sent to press in 1936 in Madrid where 
it was to have been published as Volume X of the 
Centro de Estudios Historicos' series, Teatro 
Antiguo Espanol, but copy and proofs were com­
pletely destroyed in the civil war. According to 
Anibal, there are omissions in Olmsted's
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commentaries but the presentation of the text 
itself is a precious service. In considering the 
historical characters in El^  conde don Pero Velez 
Z  don Sancho el Deseado, Anibal says that Velez, 
whose historical sense is generally underesti­
mated, has invested Sancho with a well-defined 
character that faithfully conforms to that re­
corded by the more reliable chronicles. He also 
states that don Manrique de Lara's potential vil­
lainy is revealed with fine understatement and 
the personage constitutes a first-rate creation. 
The critic indicates that those familiar with the 
civil dissension instigated by Manrique during 
the minority of Alfonso VIII will recognize in 
his characterization a portrait so keenly pro­
phetic as to compel some reappraisal of Velez' 
competence in historical drama.
.  . The Dramatic Works of Luis
Velez de Guevara; Their Plots, Sources, and Bib­
liography, by Forrest Eugene Spencer and Rudolph 
Schevill, Hispanic Review, VIII (1940), 170-177.
Anibal says that the place of Luis Velez de 
Guevara in the literary history of Spain's Golden 
Age has not been fixed with satisfactory exact­
ness and there is a need for an analysis of Velez' 
whole literary personality (technique, versifica­
tion, ideology, style, imagery, word patterns, 
etc.), a complete reappraisal of his relative 
virtues and defects and thus his exact position 
and significance among his contemporaries. 
According to Anibal, a project of this nature is 
not easy to accomplish due to the general inacces­
sibility of the majority of Velez' plays. Anibal 
indicates that toward the achievement of a com­
plete study of Velez, the work of Spencer and 
Schevill is a contribution of such readily appre­
ciable and fundamental value as to make it a 
point of departure for all subsequent investiga­
tion of Velez as a dramatist. Anibal concludes 
that nothing would be more helpful than publica­
tion of the sixty-one comedias which remain gen­
erally unobtainable.
 .  . The Estrella de Sevilla and
Claramonte, by Sturgis E. Leavitt, Hispanic 
Review, I~(1933), 343-352.
In his review of Leavitt's book on La Estrella 
de Sevilla, Anibal comments on the author's asser­
tions and questions whether along the lines of
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plot-analogy followed by him, a stronger case—  
even with the perplexing Cardenio— might, for 
instance, be established for the unquestionably 
superior Luis Velez de Guevara, or perhaps even 
for Mira de Amescua, than has been possible for 
the generally mediocre Claramonte. Anibal sug­
gests that since Velez displays a predilection 
for just the dramatic recipe and its variations 
found in Estrella and his Mas pesa el Rey que la 
sangre, and since Estrella is already regarded as 
probably influenced by the works of Tirso and 
Lope if not Claramonte, would it- not be well to 
test this resultant of various dramatic components 
also for Velez* influence? Anibal points out that 
in both Estrella and Mas pesa el Rey c[ue la 
sangre, there is not only an extraordinarily ener­
getic expression of monarchical sentiment, but a 
loyalty to king which involves both the protago­
nist’s honor and his sacrifice of a life as dear 
to him as that of the lady with whom, at first 
sight, the king has in each play become passion­
ately enamored.
13. Anonymous. Review of El rey en su imaginacion by
Velez de Guevara, e d . of J. Gomez Ocerin, Boletin 
de la Real Academia Espanola, VIII (1921),
451-453.
The reviewer states that there are many manu­
scripts in the Biblioteca Nacional of true inter­
est for the study of the history of Spanish 
dramatic art of which critical editions should be 
published. With the appearance of El_ rey en su 
imaginacion, the critic says, the turn has come 
to the famous and fertile author of Reinar des­
pues de morir, a playwright who merited the 
praise of Lope de Vega, Montalban, and others, a 
man of "caracter franco y festivo" of whom Cer­
vantes wrote in El_ viaje del Parnaso "Este que es 
acogido entre millares, / de Guevara Luis Velez 
es el bravo, / que se puede llamar quitapesares."
14. Antonio, Nicolas. Bibliotheca hispano nova: sive
Hispanorum scriptorum qui ab anno M D . ad MDCLXXIV, 
floruere notitia . . . nunc primum prodit, recog- 
nita emendata aucta ab ipso auctore. Tomus 1 - 2. 
Matriti: J. de Ibarra, 1783-88.
Nicolas Antonio praises Ludovicus Velez do 
Guevara (vol. 1, pp. 68-69) for his incomparable 
talent for spreading joy with his witty sayings 
and eloquence in speaking, and says that V e l e z 1
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poetic ability places him on a level with Lope de 
Vega and any other playwright. Following Ludovi- 
cus Velez de Guevara, Nicolas Antonio lists the 
name Ludovicus de Santander, whom he apparently 
considers a different person.
15. Apraiz y Buesa, Angel. Dona Ines de Castro en el
teatro castellano. Tesis presentada el afio 19 05 
al Claustro de Doctores de la Facultad de Filoso- 
fia y Letras de la Universidad Central, para la 
obtencion de dicho grado en la misma Facultad. 
Vitoria: Establecimiento Tipografico de Domingo
Sar, 1911.
Apraiz examines literary works which are con­
cerned with the Ines de Castro theme, beginning 
with Portuguese literature— the Trovas of Garcia 
de Resende and the 0s_ Lusiadas of Camoens— con­
tinuing with Spanish compositions which have as 
their subject the famous legend. According to 
the critic, the most interesting part of his 
study is that which has to do with Velez de Gue­
vara's Reinar despues de morir, published in 16 52, 
and he says that works about Ines de Castro writ­
ten previous to Velez' are "regueros que conducen 
agua cristalina al caudal de inspiracion reunido 
en Reinar despues de morir.'' Apraiz compares 
Velez * play with Tragedia famosa de dona Ines de 
Castro by Mexia de la Cerda pointing out similari­
ties especially the element of jealousy and the 
ire of the rejected sweetheart, introduced by 
Mexia. According to the critic all of the charac­
ters in Velez' work are well delineated, espe­
cially dona Ines " . . .  celosa primero de los 
encantos de su rival . . ., temerosa luego de su
poder, pero fuerte y valiente cuando tiene que 
defender ante ella el amor de su esposo e hijos; 
blanda y acariciadora con el Rey y siempre triste 
e inquieta . . . ." Apraiz states that Reinar 
despues de morir is not only Velez' masterpiece 
but is "uno de los timbres de gloria con que 
cuenta el teatro espanol."
16. Arrom, Jose Juan. "Representaciones teatrales en
Cuba a fines del siglo XVIII," Hispanic Review,
XI (1943), 64-71.
Arrom discusses the theater in Cuba at the end 
of the eighteenth century and lists the plays 
represented there during the year 17 91 according 
to the announcements published in the Papel Perl- 
odico de la Havana. Noted in the groups of
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comedias are several works by Luis Velez de Gue­
vara and by the ecijano in collaboration with 
other playwrights.
Feb. 8 El_ Catalan Serrallonga (Coello, Velez de
Guevara y Rojas Zorrilla)
Feb. 26 Reinar despues de morir, Dona Ines de
Castro (Velez de Guevara) 
March 6 Tambien la afrenta es veneno (Rojas
Zorrilla, Coello y Velez de 
Guevara)
Aug. 4 El Catalan Serrallonga (Coello, Velez de
Guevara y Rojas Zorrilla)
Aug. 28 El cerco de Roma por el Rey Desiderio
(Velez de Guevara)
Oct. 27 Dona Ines de Castro (Velez de Guevara)
Dec. 1 Dona Ines de Castro (Velez de Guevara)
Ashcom, Benjamin B. "Concerning 'La mujer en habito 
de hombre' in the comedia," Hispanic Review,
XXVIII (1960), 43-62.
Ashcom discusses Carmen Bravo-Villasante's 
book, La mujer vestida de hombre en el teatro 
espafiol— Siglos XVI-XVII (Madrid: Revista de
Occidente, 1955), and points out that throughout 
the book one dramatist, Luis Velez de Guevara, 
"brilla por su ausencia." The critic notes that 
Velez is mentioned three or four times but that 
his plays are not discussed nor are they included 
in the list of "Principales obras teatrales en 
que aparecen mujeres vestidas de hombre"— a list 
that includes five plays by Matos, seven by Dia­
mante, four by Zarate and on through Bances Can- 
damo, Lanini and Canizares, all third and fourth 
rate dramatists. Ashcom contends that Velez, a 
playwright of major stature, presents women in 
male attire in at least fifteen plays and that 
more important is the fact that Velez is much the 
greatest exponent of "la mujer varonil."
_________. "Luis Velez de Guevara's ELL gran Iorge
Castrioto y; Principe Escanderbey, a Critical Edi- 
tion, with Introduction and Notes." Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1938.
Ashcom's dissertation presents a critical, 
annotated edition of one of a group of three Span­
ish plays inspired by the life of the Albanian 
hero, George Castriot, called Scanderbey. The 
dramas in question are: El_ Principe Escanderbey,
1634; ELL gran Iorge Castrioto Principe
19.
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Escanderbey, 1679, and El Principe esclavo, 1720?, 
all associated with the name of Luis Velez de 
Guevara. A thorough study is made of the histori­
cal Scanderbey and of the three comedias which 
Ashcom believes were written by Velez and he 
offers evidence to bolster his argument. One 
proof is that Montalban, in the preface to his 
Auto on the subject, states that the ecijano had 
written two plays on the Scanderbey theme and 
since his work follows the outline of Velez* 
drama as he sketches it in the preface he prob­
ably was not familiar with the third play which 
is a continuation of the first two. Ashcom con­
tends that Belmonte did not write the first play, 
as has been proposed, for there are many charac­
teristics of Velez in the first Scanderbey come­
dia ; for example, the superhuman heroes and hero­
ines; Velez* penchant for having characters throw 
or threaten to throw around both persons and 
things; the use of violent language by secondary 
characters; the lion scene, etc. Ashcom avers 
that Velez wrote both the first and second plays 
as well as the third and that the ecijano reworked 
the first to make the comedia more suitable for 
presentation at the court of Philip IV.
"Notes on the comedia: A New Edition of a
Velez de Guevara Play,'1 Hispanic Review, XXX 
(1962), 231-239.
The reviewer states that Professor Ramon Roz- 
zell has earned the gratitude of Hispanists by 
making available the text of one of Velez de Gue­
vara's better plays (La nina de Gomez Arias por 
Luis Velez de Guevara. Edicion, Introduccion y 
Notas de Ramon Rozzell. Granada, 1959, 291 pp. 
Coleccion Filologica de la Universidad de Gra­
nada XVI.) Ashcom remarks that "Professor Roz­
zell' s notes are at times enlightening and eru­
dite, at times no more than adequate and at times 
irritating . . . too often skimpy and undocu­
mented . . . .  Velez is an important dramatist 
and his theater has not been edited so frequently 
as to make ample annotation either unnecessary or 
undesirable."
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20.   Review of El embuste acreditado, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. by Arnold G. Reichenberger, 
Symposium, XIII (1959), 343-350.
According to Ashcom, ET embuste acreditado is 
no masterpiece but it is better than many critics 
have thought even if less important than the 
length and seriousness of Reichenberger's discus­
sion would lead one to believe. The critic adds 
that Velez wrote well when his interest was 
aroused as it was by the comic, the heroic, and 
the folkloric, but when he is not interested he 
may not even write competently— his attention 
wanders; his ideas, vague and dispersed, become 
hopelessly involved. Ashcom says the action picks 
up speed in El embuste when Merlin arrives--he is 
the center of the action and is one of Velez1 best 
graciosos and Velez' graciosos can be very good 
indeed. The critic indicates that El embuste 
acreditado is run-of-the-mine Velez, but the comi- 
cidad of the play is far better than its vehicle.
21. Astrana Marin, Luis. "El rumbo y tropel de Velez de
Guevara," in Cervantinas otros ensayos, Madrid: 
Afrodisio Aguado, S.A., 1944, pp. 173-176.
Astrana Marin contends that Velez' comedias 
have not grown old and have continued to be of 
interest because Velez was concerned primarily 
with national and popular themes, heroic and dra­
matic types, popular songs and "romances." 
According to the critic, Velez' Reinar despues de 
morir and La luna de la sierra, two incomparable 
jewels of Spanish dramatic art, still seem 
"frescas y jugosas en nuestras tablas." Astrana 
Marin considers Velez' masterpiece, without doubt, 
to be La serrana de la Vera, inspired by the 
famous romance "Alla en Garganta la 011a, / en la 
Vera de Plasencia . . . "  and avers that it is very 
superior to the one written by Lope de Vega with 
the same title. The critic believes that the 
moment in which Gila throws her seducer over the 
precipice shows intensity truly Shakespearean.
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22. Atkinson, William C. Review of The Dramatic Works of
Luis Velez de Guevara: Their Plots, Sources and
Bibliography, by Forrest E. Spencer and Rudolph 
Schevill, Modern Language Review, XXXIII (1938), 
611-613.
The reviewer states that in Spencer and Sche- 
vill's work no conclusions are reached— the book 
ends when the last summary has been dealt with-- 
but that some aspects of Velez the dramatist do 
emerge even from the re-telling of the plots. 
Atkinson cites as characteristics of Velez* com­
positions: love of the spectacular and the fan­
tastic; static, one-sided conception of character; 
lessening concern for national values; rhetorical 
tirades and culteranismo. The critic indicates 
that these elements serve to determine the pas­
sage from Lope de Vega to Calderon. Atkinson 
notes that a critical evaluation of Velez' art 
and achievement has not been made.
23. Aubrun, Charles V. "El Diablo cojuelo et Le_ Diable
boiteux: Deux definitions du roman," in Melanges 
£ la memoire de Jean Sarrailh, Paris: Centre de
Recherches de L'Institut d'Etudes Hispaniques, 
1966, Vol. I, pp. 57-73.
An enlightening comparison is made between 
Velez* Diablo cojuelo and Lesage's Diable boiteux, 
with emphasis on the differences between the two 
works. Aubrun examines in the syntax and style 
of the Diablo cojuelo the reflection of its aim 
of producing engano. The French critic sees the 
Diablo cojuelo as an attack on the mercantilist 
challenge to the ancien regime and points out 
that in the eyes of the ecijano, there is no spec­
tacle as comic as that of the merchant, the miser, 
or the usurer made victims of the sharper, thief 
or brigand. Aubrun states that Velez uses the 
roman to describe the relations between man and 
the universe, giving it a structure flexible 
enough to permit in the same work three ways of 
considering the relations: objectively, ideally,
and allegorically. The French critic indicates 
that Lesage's Diable boiteux extols and rewards 
middle-class virtue, as opposed to Velez* scorn 
of man and hatred of the bourgeois.
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  . La comedia espanola (1600-1680) , tr. by
Julio Lago Alonso. Madrid: Taurus, 1968.
Aubrun contends that Velez lacked imagination 
and "se limito a trasponer al piano de la trage- 
dia heroica las obras de otros, cuya tecnica imi- 
taba muy bien." The critic continues saying that 
Velez liked heroic and historic cornedias in which 
he could distribute with absolute freedom not jus­
tice as other dramatists but rather censure and 
praise in a very original manner. Aubrun indi­
cates that Los novios de Hornachuelos probably is 
Velez'; Garcia del Castafiar is attributed to him; 
and La luna de la sierra is his with more cer­
tainty. The critic states that Velez begged dur­
ing his whole life for a pittance, always insuf­
ficient to take care of his excessive desires and 
that few dramatists of that period really were 
needy since they all had patrons. Aubrun adds 
that if Velez and Cancer frequently lacked funds 
it was due to their carelessness. The following 
words by the critic are not very complimentary to 
the ecijano: "este maniaco de nobleza usurpaba
el alto nombre de los Guevara; halago el snobismo 
de la alta burguesia, lo cual no dejaba de halagar 
y de irritar a la vez a la verdadera aristocracia; 
sus obras dramaticas testimonian una idea de la 
generosidad tan alta que sus nobles protectores 
no consiguen elevarse hasta ella; el se lo repro- 
cha abiertamente y echa en cara al siglo que vaya 
perdiendo la sublime grandeza de antaho."
 . "Regner apr^s la mort" de Velez de Guevara
et '*La R e m e  mort" de Montherlant," in Le Theatre 
tragique, ed. by Jean Jacquot. 2nd ed. Pans: 
Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scien- 
tifique, 1965, pp. 191-197.
The author compares Velez de Guevara's Reinar 
despues de morir and Montherlant's La Reine mort 
and indicates that the time in which each play 
was written influenced the composition of the 
works. When Velez wrote his drama there existed 
conflicts between personal freedom and the good 
of the State, thus he brought to the stage two of 
the major preoccupations of his day: the con­
flict of two generations, each attempting to sup­
press the other, and the conflict between "raison 
d'etat" and personal freedom. Aubrun points out 
that the Spanish conception of tragedy is tragi­
comedy and not real tragedy because whatever has 
to happen or whoever has to die to permit others
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to live or to restore the situation to normal, 
this must be done. French tragedy derives from 
the Greek in which the personages do not choose 
their destiny as the King in Reinar despues de 
morir had to choose, none is free. Aubrun believes 
that tragedy is linked with history and tragedy in 
the theater becomes possible in periods when so­
ciety is changing. The function of tragedy is to 
bring about a crisis which will help people to 
surmount the purging of the past and to face the 
future. In Velez’ play, the death of Ines is 
necessary to re-establish order in the kingdom.
______ . Review of Reinar despues de morir y El_
diablo esta en Cantillana by Luis Velez de Gue­
vara, ed. of Manuel Munoz Cortes, Bulletin Hispa- 
nique, LI (1949), 81-82.
Aubrun states that the merit of Munoz Cortes 
in his laborious study of the literary history of 
the legend of the ’’Reine mort" consists in having 
posed the problem of the source of the story used 
by Velez de Guevara. The question is that of the 
relationship between the romance of don Fadrique 
"Yo me estaba en Coimbra," the "trovas" about Ines 
de Castro of Garcia de Resende "polos campos de 
Mondeguo / cavaleiras vi somar" and the romance 
dona Isabel "Yo me estando en Giromena / . . .
por los campos de Monvela / caballeros vi asomar." 
The critic concludes that in Velez’ Reinar despues 
de morir, the legend of the "Reine mort" is noth­
ing more than a mere detail.
Barrantes y Moreno, Vicente. "La serrana de la Vera," 
America, XV, no. 23 (1871), 8-9. no. 24, 5-8; XVI, 
no. 1 (1872), 11-12, no. 2, 9-10, no. 3, 7-8. 
(Reprinted in his Narraciones extremenas).
_. Narraciones extremenas. Pt. I, II.
Madrid: Impr. de J. Pena, 18 7 2-7 3.
Barrantes gives background information on the 
legend of La serrana de la Vera and reproduces a 
romance bearing the same title which appears in a 
very rare book, Amenidades, florestas y recreos 
de la provincia de la Vera alta baja en la
Estremadura, con un tratado . . .  by Gabriel 
Azedo de la Berrueza, Madrid, Andres Garcia de la 
Iglesia, 1667. Barrantes adds that the romance 
must have been very popular in the seventeenth 
century since Lope de Vega and Velez de Guevara
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copied to the letter some of the lines. The 
critic compares Lope’s drama, La serrana de la 
Vera, with Velez' play of the same title, givTng 
a summary of each and quoting numerous passages 
from both works. Barrantes concludes by saying:
Tal es la obra inedita y casi desconocida 
de Velez de Guevara, menos rica que la de Lope 
de Vega en detalles poeticos; pero mas ajus- 
tada a la tradicion y a la verdad en cuanto a 
los hechos y a los personajes que intervinie- 
ron en las aventuras de la Serrana de la Vera, 
(pp. 97-98)
29. Barrera, Isaac J. Estudios de literatura castellana:
El siglo de oro. Quito: Editorial Ecuatoriana,
1935.
Barrera begins his discussion of Luis Velez by 
saying that if there is a life which is the epitome 
of the picaresque it is that of the ecijano: he
never had any money and was always writing "epis- 
tolas" and "memoriales" asking for aid. Yet, the 
critic continues, Velez was esteemed by his con­
temporaries for his delightful conversation as 
noted by Cervantes "Tope a Luys Velez . . . ." In 
pointing out certain facts about El_ diablo cojuelo, 
Barrera says that among the humorous and picaresque 
details can be found literary curiosities which 
offer a basis for comparison with discussions 
today. The critic continues by stating that 
Cleofas found in the "Prematicas y Ordenanzas" 
that not only "culta" words were censured but also 
symbols. In speaking of the "fenix" in the "Pre- 
matica," it is said that however much the "fenix" 
was celebrated in the Academy previously " . . .  
mandamos que se ponga perpetuo silencio en su 
memoria . . . ." Barrera asks "iEste pregon bur-
lesco no recuerda al 'tuercele el cuello al cisne' 
con que se ha expresado el fastidio de nuestra 
epoca por el uso de otro simbolo, del cual abusa- 
ron los buesos y los malos poetas?"
30. Barrera y Leirado, Cayetano A. de la. Catalogo bib-
liografico biografico del teatro antiguo espanol 
desde sus origenes hasta mediados del siglo XVIII. 
Madrid: Rivadeneyra, 18 60.
Before listing the works by Luis Velez de Gue­
vara, Barrera gives a biographical sketch of the 
poet and says that he occupies a prominent place 
among the "mas felices ingenios" of whom Spain
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can be proud. Barrera indicates that Velez devoted 
himself almost exclusively to dramatic works and 
that of the four hundred plays written by him there 
are scarcely eighty which are known to be his. 
According to the critic, most of Velez' comedias 
are "dramas de grande espectaculo teatral, come­
dias de ruido," the characters are well drawn, and 
the poetry is elegant and harmonious. Barrera 
states that Velez1 tragedy, Reinar despues de 
morir o Dona Ines de Castro is without doubt the 
best that he composed and it alone would assure 
the ecijano a distinguished place in Spain's dra­
matic Parnassus.
31. Bell, Aubrey F. G. Castilian Literature. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1938.
Bell says that the witty Velez de Guevara 
brought life and animation to subjects of ancient 
and contemporary history, the battle of Lepanto 
or the story of Guzman el Bueno, but that Mira de 
Amescua, a greater dramatist than Velez, derived 
his subjects from the Bible and from lives of the 
saints, writing also some delightful comedies of 
manners. The critic indicates that humor during 
the Golden Age was broad and it depends on the 
reader's taste as to whether he finds Velez de 
Guevara's III diablo cojuelo rude and primitive 
when compared w i t h L e s a g e 's he diable boiteux, or 
Lesage's novel insipid by the side of Velez'
Diablo.
32. Berndt, Robert J. "A Qualitative Analysis of the
Versification of Selected Comedias of Luis Velez 
de Guevara." Unpublished Ph.D. dTssertation, 
Western Reserve University, 1956.
Berndt is concerned in the dissertation with 
qualitative versification and analyzes seven 
plays by Luis Velez de Guevara to determine 
whether he followed the formula established by 
Lope de Vega in El arte nuevo de hacer comedias 
en este tiempo for the use of specific meters. 
Tables are included for each of the seven plays 
showing "Distribution of Verse Forms," "Summary 
for Each Act," and "Summary of Qualitative Versi­
fication." Berndt's findings show that Velez 
attempted to suit the verse form to the subject 
matter but he expanded on the rules by adding 
innovations of his own, thus underscoring differ­
ent elements and giving his plays greater flexi­
bility than otherwise would have been possible.
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Berndt states that Velez stands between Lope de 
Vega and Ruiz de Alarcon. Lope emphasized come­
dias de capa espada, or those in which action 
and plot development were prime factors, and Juan 
Ruiz de Alarcon placed emphasis on character 
rather than on plot. Velez at times creates a 
play in which plot is the more important element 
and other times, the character far outshines the 
plot itself. According to Berndt, Velez as a 
lyric poet achieves the heights of the master and 
on certain occasions surpasses him. Berndt con­
cludes his study with the following statement:
With the increased interest in Luis Velez 
de Guevara and the presentation of new studies 
of his literary abilities, his relative posi­
tion among his contemporaries will be raised, 
for while he does follow established formulas 
he is quite capable of demonstrating origi­
nality accompanied by native ability. (p. 3 00)
33.  . "A Tentative Edition, with Introduction
and Notes, of Luis Velez de Guevara's El prlncipe 
vinador." Unpublished Master's thesis, The Ohio 
State University, 1951.
Berndt explains that the thesis is a "tenta­
tive" edition only because the Introduction and 
the Notes are not as complete as the subject 
demands, but in spite of this, it is hoped that 
the work will help in furthering a better under­
standing of Luis Velez de Guevara and evaluating 
his relative position among his contemporaries.
A synopsis of the play is given, together with an 
analysis of versification and sources discussed. 
Berndt points out that Velez, like many of his 
seventeenth century contemporaries, drew source 
material for his dramatic works from the romances 
and this is true in the case of El_ prlncipe vina~ 
dor. A comparison is made between Velez' comedia 
and Lope's El vaquero de Morana, in which the 
same plot is used with a few variations. Berndt 
believes that Lope's play influenced Velez' work, 
for in addition to using the same theme, the gra­
ciosos are similar, even to having the same name. 
Another play which deals with the same romance is 
Mientras yo podo las vinas by Agustln de Caste­
llanos .
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34. Bininger, Robert J. "A Critical Edition, with Intro­
duction and Notes, of Velez de Guevara’s El conde 
don Sancho nino." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
The Ohio State University, 195 5.
Bininger considers El_ conde don Sancho nino to 
be a mediocre play and says that a curious aspect 
in this connection is that the drama is well- 
constructed, simple, direct and cohesive, rare 
virtues in the theatrical works of the period. 
According to the critic, the reason why El conde 
don Sancho nino is not a good comedia is that in 
spite of its technical qualities, it is not in­
spired with any real conviction: the total effect
is one of detached, mathematical coldness and pre­
cision. Bininger says that he has edited the play 
because these mediocre works are of extreme impor­
tance to the history of the Spanish drama for they 
are the raw material of which the chef-d'oeuvres 
are made.
35. ______ . Review of El embuste acreditado, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Arnold G. Reichenberger, 
Nueva Revista de Filologia Hispanica, XII (1958), 
422-424.
According to the reviewer, it is regrettable 
that in drawing parallels between El embuste 
acreditado and three other comedias by Velez, 
Reichenberger did not include El conde don Sancho 
nino, which not only was written at about the same 
time but has many characteristics in common with 
the three plays (El_ caballero del Sol, La nina de 
Gomez Arias, El conde don Pero Velez) and m  less 
measure with the Embuste. Bininger indicates that 
as a literary creation El embuste acreditado can­
not be placed above the level of mediocre: to
Cotarelo the argument seems absurd and ridiculous 
and Grillparzer seems to have the same opinion. 
Anibal, for whom few comedias were completely bad, 
limited himself to say that it was worthy of an 
edition. Only Spencer and Schevill dare to con­
sider it one of the best comedias novelescas of 
Velez, along with La serrana de la Vera and La 
luna de la sierra. Bininger remarks that Reichen­
berger fails to mention La corte del demonio, 
another comedia by Velez- in which there are impor­
tant elements of magic: a miraculous flight
through the air which is ’’justamente el plato 
fuerte del Embuste.” The reviewer adds that the 
artistic deficiencies of the play do not lessen 
the value of this edition as a contribution to
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the study of the theater of the Siglo de Pro in 
general and that of Velez de Guevara in particu- 
lar.
36. Blanco, Noemi Campos. "El tema de Ines de Castro en
el siglo XX." Unpublished Master's thesis, Loui­
siana State University, 1968.
The historical background of the Ines de Castro 
legend is given and the literary development is 
traced. Noemi Blanco says that probably Luis 
Velez de Guevara's Reinar despues de morir has 
influenced contemporary dramatists more than any 
other work treating the Ines de Castro theme.
She mentions the fact that Velez introduced into 
the story the jealous Infanta, moved by strong 
passions— that of love and pride--and indicates 
that the other characters become pale in compari­
son with her. The critic points out that Ines is 
a victim of destiny, the king of his weakness, 
and the Infante of his blindness before danger.
37. Blecua, Jose M. Academia burlesca en Buen Retiro a
la Magestad de Philippo Quarto el GrandeT (Ms. 
Madrid, 1637"5T Valencia: Tip. Moderna, 1952.
Jose M. Blecua has reproduced from the Manu­
script of 16 37 the Academia burlesca en Buen 
Retiro, presided over by Luis Velez de Guevara, 
and attended by Antonio de Solis, Francisco de 
Rojas, Luis de Belmonte Bermudez, and many other 
literary figures of the day. Luis Velez delivered 
an oration, Francisco de Rojas "un vejamen" and 
many memoriales, cedulas, poemas, etc., were writ­
ten for the occasion, all of which are included 
in Blecua's reproduction of the manuscript.
38. Bonilla y San Martin, Adolfo. "Carta abierta al Sr.
D. Manuel Serrano y Sanz (observaciones acerca de 
El diablo cojuelo)," Revista de Archivos, Biblio- 
tecas y. Museos, VI (19 02) , 38 2.
Bonilla y San Martin is concerned with giving 
an interpretation of several phrases in El diablo 
cojuelo: "Mula de Linan," "puerta de Guadalajara,"
and "velicomen." Bonilla does not believe that 
the reference to "mula de Linan" can be inter­
preted as the "mula" of Pedro Linan de Riaza and 
even if it could this would not explain Velez' 
use of the phrase in El diablo cojuelo. The 
"puerta de Guadalajara17" the critic says is a place 
of business for merchants and is referred to by
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Quevedo in Chapter XV of the Buscon. Bonilla con­
tends that "velicomen" means "vaso" as used by 
Quevedo in La hora de todos. The critic indicates 
that the word comes from German "wilkommenbecher" 
as stated by Ramon Menendez Pidal in Etimologlas 
espanolas.
 . El^  diablo cojuelo por Luis Velez de Gue­
vara, reproduccion de la edicion prlncipe de 
Madrid, 1641. Vigo: Librerla de Eugenio Krapf,
1902 .
The critic indicates that the similarity between 
the Suenos of Quevedo and Velez* Diablo cojuelo is 
apparent not only in the satirical intent but m  
the likeness of the style. According to Bonilla y 
San Martin, Velez, resembling Quevedo, is "un esco- 
lastico del idioma" and his Diablo must not be 
read hurriedly but carefully in order to savor the 
daring metaphors, the extravagant narrative, the 
stupendous puns and the arbitrary license in which 
he delighted. In commenting on Lesage's Diable 
boiteux, published in 1707, Bonilla calls it a 
"refundicion" of the Diablo cojuelo in which there 
is scarcely a vague resemblance to the original.
A new edition of Lesage's work, that of 17 26-27, 
attracted the attention of the Spaniards more than 
the story by Velez, and in the nineteenth century 
the Spanish editions of the translation of the 
Diable boiteux were so numerous that there were 
even some who attributed to Velez the text of the 
French author. Bonilla states that it was time 
for a faithful reproduction of the original text, 
the edition of 1641, of the Diablo cojuelo to be 
published which he has done. Following the novela, 
the critic adds detailed notes in the section 
"Comentario de algunos vocablos y modismos usados 
en El diablo cojuelo."
 . "Mas 'diabluras.' (Comentario y Notas a
unas 'Notas* y a unos 'Comentarios' sobre un 
Comentario y unas Notas," in Anales de la litera- 
tura espanola (Anos 1900-1904), Madrid: Est. TTp.
de la Viuda e Hijos de Tello, 1904, pp. 193-200.
Bonilla y San Martin writes this article in 
answer to the ones composed by Felipe Perez y Gon-
„zalez for La Ilustracion Espanola Americana and
■later published in book form, m  which he ampli­
fied or corrected some of Bonilla's comments. 
Concerning the "deslices" which Bonilla says Perez 
y Gonzalez seemed to enjoy pointing out, the
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author of this article remarks that the corrector 
made some slips himself. In defending his expla­
nations, Bonilla asks why Perez y Gonzalez did 
not explain passages like the following: "Ayunta-
miento de las ranas del molino quemado," "Golfo 
lanzado," "Mula de Linan" and "Rio Navarrisco," 
which are really difficult and new information 
would be of great value.
Review of La serrana de la Vera, by Luis 
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Menendez Pidal y 
Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal, Revista Critica 
Hispanoamericana, III (1917), 176-18 2.
The reviewer discusses Luis Velez de Guevara's 
La serrana de la Vera and the play by Lope de Vega 
with the same title, making mention also of the 
serranillas of the Arcipreste de Hita and the Mar­
ques de Santillana. Lope's play was published for 
the first time in Parte septima of his Teatro 
(Madrid, 1617) but the title appears in the first 
list of El peregrino en £u patria, which would 
mean that it was written before 16 03. Velez' 
comedia was published in 1916. Menendez y Pelayo 
and Menendez Pidal say that Velez' play could not 
have been composed before 1613 (not 1603 as indi­
cated on the manuscript). Bonilla is not convinced 
that the date 1613 is correct, an opinion expressed 
also by Milton A. Buchanan. One fact to support 
belief in the 1603 date is that Jusepa Vaca, for 
whom Velez' comedia was written, was in Valladolid 
in 1603 and not m  1613. Bonilla indicates that 
if neither date, 1603 nor 1613, seems to be cor­
rect, all things considered, why pick 1613 instead 
of 1603? The critic adds that if Velez' Serrana 
de la Vera is not a play of extraordinary merit, 
it is certainly one of the best dramatic works of 
the famous but forgotten Velez de Guevara and is 
superior to Lope's play on the same subject. 
According to Bonilla, the Sres. Menendez Pidal 
made a good choice in selecting Velez' La serrana 
de la Vera for the first of the comedias in the 
Teatro antiguo espanol series.
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42. _____. "Sobre un tomo perdido de Lope de Vega,"
in Miscel&nea de estudos em honra de D. Carolina 
Michaelis de Vasconcellos, Coimbra: Imprensa da
Universidade, 193 3, pp. T01-110.
Bonilla discusses three volumes of the works 
of Lope de Vega, Numbers 131, 132, and 133, which 
were in the Biblioteca de Osuna, as indicated by 
Schack in Nachtrage, 18 54. The critic says that 
by 1904 when H. A. Rennert published his Life of 
Lope de Vega, the three volumes had disappeared. 
Bonilla had the good fortune to find one of the 
volumes, Number 132, which he describes in detail.
A note of interest for the study of Luis Velez de 
Guevara is that included in this volume is the 
following: "Comedia famosa del Conde don Pedro
Velez, written by Lope de Vega Carpio." Bonilla 
says: "Esta interesante comedia, no es de Lope,
sino de Luis Velez de Guevara, puesto que precisa- 
mente se conserva en la Biblioteca Nacional el 
autografo de este ultimo."
43. Brenan, Gerald. The Literature of the Spanish People
from Roman Times to the Present Day. Cambridge: 
University Press, 1953.
Brenan calls El diablo cojuelo a "satirical- 
fantastical work, written m  a breathless style 
of elaborate conceits and endless clauses in appo­
sition which makes it tedious to read," and says 
that Velez* novel owes its fame chiefly to Lesage's 
Diable boiteux, derived from the Spanish story. 
Brdnan speaks of religion and Spain in the seven­
teenth century and quotes the following lines by 
Luis Velez de Guevara:
Yo bien podre ser tambien 
mal cristiano pero buen 
catSlico jvive Dios I
44. Bruerton, Courtney. "Eight Plays of Velez de Guevara,"
Romance Philology, VI (1953), 248-253.
Verse statistics for eight plays by Luis Velez 
de Guevara are presented as evidence in an attempt 
to determine probable dates of the plays. The 
versification of La hermosura de Raquel I_, with 
quintillas heavier than redondallas, light romance, 
a single long passage of tercetos, varied act 
openings and closings, 21.4 percent of Italian 
lines, point to an early date. La hermosura de 
Raquel I_ was probably written after Velez* return 
to Spain in 1602. By comparing the number of
i
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quintillas, redondillas, romances, decimas, etc., 
the author of this article proposes the following 
dates for the eight plays:
El prodigioso prlncipe transilvano
La hermosura de Raquel I_
La hermosura de Raquel II 
La devocion de la misa 
El rey don SeFastian 
La obligacidn de las mujeres 
El espej o del mundo 
Los hi]os de la Barbuda
15977-1602 
(1599 -1600?) 
1602-1605 
1602-1608 
1604-1610 
1604-1608 
1606-1610 
1606-1610 
1608-1610
 . "La ninfa del cielo, La serrana de la Vera,
and Related Plays," Estudlos hispanicos, in Home- 
naje a Archer M. Huntington, Wellesley, Mass.: 
Spanish Department, Wellesley College, 1952, 
pp. 61-97.
Courtney Bruerton compares the comedias de ban­
doleros by Lope de Vega (La serrana de la Vera,
Las dos bandoleras); Mira de AmescuaTEl esclavo 
del demonio); Luis Velez de Guevara (La serrana 
de la VeraT; and La ninfa del cielo (known by two 
other titles, La conSesa bandolera and Obliga- 
ciones de honorT, attributed to Tirso de Molina in 
two MSS of the Biblioteca Nacional and ascribed to 
Luis Velez in a MS of the Biblioteca Palatina in 
Parma. Bruerton says that there are indications 
that point to Velez as the author: the attribu­
tion to him in what appears to be the manuscript 
copy of earliest date extant (that of the Biblio­
teca Palatina), and the versification disagrees 
in a number of respects with Tirso's verse habits 
about 1613 (the date of the play). Bruerton's 
final statement is that if Velez did not write the 
whole play— and the gracioso's speeches suggest 
that to be the case--the most probable conclusion 
seems to be that the play was written in collabo­
ration with Tirso de Molina.
 . "La quinta de Florencia, fuente de Periba-
nez," Nueva Revista de Filologia Hispanica, IV 
1X950), 25-29.
A point of interest for the study of Luis Velez 
de Guevara in the above article is that Bruerton 
states that ELL infanzdn de Illescas and Los novios 
de Hornachuelos are by VeTez de Guevara. Tp^ 25).
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47. _________. "The Date of Schaeffer's Tomo antiguo,11
Hispanic Review, XV (1947), 346-364.
Bruerton indicates that in 1887 Adolph Schaeffer, 
having discovered a very old volume of Spanish 
plays which lacked the cover and preliminary pages, 
published the eight rarest texts of the twelve con­
tained in the volume. He believed that the book 
was printed between 1612 and 1616. A number of 
the plays included in Schaeffer's work have not 
appeared in any other volume to date. By analyz­
ing the versification as to number of redondillas, 
quintillas, romances, etc., Bruerton attempts to 
date the plays in Schaeffer's Tomo antiguo. From 
the results of his study, Bruerton concludes that 
the Tomo antiguo was certainly not published 
before 16 2 6 and perhaps not until years after­
ward s .
48. Buchanan, Milton A. Review of La serrana de la Vera,
by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. by Ramon Menendez 
Pidal and Maria Goyri Menendez Pidal, Modern Lan- 
guage Notes, XXXII (1917), 423-426.
The reviewer believes that the Serrana de la 
Vera is of scant merit as a piece of literature:
"A ranting female 'miles gloriosus' who, when her 
virtue suffers compromise, becomes one of the 
numerous brigands and murderers of the Spanish 
drama, and, after wreaking vengeance upon her 
betrayer, meets an inglorious death on the gallows 
almost within view of the spectators, is hardly a 
heroine to inspire a masterpiece. It was undoubt­
edly the folklore or ballad interest of the play 
which appealed to the editors and persuaded them 
to make the play accessible in print." Buchanan 
does not agree with the Sres. Menendez Pidal that 
the date could not be 1603 and believes that the 
comedia could have been written for presentation 
before the Queen in Valladolid at that time since 
the play is not of the type intended for the 
stage of an ordinary theater but was probably 
acted in the court of a palace.
49. Capdet, Franqoise. El_ hiqo del Aguila, de Luis Velez
de Guevara, avec une introduction historique et 
des notes. Dipldme d'€tudes Superieures, Uni- 
versite de Montpellier, 1966.
(This item could not be located.)
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50* anc  ^ Jean-Louis Flecniakoska. "Le Bcitard Don
Juan d'Autriche, personnage de theatre," in Drama- 
turgie et Societe, ed. by Jean Jacquot, with the 
collaboration of Elie Konigson and Marcel Oddon,
2 vols., Paris: Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, 1968, pp. 125-132.
Capdet and Flecniakoska consider three plays 
on the theme of don Juan of Austria: El senor
don Juan de Austria by Perez de Montalban, El 
hijo del Aguila and El Aguila del agua by Luis 
Velez de Guevara. The authors indicate that the 
first of the comedias by Velez treates the early 
life of Jeronimo, surname of don Juan of Austria, 
his arrival at Villagarcia, up to the day of his 
recognition at court, and the second play the 
events immediately preceding the battle of Lepanto, 
which takes place in the third act and is a veri­
table reconstitution of the fight at sea. The 
critics state that the oarsmen are seen, the can­
non is heard, and the victory is symbolized by the 
spoils laid at the feet of- don Juan by the Turks. 
The authors see don Juan as more than a theatrical 
personage in the plays of Montalban and Velez de 
Guevara: he is the public defender of the values
of a past that one would wish to be an example and 
stimulant for Spain, already feeling the weight of 
a decline fully primed. Capdet and Flecniakoska 
believe that don Juan was given the main role in 
the above plays for the purpose of political 
propaganda.
51. Caro Baroja, Julio. "<LEs de origen mitico la 'leyenda' 
de la serrana de la Vera?" Revista de Dialectolo- 
gia Tradiciones Populares~| II ^946), 568-572.
Referring to the edition of La serrana de la 
Vera by Ramon Menendez Pidal and Maria GoyrT 
Menendez Pidal, Caro Baroja mentions that the Sres. 
Menendez Pidal give no indication as to the origin 
of the story which served as a basis for the 
romances and the other literary works that they 
study but they do state that it has been said that 
the legend of the serrana does have historical 
foundation. Caro Baroja believes that the story 
of La serrana de la Vera is not an historical 
theme but is a mythical one which has remained in 
the folklore and that Spanish folkloric material 
shows that "la serrana de la Vera es el ultimo 
avatar de una vieja divinidad de las montanas."
Caro Baroja notes that in the Basque country there
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exists the myth of "Mari," a divinity who resided 
in mysterious caves in the mountains, which seems 
to him to have some relation with the myth of the 
serrana.
52. "Cartas de D. Geronimo Dalmao y Casanate a los diputa- 
dos del Reino de Aragon, participandoles noticias 
de la Corte de Espana," Revista de Archivos, Bib- 
liotecas y Museos, VIII, Ser. 1 Tl8"7 8), 76-77.
Excerpts from letters written by Geronimo Dal­
mao y Casanate, commissioned to have a "comedia a 
lo divino" composed to commemorate in 1616 the 
beatification of Isabel, queen of Portugal who 
became Santa Isabel, show the reputation that Luis 
Velez de Guevara enjoyed as author of "comedias de 
santos":
Carta 7.a
Despues de hauerse partido el ordinario de 
ayer me dieron su carta de V.S., de 12 deste, 
y assi aunque escriui el sabado passado no pude 
responder a lo que V.S. me manda; pero harelo 
hagora, diziendo el contento grande que tuue 
con el auisso que V.S. me a dado de la conce- 
sion que Su Santidad a dado para que se venere 
y reze a la Sta. Reyna Isabel, de cuyo despacho 
me cabe mucha parte, assi por que lo deseaua 
como por hauer hecho yo diligencias en esta 
Corte para que se diesse, y fio en Nuestro 
Senor que se conseguira tambien su canoniqa- 
cion, y es muy justo que V.S. solemnize la 
fiesta con hazer la comedia; pero no esta aqui 
Lope de Vega, a quien me manda V.S. que se la 
haga componer de la santa vida de la Reyna, 
porque a muchos dias que se fue a Valencia; 
pero anme asegurado algunas personas platicas 
que Luis Velez, poeta moderno, la hara muy 
bien por que las que son a lo diuino haze cassi 
mejor que Lope de Vega. V.S. vera lo que en 
esto le parece, o si gustara que se escriba a
Valencia para que la haga Vega................
De Madrid a 22 de Julio, 1616.
Carta 9.a
Ya escriui a V.S. desde el Escurial como 
hauia recibido la carta en que me manda V.S. 
trate con Lope de Vega de que haga una comedia 
de la vida de la Santa Reyna Isabel, y tanbien 
lo que en esto se hauia hecho; y cotno Lope de 
Vega esta en Valencia, que es la persona a
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quien V.S. me ordena que la encomendasse, V.S. 
vera si el poeta que le escriui sera de su 
gusto, que todos los autores me aseguran que 
la hara muy bien: llamase Luis Velez; es en
cossas a lo diuino quien mejor haze agora.
De Madrid 6 de Agosto, 1616.
Castro, Americo. Los espanoles: como llegaron a
serlo. Madrid: Taurus, 1965.
A note of interest for the study of Luis Velez 
de Guevara is the following quotation from Americo 
Castro's Los espanoles: como llegaron a serlo,
which indicates that Velez was of Jewish descent:
. . . Luis Velez de Guevara (tambien de ascen- 
dencia judia) habla en El diablo cojuelo (1641, 
tranco III) de "la roperTa de los aguelos, 
donde cualquiera . . ., porque el suyo no le
viene bien o esta muy traido ('viejo, gastado, 
como la ley vieja de los judios'), se viene 
agui, y por su dinero, escoge el que le esta 
mas a proposito. Mira alii aquel caballero 
torzuelo ('de baja condicion') como se esta 
probando una agviela que ha menester, etc."
(Note 1, pp. 33-34.)
"Noruega, simbolo de la oscuridad," Revista 
de Filologla Espanola, VI (1919), 184-186.
In considering the allusions to remote coun­
tries used from time to time by Spanish authors 
during the Golden Age, Americo Castro says that 
the most curious ones are those in which Norway 
becomes a synonym for night and darkness. The 
critic indicates that Luis Velez de Guevara speaks 
of "la mas oscura Noruega" in El diablo cojuelo, 
and in El rey en su imaginacion, Carlos speaks to 
Diana, queen of Sicily in the following terms:
Muchas albas amanezca 
vuestra majestad, sehora, 
en las noches de su ausencia, 
que estos horizontes son 
de vuestros rayos Noruega 
donde muere mi esperanza 
hasta amanecer en ella.
(11. 1674-1680, ed. A. G. Ocerin)
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Review of ET diablo cojuelo, by Luis Velez 
de Guevara, ed. of Francisco Rodriguez Marin, 
Revista de Filologia Espanola, VII (1920), 77-78.
Commenting on Rodriguez Marin’s edition of El 
diablo cojuelo, Americo Castro points out the 
curious investigation of the popular theme of the 
"crippled devil" based on proceedings of trials 
for witchcraft before the Inquisition in 1532,
1600, 1633, etc. The critic disagrees with Rodri­
guez Marin’s interpretation of the meaning of 
"encrucijada de apellidos," indicating that Velez 
alludes to the fact that the "apellidos eran roba- 
dos." Americo Castro cites several works by J. 
Gomez Ocerin concerning Luis Velez de Guevara 
which Rodriguez Marin failed to mention (Articles 
in Revista de Filologia Espanola 1916 and 1917).
and Hugo A. Rennert. Vida de Lope de Vega, 
(1562-1635). New York: Las Americas Publishing
Company, 196 8.
Americo Castro has brought up to date the 1919 
edition of the Vida de Lope de Vega by Hugo A. 
Rennert and Americo Castro. A few statements con­
cerning Luis Velez de Guevara are noted. In a 
letter to Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza, "poeta de la 
corte," written by Lope in 1628, the following 
appears:
. . . Estos dias se decreto en el Senado comico 
que Luis Velez, don Pedro Calderon y el doctor 
Mescua hiciesen una comedia, y otra en compe- 
tencia suya el doctor Montalvan, el doctor 
Godinez y el licenciado Lope de Vega, y que se 
pusiese un jarro de plata en premio. Respond! 
que era este ano capellan mayor de la Congre- 
gacion, . y que para el que viene aceptaba el 
desafio. Grande invencion, solemne disparate, 
desautorizada cosa, gran plato para el vulgo.
(p. 290)
Concerning Los novios de Hornachuelos, which 
has been attributed to both Luis Velez and to Lope, 
Americo Castro says on page 480: "Este es un caso
tipico, en que no podemos saber con exactitud de 
quien sea la comedia." On page 546, the author 
says: "Es dudoso que Los novios de Hornachuelos
sea obra de Lope; mas parece de VeTez de Guevara." 
On page 487, Americo Castro says that "El verda- 
dero autor" of El Principe Escanderberg is Luis 
Velez.
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57. Catalan Menendez Pidal, Diego. Por campos del Roman­
cer o , estudios sobre la tradicion oral moderna. 
Madrid: Gredos, 197 0.
In the section of his book "Dos romances inspi- 
radores de Velez de Guevara" (pp. 122-185), Cata­
lan discusses the Romance de El conde preso in the 
comedia La romera de Santiago, formerly attributed 
to Tirso but now to Luis Velez de Guevara. Cata­
lan says that the historical basis of Velez' play 
is fantastic: the action occurs in the time of
King Ordofio de Leon and the Spanish count Garci 
Fernandez, but the feminine protagonist is the 
daughter of don Manrique de Lara and the "conde 
preso" is don Lisuardo, a name unknown in any of 
the chronicles, historical or novelistic. Catalan 
agrees with S. Griswold Morley (Bulletin Hispa- 
nique, XVI [1914], 186, 191-192 and 203-205), that 
"puede decirse que la comedia toda no es otra cosa 
que un edificio construido sobre el tema del 
poemita epico." The romance viejo which provided 
the argument for the comedia is introduced in 
scene XII of the third act: don Lisuardo is in
jail for having "forzado a dona Sol de Lara" when 
she was returning from a pilgrimage to Santiago, 
and he hears voices singing his story. Catalan 
indicates that the Romance de Grifos Lombardo (o 
El conde preso) is on the way toward extinction or 
if" the story is retained there is a tendency to 
adopt a new structure.
El conde don Pero Velez jr don Sancho el Deseado, 
the autograph manuscript of which is in the Bib­
lioteca Nacional in Madrid, is based on a romance. 
Catalan notes that apparently Velez was attracted 
to the story because the name of the protagonist, 
Pero Velez, was considered to be that of one of 
his ancestors. The critic points out that since 
in "la tradicion moderna" the two romances, El 
conde don Pero Velez and O  conde preso, seem to 
be intermingled, one is led to believe that Velez 
knew a version of El conde don Pero which had been 
influenced by El conde preso but Velez himself 
could have changed the scene of the sentence of 
El conde don Pero Velez. Catalan is of the opin­
ion that the presence of El conde pero Velez in 
"la tradicion moderna" is undoubtedly linked to the 
success the romance reached in the theater thanks 
to the interest Velez had for the "hazana" of his 
"antepasado."
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58. Cejador y Frauca, Julio. Historia de la lengua y
literatura castellana, Vol. IV: £poca de Felipe
III. Madrid"! Tip. de la "Revista de Arch. ,
Bibl. y Museos," 1916.
Cejador y Frauca notes that Velez de Guevara 
wrote comedias which are spectacular in nature and 
in which the delineation of the characters and the 
dramatic qualities reveal the talent and inspira­
tion of the poet. Concerning El diablo cojuelo, 
the critic states that the first five francos are 
the best, each of the succeeding ones losing the 
verve of the first. Cejador y Frauca points out 
that the incidents in the Diablo are of less im­
portance than the ingeniousness of the thought, 
the elegant subtlety, the perfection and suita­
bility of the language, very similar to that of 
Quevedo, from whom Velez took not a few phrases, 
playing with the language in a marvelous manner.
59. Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de. Obras completas,
Vol. I: Comedias y  entremeses, ed. of Rudolph
Schevill and Adolfo Bonilla. Madrid: Imprenta
de Bernardo Rodriguez, 1915.
In the "prologo al lector" to his Comedias y 
entremeses, Cervantes makes note of "el rumbo, el 
tropel, el boato, la grandeza" of Velez' composi­
tions. Cervantes' selection of words— "pomp, 
tumult, pageantry, and grandeur"--seems to typify 
perfectly some of the plays written by Velez.
60. _________. Obras completas, Vol. XVII: Viage del Par-
naso, ed. of Rudolph Schevill and Adolfo Bonilla. 
Madrid: Graficas Reunidas, S.A., 1922.
Cervantes, the ecijano's greatest contemporary,
mentions Luis Velez de Guevara twice in El Viaj e 
del Parnaso. In the following lines, he refers to 
Velez as a "quitapesares" presumably because of 
his ready wit and humor:
Este, que es escogido entre millares 
de Gueuara Luys Velez es el brauo, 
que se puede llamar quitapesares: 
es poeta gigante, en quien alauo 
el verso numerosa, el peregrino
ingenio, si vn Gnaton nos pinta, o vn Dauo.
(p. 29)
In the second reference to Luis Velez, Cervantes 
speaks affectionately of him as a personal friend:
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Tope a Luys Velez, lustre y alegria 
y discrecion del trato cortesano, 
y abraqele, en la calle, a medio dia.
(p. 117)
61. Chabas, Juan. Nueva manual historia de la litera­
tura espanola. La Habana: Cultural, S.A., 196 0.
Chabas notes that Luis Velez de Guevara is very 
adept in inserting popular romances and legends 
into his dramas at the most intense moment and 
that in delineating feminine characters, he even 
surpasses Tirso: Gila of La serrana de la Vera,
harsh, masculine and energetic; Blanca of El conde 
don Pero Velez, sweet, jealous and sad; Ines de 
Castro of Reinar despues de morir, valiant, worthy 
and passionate, all speak a poetic language 
adorned with images. Chabas believes that Luis 
Velez de Guevara "merece ser recordado en el pri­
mer lugar de nuestros dramaturgos" and considers 
La luna de la sierra to be one of the ecijano * s 
most beautiful comedias.
62. Chandler, Frank W. Romances of Roguery, an Episode in
the History of the Novel. Two parts. (Part I:
The' Picaresque NoveT~~in Spain). New York: Mac­
millan, 1899. (Tr. by P. A. Martin Robles, La 
novela picaresca en Espana. Madrid: La Espana
Moderna, 193 5).
The Diablo cojuelo by Velez de Guevara is in­
cluded by Chandler m  the last chapter "The Deca­
dence of the Picaresque Novel." He says that the 
fundamental conception of a rascal serving, de­
frauding and satirizing masters, traversing all 
society to describe its faults and foibles was 
bound to lose its popularity in time. According 
to Chandler, new methods were sought to portray 
adventure in the picareque mould and this Velez 
does by a trip through the air conducted by the 
diablo cojuelo. The reader is given a satirical 
view of Madrid society, with the deceits being 
unveiled in the ten trancos or strides through 
space and as Chandler says, the human comedy is 
laid bare.
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63. Chandler, Richard R . , and Kessel Schwartz. A New His­
tory of Spanish Literature. Baton Rouge: Louisi-
ana State University Press, 1961.
Chandler and Schwartz very briefly mention Luis 
Velez de Guevara under "Lesser Dramatists of the 
Golden Age." The authors indicate that two of 
Velez* best known plays are Mas pesa el rey que la 
sangre and Reinar despues de morir. v¥lez is also 
included among "Minor picaresque writers."
64. Cilley, Melissa A. El teatro espanol, las epocas en
el desarrollo del drama. Madrid: Blass, S.A.,
TW3W.
Under "Dramaticos de segundo orden" Cilley 
lists Luis Velez de Guevara, stating that the 
playwright's style is similar to that of Lope de 
Vega and even the subjects of his plays are drawn 
from the great master. According to the critic, 
Velez excels in character delineation. Cilley 
lists a total of twenty-one works by the ecijano, 
which are divided into the following groups:
Comedias historicas, Comedias de espectaculo,
Cornedias biblicas, and Entremeses.
65. Cioranescu, Alejandro. "El autor del Principe Transil-
vano," in Estudios de literatura espafiola y_ com- 
parada. Canary Islands: Universidad de la
Laguna, 1954, pp. 91-113.
Cioranescu devotes a section to the study of 
the authorship of El Principe Transilvano, attrib­
uted variously to Lope de Vega"^ Luis Velez de Gue­
vara, Juan de Matos in collaboration with Agustin 
Moreto, and Montalban, and the critic concludes 
that all indications seem to point to Luis Velez 
de Guevara as the true author of the comedia. In 
order to arrive at his decision, Cioranescu pre­
sents detailed information on the history of Segis- 
mundo Bathory available at the time the play was 
written only in manuscript form or by oral commu­
nication, and points out the possibility that 
Velez might have had access to the facts while in 
the service of the Archbishop of Sevilla, Rodrigo 
de Castro. The Archbishop was slated, before the 
death of Felipe II, to be in charge of the wedding 
festivities of Felipe III and Margarita de Austria, 
sister of Segismundo's wife. According to Ciora­
nescu, El_ Principe Transilvano, spectacular enough 
to indicate certain dramatic merit but amateurish
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enough to betray the unskilled hand of a beginner, 
could have been composed by Velez for the celebra­
tion at the request of Rodrigo de Castro.
66. Cirot, Georges. "A propos du Diablo cojuelo aperqus
de stylistique comparee," Bulletin Hispanique, 
XLVI (1944), 240-251.
In making a stylistic comparison between Velez 
de Guevara and prose writers of the Siglo de Pro 
with whom there appears to be a marked kinship, 
Cirot cites passages from works by the authors he 
mentions, including: Cervantes (Don Quijote),
Zavaleta (El dia de fiesta por la tarde, 1660),
A t  • » • "1 r T T 1 t  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 "  ■  / 1 A " ’ 1 ' "  1 "'-i" r -  _  _  1
(Marcos de Obregon, 1618), Gracian (El criticon, 
1651), Quevedo TLo s suenos, 1627), Antonio de Gue­
vara (Menosprecio de corte, 1539), and the anony­
mous Lazanllo de Tormes, 1554. The French critic 
states that a characteristic of Spanish prose 
seems to be a tendency toward a piling up of de­
tails and Velez reaches the maximum in that re­
spect. According to Cirot, one is attracted to 
the ecijano by the use that he makes of words that 
are surprising and bold, expressions which are 
full of zest, not aimed at eloquence but realism 
attained in part by the truth of his statements 
and by the application of the spoken language.
The critic adds that in spite of the effort neces­
sary to read Velez’ work, it is worth the trouble 
to do so.
. "Le procede dans El diablo cojuelo," Bulle­
tin Hispanique, XLV (194TT, 69-72.
Cirot indicates that the action in El diablo 
cojuelo moves rapidly and a great deal takes place 
m  a few pages but that sometimes the sentences 
are loaded with details--''un p§le-m§le" not always 
easy to understand. As to vocabulary, the French 
critic points out that Velez would not permit the 
intrusion of neologisms and that his attitude with 
regard to borrowed words directly or indirectly 
from Latin, is in opposition to "culteranismo." 
Cirot adds as an explanation for Velez’ point of 
view that he desired to use popular language and 
that he was reacting against the ’’invasion savante" 
favored by the clerics from the time of Berceo in 
the thirteenth century. Other characteristics of 
Velez' style noted by Cirot are that the language
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is expressive and alive— that used in everyday 
life; and that the author is not afraid to use 
vulgar, bold and even repugnant scenes. The 
French critic concludes by saying that in every 
way the Diablo cojuelo keeps close to the route of 
the Zahurdas de Pluton of Quevedo.
"Le style de Velez de Guevara," Bulletin 
'Hispanique, XLIV (1942), 175-180.
Cirot believes that there are elements of the 
baroque in Velez1' Diablo cojuelo. He states that 
the work generally is complicated by incidental 
items but that the structure, even though syn­
thetical and massive, is at the same time attrac­
tive; that the language is that spoken by Velez 
and not a special way of speaking created for a 
character in a book. The French critic compares 
Le diable boiteux of Lesage with Velez' Diablo 
cojuelo, pointing out differences and says that 
Lesage found the idea for his work in the story of 
the Spanish author but did not translate it.
Cirot indicates that similarities can be noted 
between the devil in Quevedo’s El alguacil algua- 
cilado and the one in El diablo cojuelo.
' Review of El rey en su imaginacion, by
Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of J. Gomez Ocerin, 
Bulletin Hispanique, XXVII (1925), 170-172.
The reviewer's opinion is that the principal 
theme of El_ rey en su imaginacion is treated by 
Velez de Guevara with spirit and ingenuity but 
that is about the only feature which makes the 
play worthwhile since it borders too frequently 
on buffoonery. The French critic adds that it 
takes the genius of a Shakespeare or a Cervantes 
to create scenes of folly which are of interest, 
and that the main argument of the comedia--the 
protagonist being of royal birth unbeknown to him 
feels instinctively a king--does not hold deep 
attraction for the piece. Cirot says that the 
"gongorisme" is heavy, citing the first scene as 
being nothing more than a long working of a play 
on the words "dar celos" and "pedir celos." The 
critic further states that the editing should have 
been more extensive, for the comedia is not lack­
ing in obscurities. Cirot declares that truly he 
does not admire the dramatic work.
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70. Cirre, Jose F. "Luis Velez de Guevara y su tiempo,"
Revista de las Indias, XXII (1944), 337-348.
Cirre says that Luis Velez de Guevara accepted 
a secondary role as an author by using as models 
Lope in drama and Quevedo in prose, and that 
probably the economic difficulties in which the 
playwright found himself would not permit the 
luxury of original work. Cirre is of the opinion 
that if Velez had lived during another period in 
history his image would have been greatly enlarged 
for he had undeniable talent and great ability.
The author of this article concludes that Velez 
was a man of his time— Spain was tired and lacked 
the force of creating new goals and from the ab­
sence of stimulus and the recognition of decadence 
comes the deep skepticism of Velez.
71. Claramonte y Corroy, Andres de. Letania moral, fol­
lowed by El Inquiridion de los ingenios m v o c a d o s . 
Sevilla: 1613. (Cited In Felipe Perez Gonzalez,
El diablo cojuelo, p. 181.)
In his Letania moral, Claramonte writes the 
following lines dedicated to San Luis, in which 
he praises "dos sabios Luises," Luis Velez and 
Luis Gongora:
Sancte Ludovice 
<LPor que mi pluma pedis 
Viendo que dos sabios Luises 
Os haran, sagrado Luis 
Entre vuestras blancas lises 
Con sus plumas otra lis?
Parto son de la sutil 
Candida espuma de Tetis,
Y, en lo dulce y lo gentil.
Uno, oraculo del Betis:
Otro, Anfriso del Genii.
Elios inmortales sumas 
Os deben conforme a ley 
Que como rizas espumas.
En la gorra de tal Rey 
Bien pareceran sus plumas.
Piedras dara, pues le toca 
Velez para entretejerlas 
En ella, con fe no poca 
Y Gongora os dara perlas 
Pues las vierte de su boca . . .
In the Inquiridion which follows the Letania 
moral, Claramonte says: "Velez. Luys Velez de
Guevara, floridissimo ingenio de Ezija de quien
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esperamos grandes escritos y trabajos, y a hecho 
hasta oy muchas famosas comedias."
72. Cornil, Suzanne. Ines de Castro, Contribution a
1'etude du developpement litteraire du theme dans 
les litteratures romanes de l'histoire a la 
legende et de la legende I~la litteratiire. 
Bruxelles: Palais des Academies, 19 52.
A comprehensive study, tracing the literary 
development of the Ines de Castro theme, is pre­
sented by Suzanne Cornil, who avers that the best 
dramatic interpretation of the story in Spanish 
literature is Reinar despues de morir by Luis 
Velez de Guevara. The critic states: ”11 (Velez)
a les defauts de son si&cle, mais aussi son imagi­
nation debordante et sa grande richesse d 1expres­
sion” (p. 78). Cornil indicates that the fact 
that Reinar despues de morir is still in the 
repertory of the modern theater affords proof of 
the lasting interest in Velez’ comedia. The 
critic gives a summary of the play, mentions 
works by the playwright's predecessors, and 
points out. that Velez introduced the romance 
"<LDonde vas el caballero?” which announces the 
death of Ines, and also was the first to use the 
comparison of the flight of the heron with the 
life of a woman in danger. Cornil finds that the 
characters are not well developed: Ines is a
very beautiful and deserving woman who only wants 
to live in peace; Alfonso IV is superficial and 
lacking in force; the prince is so overwhelmed by 
the events bursting upon him that he scarcely has 
time to study them; Blanca is the best drawn-- 
agitated by the sentiments of love, jealousy and 
pride— and she is entirely original. Cornil 
states that in five centuries about three hundred 
texts have treated the Ines de Castro theme.
73. Coster, Adolphe. Review of La serrana de la Vera, by
Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Menendez 
Pidal y Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal, Revue 
Critique d'Histoire et de Litterature, n s . LXXXII 
(1916) , 162-163.
Coster praises the excellent edition of La 
serrana de la Vera by the Sres. Menendez Pidal 
and hopes to see it followed by many others.
The critic points out that the editors scrupu­
lously respect the original orthography except 
the old equivalence of the u and the v which in
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the texts of the Centro de Estudios Historicos 
preserves in the first the character of the vowel 
and in the second that of the consonant. Coster 
believes that texts should not be modernized for 
this makes serious study of the old language im­
possible.
Cotarelo y Mori, Emilio. Coleccion de entremeses, 
loas, bailes, jacaras y mojigangas desde fines 
del siglo X7l a mediados del XVIII. 2 vols.
Madrid: Casa Editorial Bailly/Bailliere, 1911.
(Nueva Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, vol. XVIII.)
Cotarelo says that among the words of praise 
for Luis Quinones de Benavente's Jocoseria, the 
most curious and important are those written by 
Luis Velez de Guevara in his Aprobacion, dated 
August 26, 1644, which probably were the last to 
come from his pen since he died November 10 of 
the same year. Luis Velez says:
Ensena ingeniosamente y ayuda a ellas (las 
buenas costumbres) con lo moral, lo peregrino, 
lo raro, conceptuoso, nuevo y nunca de otro 
talento comunicado a la alabanza general con 
tantos aplausos, nunca a otro tan dignamente 
debidos; que nadie en el mundo, no solamente 
no le ha imitado, sino que solos lejos y som- 
bras de su pluma no se ha atrevido a rastrear, 
siendo el mas singular ingenio en esta pro- 
vincia de cuantos ha tenido Espana. (p. lxxvii)
Cotarelo discusses four entremeses by Luis Velez, 
giving a brief summary of each but does not re­
produce any of the ones by the playwright. The 
critic does indicate that the four entremeses can 
be found in Flor de entremeses sainetes de 
diferentes autores (16 57) Madrid, reprinted in 
19 0 3 by the Marques de Jerez de los Caballeros. 
Another entrernes, Los sordos, appears in Rami- 
llete of 167 2, and two bailes, La colmeneruela 
and Los moriscos in Flor de entremeses de Espana, 
Quinta parte, 1615.
______. "Luis Velez de Guevara y sus obras drama-
ticas," Boletln de la Real Academia Espanola, III 
(1916), 621-652, IVTl9l7T, 137-171, 269-308,
Cotarelo makes a comprehensive study of Luis 
Velez de Guevara, giving detailed biographical 
information, a list of the playwright’s dramatic
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works with origins, models, imitations, first 
publication, etc., followed by opinions of critics 
from the time in which Velez lived up to 1917.
One of the criticisms of Luis Velez' work is that 
he lacked originality and imitated Lope de Vega 
in many of his cornedlas. Cotarelo says that the 
imitations and reworkings by Velez of the comedias 
of Lope are so numerous that he cannot omit the 
titles which he lists on pages 442-443. The 
critic adds that of those plays for which we do 
not know a model, there are some excellent dramas, 
such as El_ diablo esta en Cantillana, La luna de 
la sierra, Mas pesa el rey que la sangre, etc. 
Cotarelo concludes by stating:
. . . por su falta de originalidad no creemos
que pueda Velez igualarse con Guillen de Cas­
tro, con Mira de Amescua, con Montalban ni con 
Jimenez de Enciso; pero, fuera de estos, no 
cede en merito a ningun otro de sus contempo- 
raneos, entre los de segundo orden.
76. Crawford, J. P. Wickersham. The Life and Works of 
Cristobal Suarez de Figueroa. Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 19 07.
According to Crawford, Suarez de Figueroa's 
El Pasajero (1617) contains the most severe criti­
cism of the national theater at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century. Crawford states that 
the public paid no attention to the critics for 
Lope de Vega, Tirso, and Luis Velez de Guevara 
were the popular idols and at two o'clock in the 
afternoon the Teatro de la Cruz and the Teatro 
del Principe were filled, from the place of the 
mosqueteros in the pit to the Senores in their 
boxes, all anxiously awaiting the "follies" of 
their beloved comedia.
77. Delano, Lucile K. "The gracioso Continues to Ridi­
cule the Sonnet," Hispania, XVIII (19 35),
383-400.
Lucile Delano points out that the merit of the 
culteranistas was judged by the obscurity of 
their metrical compositions, if we are to believe 
Lain, gracioso in Velez de Guevara's El principe 
de Escanderbey:
Yo soy poeta, Senor, 
y en Espana los poetas 
tienen sus ocultas setas,
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para escribir con primor; 
porque advierto en su favor, 
que claramente se ha visto 
ser cualquiera dellos listo 
por lo culto, y lo discreto 
para hurtar cualquier conceto 
aun del mismo altar de Cristo.
y soy poeta, que ignoro 
aquello mismo que he escrito; 
con un soneto acredito 
mis poeticos cuidados, 
puestos de los afamados 
poetas, y no entendidos, 
que son pocos escogidos, 
aunque muchos los llamados.
(Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles LXIX,
500)
78. Dellepiane de Martino, Angela Blanco. Review of
Reinar despues de morir ^  EJL diablo esta en Can- 
tiliana, ed. of Manuel Munoz Cortes, Filologia 
(Universidad de Buenos Aires), III (1951), 
240-241.
Angela Blanco Dellepiane indicates that the 
collection of the Clasicos Castellanos has always 
been sparse in publications of the classical 
theater and perhaps the desire to increase the 
number of dramatists of that period induced them 
to include an edition of Velez de Guevara, an 
author always given an inferior place in his role 
of "comediografo." The reviewer states that 
Munoz Cortes has made possible the "actualiza- 
cion" of the theater of Velez and has chosen for 
this purpose two comedias: Reinar despues de
morir, based on the well-known legend of dona 
Ines de Castro, and El_ diablo esta en Cantiliana, 
a pleasing work in which veiled irony is dis- 
cernible. Dellepiane does not consider the edi­
tion to be well annotated and adds explanations 
for a number of terms and phrases used in the two 
plays which might be of value to the reader.
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79. Devoto, Daniel. "Para la historia de Los novios de
Hornachuelos," Bulletin Hispanique, LXXI (19 6 9T, 
579-584.
According to Devoto the text of Los novios de 
Hornachuelos, attributed to Lope de Vega and in 
recent times restored to Luis Velez de Guevara, 
has not been studied scrupulously by modern 
Spanish editors. The critic discusses the attri­
bution of the comedia to Lope de Vega by Menendez 
y Pelayo and the contention of John M. Hill that 
Luis Velez is the author. Devoto calls attention 
to the manuscripts and suelta which were known to 
exist and indicates that he found two additional 
sueltas in the Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris. 
One of the sueltas agrees with the copy in the 
British Museum which was used by Hill for his 
study; the other suelta seems more recent than 
the first though apparently of the seventeenth 
century. Devoto believes that the second suelta 
is the one mentioned by Salva in his Catalogo, 
the location of which heretofore has not been 
determined.
80. Diaz de Escovar, Narciso, and Francisco de P. Lasso
de la Vega. Historia del teatro espanol, Vol. I: 
Desde el origen del teatro hasta el siglo XVII. 
Barcelona: Montaner y Simon, Editores, 19 24.
Diaz de Escovar and Francisco de P. Lasso de 
la Vega remark that Velez attained more renown 
for his novel than for his dramatic work, even 
though he wrote more than four hundred comedias 
and was the one who not only corrected the plays 
written by Felipe IV but also collaborated with 
him in writing them. In citing Velez' plays, 
the authors contend that, without doubt, all of 
his works reveal defects--disarranged arguments, 
foolish happenings, incredible situations, mon­
strous inventions, extravagances and nonsense—  
but these things are not enough to authorize the 
severe criticism suffered by Velez. The critics 
point out that there are to be found in Velez' 
work many beautiful aspects both in form and 
substance— well-delineated characters, flexible 
and harmonious versification, and varied style.
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81. Diaz-Plaja, Guillermo. Historia general de las lite-
raturas hispanicas, Vol. Ill: RenaciiiiTento y
barroco, introd. by Ramon Menendez Pidal. Barce­
lona: Editorial Barna, S.A., 1953.
Diaz-Plaja says that Luis Velez de Guevara is 
one of the most outstanding figures in the theater 
of the Siglo de Pro , and that for many critics is 
considerably more than a very brilliant second- 
rate writer, ranking on a level with Moreto,
Rojas, Alarcon and even Tirso in the area of the 
heroic and dramatic comedia. According to Diaz- 
Plaja, Velez resembles Quevedo in his caricatures 
and numerous elements of style but lacks the bit­
terness of the great Spanish satirist. Commenting 
on ET diablo cojuelo, Diaz-Plaja states that 
Velez does not moralize but rather limits himself 
to seeing and painting--the visual aspect of 
society grotesquely stylized is all that matters 
to him.
82. Dugdale, B. E. C. "Ines de Castro and Pedro of Por­
tugal," The Quarterly Review, CCXXIV (1915), 
356-378.
In the opinion of Dugdale, Velez de Guevara is 
undoubtedly the writer who has made the most of 
Pedro and Ines. The critic points out that 
Reinar despues de morir has been acted in quite 
modern days and is a very fine tragedy. Dugdale 
contends that although as a whole Reinar despues 
de morir is by far the most beautiful work of unagi- 
nation which has been written on the subject, the 
ending of it is perhaps the weakest of all the 
dramatic expedients that have ever been tried.
The critic thinks that La Motte and the queen’s 
poison, Ferreira and death duly announced by mes­
senger are better than Velez’ horrible picture of 
Pedro bending over the murdered corpse and demand­
ing a crown, which is promptly brought from behind 
the scene and placed by him upon the lady’s head.
83. Endres, Valerie F. "The Aesthetic Treatment of Roman­
cer o Material in the comedias of Luis Velez de
Guevara." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Uni­
versity of Arizona, 1966.
Romancero material used by Luis Velez de Gue- 
vara in twelve of his comedias is discussed and 
an attempt is made to arrange the plays in chrono­
logical order. Endres says that she does not 
presume to have carried out this endeavor without
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error, adding that the majority of Velez' plays 
have not been dated with certainty. The critic 
believes that the adjective "great" could rarely 
be applied to Velez' dramatic works, but an 
examination of his treatment of the romances 
shows that the playwright was a conscious crafts­
man who merits attention because of the care with 
which he incorporated ballads and other tradi­
tional material into the fabric of his works and 
because of his ability to evoke the beauty and 
charm of his Romancero material.
84. Entrambasaguas, Joaquin de. Estudios sobre Lope de
Vega. 3 vols. Madrid: Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Cientificas, 1946.
In volume II, Entrambasaguas mentions the 
friendship of Lope de Vega and Luis Velez de Gue­
vara which may have begun in 1599, as has been 
proposed, since Velez composed a sonnet for 
Lope's edition of his Rimas, published in 1604.
The critic indicates that Velez and Lope remained 
friends for many years as is apparent in the 
praises of Velez which appear in a number of 
Lope's works, such as El Jardin de Lope de Vega, 
Laurel de Apolo, etc. Concerning Velez' change 
of name from Santander to Guevara, Entrambasaguas 
says that there were other writers of the time 
who assumed appellations of famous people, 
notable among them Lope de Vega, who exchanged 
Fernandez for Carpio to give the idea that he 
was a descendant of the great Bernardo del 
Carpio.
85.  Review of Estudios de literatura espanola
y comparada, by Alejandro Cioranescu, Revista de 
Literatura, VI (1954), 408-410.
Entrambasaguas does not agree with Cioranescu 
that the matter of the authorship of El Principe 
Transilvano can be settled def initelyTn favor 
of Luis Velez de Guevara, for there are many cir­
cumstances which seem to point to Lope de Vega 
as the possible composer of the comedia. The 
critic contends that until there are more con­
vincing reasons than those presented by Ciora­
nescu, he believes the matter will remain unsolved 
as it has been in the past.
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86.  ' "Un olvidado poema de Velez de Guevara
Revista de Bibliografia Nacional, II (1941), 
91-176.
The portada of the poem published by Entram­
basaguas reads as follows: ELOGIO DEL JURAMENTO
DEL SERENISSIMO PRINCIPE DON FELIPE DOMINGO,
QVARTO DESTE NOMBRE DE LUYS VflLEZ DE GUEVARA, 
CRIADO DEL CONDE DE SALDANA DIRIGIDO A LA SENORA 
DONA CATALINA DE LA CERDA, DAMA DE LA MAGESTAD 
CAT6LICA DONA MARGARITA DE AUSTRIA, REYNA DE 
ESPANA, MADRID, MIGUEL SERRANO DE VARGAS, 1608.
The critic indicates that the poem is written in 
octavas reales (133 of them), in which the poet 
describes with surprising exactitude courtly 
dress of the seventeenth century, as well as 
aspects of official life and customs of the time. 
Entrambasaguas adds that if Velez de Guevara is 
admired as the excellent dramatic author of 
Reinar despues de morir and as the reflective 
satirical novelist who wrote El diablo cojuelo, 
he well deserves to have added to his literary 
merits the composition of the fine poem, forgot­
ten, but a brilliant facet of Velez' work.
87. ______. "Un tricentenario--Haz y enves de Luis
Velez de Guevara," Atenea, XCVI (1950), 188-203.
To commemorate the tricentenario of the death 
of Luis Velez de Guevara (1644-), Entrambasaguas 
gives a biographical sketch of the poet, indicat­
ing the dual role that he played throughout his 
life— the real and the imaginary characteriza­
tions. The critic points out that Velez consid­
ered himself to be an hidalgo assuming the aris­
tocratic name Guevara, with a wife whose family 
was no less important than h i s , and an illustrious 
warrior, but in reality he was not of noble birth 
nor was his wife and neither was he a great sol­
dier. Entrambasaguas adds that the unquestion­
able truth of his life is his literary brilliance, 
and says that if Velez had not left: us his 
theater— excellent, full of popular flavor and 
even almost juglaresco--another work of his would 
be enough for his tricentenario to be remembered, 
El diablo cojuelo, with its sharp and sparkling 
satire.
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88. _________ . "Una nueva comedia de Lope de Vega sobre
Santa Teresa de Jesus, estudio bibliografico," 
Revista de Literatura, XXV (1964), 5-47. (Fac­
similes’ of manuscripts reproduced.)
Entrambasaguas unravels the mystery of the 
lost text of a Lope de Vega play, Vida muerte 
de Santa Teresa de Jesus, confused with the one 
by Luis Velez de Guevara, La bienaventurada Madre 
Santa Teresa de Jesus, Monja Descalza de Nuestra 
Senora del Carmen. It seems that since the 
titles of the comedias were so similar, part of 
Lope's play was put with Velez' and vice versa, 
so that the Manuscript in the Biblioteca Nacional 
in Madrid has the first and third acts of the 
Velez play and the second of Lope's with linea 
autografa, while the Manuscript in the Parma 
Library has the first and third acts of Lope's 
comedia and the second of Velez'. How did this 
mix-up come about? Entrambasaguas says it is 
difficult to tell. He believes that the mutila­
tion was not intentional but probably due to the 
similarity of the two titles.
89. Entwistle, William J. Review of El conde don Pero
Velez y_ don Sancho el Deseado, by Luis Velez de 
Guevara, ed. by Richard H. Olmsted, The Modern 
Language Review, XL (1945), 145-147.
The reviewer states that El conde don Pero 
Velez y. don Sancho el Deseado is not of great 
intrinsic importance and its author is decidedly 
one of the second rank but that the play pos­
sesses certain peculiarities of interest and 
serves to classify Luis Velez de Guevara with 
more precision than heretofore has been achieved. 
Entwistle indicates that Velez found the hero for 
El conde don Pero Velez in Timoneda's fake ballad, 
El conde Velez el. rey Sancho el Deseado, and 
availed himself of the ballad, Conde de Saldana 
for further details. Entwistle points out that 
there is no history in Velez' comedia nor any 
notable degree of plausibility: "the characters
are of papier-mSche and the kings and princesses 
are only too obviously strutting players." The 
reviewer concludes by saying that verve and gusto 
make the play exciting while the performance 
lasts but when looked at in clear cold light, it 
fails to stand the test.
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90. Fernandez de Navarrete, Eustaquio. Novelistas poste-
riores a Cervantes con un bosquejo historico 
sobre la novela espanola. Vol. XXXIII of Biblioteca 
de Autores Espanoles. Madrid: Libreria de los
Sucesores de Hernando, 19 24.
Fernandez de Navarrete calls Luis Velez de 
Guevara an author of first note and says that the 
information left to us by his contemporaries does 
not equal his reputation. According to the 
critic, El diablo cojuelo o novela de la otra 
vida, published in 1641, is an ingenious satire 
in which Velez, by means of a new invention, por­
trays the customs of the court during his time 
and by so doing fixed his reputation and made it 
eternal. The influence of El diablo cojuelo is 
discussed and Fernandez de Navarrete notes the 
popularity of Lesage's Le diable boiteux and men­
tions many other offspring of Velez* "devil."
The critic states that the story of Estebanillo 
Gonzalez is believed by many to be a work by Luis 
Velez but that don Nicolas Antonio indicated that 
the author was Esteban Gonzalez, "bufon" who had 
belonged to Octavio Picolonini de Aragon. The 
fact that the work was first published in Brussels 
makes plausible to Navarrete the opinion of Nico­
las Antonio.
91. Fitzmaurice-Kelly, James. Historia de la literatura
espanola desde los origenes hasta el ano 1900, 
tr. del ingles y anotada por Adolfo Bonilla y San 
Martin, con un estudio preliminar por Marcelino 
Menendez y Pelayo. Madrid: La Espana Moderna,
1901.
Fitzmaurice-Kelly considers Luis Velez de Gue­
vara as a dramatist and states that even the most 
severe critics have praised Mas pesa el Rey que 
la sangre. According to the English author, there 
have been few instances in the ancient Castilian 
tradition of loyalty King which have been ex­
pressed with "tal energla y colorido." 
Fitzmaurice-Kelly indicates that Luis Velez is 
best known for his satire, El_ diablo cojuelo, 
which contains verbal pictures of life among all 
classes of Madrid society of the time. The critic 
believes that Lesage improved notably the work of 
Velez but that the original "es de un humorismo 
extremado y su estilo es tan castizo como puede 
serlo el de la mejor obra castellana." An inter­
esting note made by Fitzmaurice-Kelly is that he 
attributes to Velez de Guevara the novela, Los 
tres hermanos with the date given as 1641.
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92. Flores Garcia, Francisco. La corte del rey-poeta
(recuerdos del Siglo de Pro). Madrid: Ruiz
Hermanos, 1916.
Flores Garcia dedicates a chapter in his book 
to Luis Velez de Guevara and states that his 
desire is to give an idea of what this famous 
author was as a man and as a writer. The critic 
remarks that Velez, a very talented person on 
whom fortune did not smile, wasted a great deal 
of his keen-edged wit on composing autobiographi­
cal poetry which was nothing more than a group of 
memoriales asking for money, work, or favors of 
some kind. Flores Garciia points out that Velez 
was highly respected by his associates as is evi­
denced by the fact that he presided over the 
literary certamen at El Buen Retiro, with such 
important people as El Principe de Esquilache, 
Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza, and others acting as 
judges. The critic concludes by saying that Luis 
Velez had everything except the necessary means 
to live as he deserved in proportion to his 
great merit.
93. Foulche-Delbosc, R. "Un fragment de traduction fran-
Qaise du Diablo cojuelo," Revue Hispanique, VI 
(1899), 200-203.
Foulche-Delbosc reproduces a fragment of a 
French translation of the Diablo cojuelo by Velez 
de Guevara. The passage appears at the beginning 
of the story, Les Avantures de Dorn Leandre, fifth 
adventure in the book entitled Diverses Avantures 
de France et d'Espagne, Nouvelles Galantes et 
Historiques. A Paris, chez Pierre Ribou . . .
M.DCCVII, by "le chevalier de Mailly." According 
to Foulche-Delbosc, the first paragraphs are 
almost a literal translation of Velez’ Diablo, 
but the rest of the story bears no resemblance 
to Velez’ work.
94. Garcia Blanco, Manuel. "Cervantes y el Persiles: un
aspecto de la difusion de esta novela," in Home- 
naj e a Cervantes, ed. by Francisco Sanchez- 
Castaher, II. Estudios cervantinos, Mediterraneo, 
1959, pp. 102-106.
In discussing Cervantes' use of Norway as a 
symbol of darkness in El Persiles, Garcia Blanco 
mentions Velez de Guevara’s references to the 
far away place in several of his works, notably 
El diablo cojuelo, in Tranco VI where Velez
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mentions ". . . los neblies de la mas oscura 
Noruega puntas a diferenxes partes." Other com­
positions by Velez in which Norway is designated 
as a place of darkness are: El rey en su imagi­
nacion (ed. of A. G. Ocerin, 11. 167^-1680), La 
romera de Santiago (Act III, scene 8), and in El 
marques del Vasto an analogous passage with the 
same lines appearing as those in La romera de 
Santiago.
95. Gassier, Alfred. L£ Theatre Espagnol. 2nd ed.
Paris: Paul Ollendorff, Editeur, 1898.
According to Gassier, Luis Velez de Guevara 
was one of the most prolific writers of a super­
abundant epoch, having written four hundred come­
dias. The French critic contends that Montal- 
van's praise of Velez in Para todos is exaggerated, 
for in the Spaniard's opinion all of Velez' works 
are masterpieces. Gassier discusses briefly the 
plays by Velez which he says are the most impor­
tant of those that have been saved and indicates 
that the playwright's dramas are full of spec­
tacles, apparitions, battles, etc. Gassier 
recognizes as one of the models of the Spanish 
theater Velez' Reinar despues de morir, which he 
says is much more vigorous and more inspired than 
the works treating the Ines de Castro theme that 
preceded it.
96. Gil y Zarate, Antonio. Manual de literatura, princi-
pios generales de poetica y retorica y resumen 
histonco de la literatura espanola. 10th ed. 
Paris: Libreria de Garnier Hermanos, 1889.
Gil y Zarate contends that Luis Velez de Gue­
vara imitated Lope de Vega in every way and that 
he did not enjoy in the nineteenth century the 
position that' as a dramatic poet he had during 
the time in which he lived. The critic adds that 
"en medio de su desarreglo, tiene, sin embargo, 
rasgos muy felices; sus caballeros son siempre 
nobles, valientes y generosos, y las damas brillan 
por su honestidad y recato, siendo su versifica- 
cion por lo general fluida y sonora, aunque a 
veces con resabios de mal gusto." Of the Diablo 
cojuelo, Gil y Zarate says that the idea is an 
ingenious one: that of flying over Madrid, with
the rooftops raised permitting the author to 
criticize various social classes and many customs 
of' the time. The novelty of the story, together
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with the lightness and grace of the style, delight 
the reader. The critic indicates that Velez' work 
deserves to be more well known and not subordi­
nated to Lesage*s imitation, which in Spanish 
translation is the most familiar. A long passage 
from El diablo cojuelo is quoted, in which Velez 
describes various types of Madrid society of the 
time.
97. Gili Gaya, Samuel. Review of Reinar despues de morir
y El diablo esta en Cantillana, by Luis Velez de 
Guevara, ed. of Manuel Munoz Cortes, Nueva Revista 
de Filologla' Hispanica, III (1949), 196-197.
Gili Gaya indicates that the attention given 
’to diablo cojuelo probably has contributed to 
relegating to a secondary role the copious dra­
matic work of Luis Velez de Guevara. The critic 
says that in the present century scholars are 
correcting the error and the playwright is begin­
ning to acquire the esteem which, in the opinion 
of Valbuena Prat "habra de situarle al lado de 
los seis grandes poetas de nuestra escena cla- 
sica." Gili Gaya states that Munoz Cortes gives 
an analysis by act of Reinar despues de morir and 
El diablo esta en Cantillana and relates charac­
ters, themes and situations with various works by 
Velez and by other authors. According to the 
critic, Munoz Cortes causes us to see how the 
legend of dona Ines de Castro replaces the his­
torical to leave a lyrical sediment without 
regard to time or place and the aesthetic quality 
overpowers the historical and determines the leg­
endary development of the theme.
98. Gillet, Joseph E. "El flamenco en algunos textos
espanoles antiguos," Revista de Filologla Espa­
nola, XV (1928), 384-388.
The derivation of various phrases used in 
several early Spanish texts is discussed by 
Gillet with examples from the works of Torres 
Naharro, Lope de Vega and Velez de Guevara. The 
words el nitesgut espanol, used by Velez in El 
diablo cojuelo (ed. of Bonilla, p. 50), according 
to Gillet must be derived from the Flemish niets 
goed (malo de toda manera) rather than the German 
nichts gut, which would have preserved some of 
the ch sound. Gillet believes that the hypothe­
sis of Bonilla (English "naughty guest") cannot 
be accepted.
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99. Givanel Mas, J. "Observaciones sugeridas por la lec- 
tura del drama de Coello, Rojas y Velez: El
Catalan Serrallonga £  Vandos de Barcelona 
Boletin de la Real Academia de Buenas Letras de 
Barcelona, XVlTTTl945), 159-192.
The critic gives an analysis of the play, 
stating that the last act was written by Luis 
Velez de Guevara who lends a picaresque note in 
keeping with his joyful muse without losing the 
character given to the personages in the comedia. 
Givanel Mas cites the delightful jail scene in 
which pass in review types worthy of figuring in 
a gallery of caricatures. According to the 
critic, Velez expresses sharpness of wit in the 
comic scenes but at the side of this note, there 
is tenderness shown in the character of the 
father of the protagonist and a feeling of 
tragedy revealed in the words of the captain 
addressed to his sweetheart before entering the 
chapel.
10 0. Glaser, Edward. "El patriarca Jacob, amante ejem- 
plar del teatro del siglo de oro espanol,"
Bulletin Hispanique, LVIII (1956), 5-22.
In his study of Jacob as an exemplary lover in 
the theater of the Spanish Golden Age, Glaser 
discusses at length Luis Velez de Guevara’s La 
hermosura de Raquel. The critic indicates that 
the work is based on three fundamental episodes 
of the Biblical story: the blessing of Jacob by
his father, his enslavement, and his return to 
Israel. Glaser points out that Velez pictures 
Jacob as a handsome young man whose virtues equal 
his physical appearance, and even more worthy of 
praise is his religious zeal. According to the 
critic, the principal part of Velez' work is con­
secrated to the triumphs and tribulations of 
Jacob enamorado, and that the many metaphors, 
similes and pastoral parables suggest a certain 
analogy with bucolic literature. Glaser believes 
that Velez' vision of the Biblical episode was 
influenced by Camoes' Sete annos, in fact the 
sonnet which is a bucolizacion of the love of the 
patriarch, exercised such a fascination for the 
author that he repeats it twice in his play.
Glaser contends that the piece loses its enchant­
ment by the playwright having the patriarch play 
the role of a filosofo de amor, when Jacob reaches 
the conclusion that love and jealousy are incom­
patible. The critic says that in developing the
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101.
102 .
story of the love of Jacob and Rachel, Velez has 
dwelled on minute details while on the other 
hand the psychological characterization lacks 
depth and subtlety.
Gomez Ocerin, J. El_ rey en su imaginacion, by Luis 
Velez de Guevara. (Teatro antiguo espanol,
Tomo III). Madrid: Imprenta de los Sucesores
de Hernando Quintana, 19 20.
El Rey en su imaginacion, insofar as Gomez 
Ocerin was able to determine, had not been pub­
lished before the edition of 19 20 which he pre­
pared. The autograph manuscript of the play, 
located in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid, is 
described in detail and an attempt is made to 
date the comedia. Gomez Ocerin establishes the 
fact that the work could not have been written 
before 1615 nor later than August 162 5. An 
analysis of El rey en su imaginacion follows and 
included in this stuHy is a discussion of come­
dias by other authors based on a theme similar 
to Velez'. The critic indicates that the lack 
of chronological data precludes a comparative 
study of imitations, sources and influences, nor 
can one assume that Lope de Vega is always the 
initiator and the imitated. Gomez Ocerin be­
lieves that the central theme of the comedias 
treating El rey en su imaginacion comes from 
libros de caballerlas. The young people in 
these stories grow up not knowing their true 
origin and although they live as rustics their 
nature forces them not to be content with that 
life but to aspire to great things. Thus the 
image of the prlncipe villano is commonplace in 
the chivalric story. Observaciones y; notas and 
observaciones metricas are included after the 
reproduction of the play.
______ . Review of La serrana de la Vera, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Menendez Pidal y 
Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal. (Teatro antiguo 
espanol, I), Revista de Filologla Espanola, IV 
(1917), 411-414.
The reviewer is concerned with observations 
made by Milton A. Buchanan in his comments in 
Modern Language Notes, XXXII (1917), 423-426, 
and George T . Northup in Modern Philology, XV 
(1917), 447-448. Gomez Ocerin does not agree 
with Northup that the method of using old
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Spanish spelling with modern accents is disagree­
able nor with Buchanan that the play is a spec­
tacular one which would have had to be performed 
in the patio of a palace. The critic agrees 
with Northup that the publication of La serrana 
de la Vera is of great value and concludes by 
saying that only by remembering the popular 
sources of themes in Spanish drama can one 
understand the theater of Spain not as an his­
torical curiosity but as a marvelous art.
 ___ . "Un nuevo dato para la biografia de Velez
de Guevara," Revista de Filologla Espanola, IV 
(1917), 206-207.
Gomez Ocerin publishes the document in which 
Felipe IV granted to Luis Velez de Guevara, 
because of his past and future services, the 
meat stall in the slaughter house which had 
become vacant due to the death of Juan Ladron de 
Guevara, making available to Luis Velez all the 
privileges enjoyed by his predecessor, dated 
Madrid, April 7, 1636. Reprinted from Archivo 
Historico Nacional. Consejo de Castilla.
Decretos de gracia. Leg. 13197 a. 1636, num. 13.
 . "Un soneto inedito de Luis Velez,"
Revista de Filologla Espanola, III (1916),
69-72.
The following poem is quoted:
De Luis Velez al conde de Olivares 
Cavalleriga tiene Vuecelencia, 
camara tiene Vuecelencia y todo; 
y soy del mismo quebradigo lodo 
que hizieron a Quincoces y a Canengia.
Balgame por servicios la pagiengia 
con que a uger destos fieros me acomodo: 
rey tengo natural, espanol, godo, 
y en bos esta su humana omnipotengia.
Yo nasi en el rinion de Andalugla,
y no es justo que en siglo de Gusmanes 
tenga cautiva en Londres mi poesia.
!Muera yo entre Thenorios y Marbanes, 
que juro a Dios que estoy con poplexla 
de Contintones y de Boquinganes!
(Bibl. Nac. ms. 10794, fol. 513v.)
The above sonnet by Velez Guevara, according to 
Gomez Ocerin, is an example of a type of poetry 
which without doubt appeared in abundance and
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was well accepted. The critic comments on 
various lines in the poem, citing possible mean­
ings and background information for comprehen­
sion of the sonnet.
105. Gonzalez Lopez, Emilio. Historia de la literatura
espanola. Vol. I: Edad media %  siglo de oro.
New York: Las Americas Publishing Company,
1962.
Gonzalez Lopez says that in Velez de Guevara’s 
El diablo cojuelo the dominant feature is the 
cuadro de costumbres; the novel is a satire on 
Spanish society in general and madrilenan in 
particular. The critic points out that the 
playwright, inspired at times by Quevedo and at 
others by Cervantes, tends toward witty carica­
ture in the depiction of characters as well as 
in his cuadros de costumbres. Gonzalez Lopez 
contends that VeTezT1 ingenious and keen-edged 
language, which is full of images, idioms, plays 
on words with unusual meanings for well-known 
terms, is a manifestation of conceptismo. In 
the opinion of the critic, Velez' art reflects 
two sides: one, a tendency toward lo culto, the 
exquisite and delicate which leans toward gongo- 
rismo, expressed in the poetry of some of his 
comedias; the other, a satirical note, realistic, 
full of wit and vitality, disfigured at times by 
his inclination toward conceptismo, which is 
found in his prose and particularly in his novel, 
El diablo cojuelo.
106. Green, Otis H. Spain and the Western Tradition,
Vol. II: The Castilian Mind in Literature from
El Cid to Calderon. Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1964.
In his discussion of "Three Cosmological 
Problems" Green states that in 1641 a Spaniard 
(Luis Velez de Guevara) could be lighthearted 
about Galileo's telescope (the revealer of "new 
stars"). A quotation is given from El diablo 
cojuelo in which the Limping Devil excuses him- 
self for declining to discuss matters of 
astronomy:
Don Cleofas, our fall was so swift that we 
had no chance to observe anything; and I 
swear that if Lucifer had not brought with 
him a good third of the stars, as we con­
stantly hear in the allegorical plays at
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Corpus Christi time, astrology would have 
even greater means than it now has to play 
tricks on you. I say this with all due re­
spect for Galileo's telescope . . . for I
speak with reference to things below the 
telescope and things below the roof tops, and 
with no less respect for the optics (and the 
whims) of those whimsical gentlemen who have 
discovered that the sun has a sunspot on its 
left side, have traced mountains and valleys 
on the moon and have seen horns on Venus.
Green says that these jesting remarks are very 
accurate and show unexpected familiarity with 
the significance of Galileo's telescopic dis­
coveries— Galileo found, just as Velez de Gue­
vara's devil states that he did, hills and val­
leys on the moon; he found a spot on the sun, 
thus bringing into question the idea of the sun's 
incorruptibility and he showed that Venus had 
phases like those of the moon— hence the refer­
ence to that planet as having "horns."
107. Grillparzer, Franz. Samtliche Werke, ed. by Rein­
hold Backmann, Vol. XV: Spanische Studien.
Wein: Verlag von Anton Schroll £ Co., 193 7.
Grillparzer comments briefly on nine plays by 
Luis Velez de Guevara in his Spanische Studien.
In his opinion, Los fijos de la Barbuda, with 
the exception of the first act, appears rather 
poor and he adds that in contrast with Lope's 
dialogue, the above play is uneven and rather 
threadbare. Grillparzer believes that the main 
thought in ET espejo del mundo is very superfi­
cially executed and that there is little good to 
be said of the details of the comedia. The Ger­
man critic contends that nonsense is carried too 
far in El embuste acreditado and that Los amoti- 
nados de Flandes is infinitely mediocre, even 
half unintelligible. Grillparzer does have 
something good to say about La rosa de Alexan­
dria : a good play, good flowing verse, the
lyric (not the action) is the whole poetic value 
of the drama in the eyes of the Spaniards.
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108. Groult, P. Review of El_ embuste acreditado, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Arnold G. Reichenberger, 
Les Lettres Romanes, XII (1958), 357-359.
Groult says that El embuste acreditado is a 
farce but it is one which succeeds: "11embuste
est acreditado" which can be familiarly trans­
lated as "le true a pris." The reviewer notes 
that Reichenberger defends the comedia against 
those who say that it lacks realism, contending 
that it is simply a farce and uses the opinion 
of Spencer and Schevill that the play abounds in 
amusing situations, typical of the exuberant 
imagination of Luis Velez de Guevara. Groult 
poses the question that if the play is a farce, 
isn't it an error to spend time studying the 
character of the personages? Doesn't Reichen­
berger put the drama on a level which was never 
intended? The reviewer points out that, in his 
opinion, the editor has been excessive with his 
notes and explanations.
109. Gutierrez, Fernando. El diablo cojuelo, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, Tl. by Enrique C. Ricart. 
Barcelona: Editorial Orbis, 1943.
The publication by Orbis of El diablo cojuelo 
in limited edition on fine paper, in excellent 
print with superb woodcut illustrations, is a 
tribute to Luis Velez de Guevara. In the pro­
logue, Fernando Gutierrez briefly tells the 
story of Velez' life, saying:
Vivio intensamente, alternando los juegos 
del corazon con los de la pluma, hiriendose 
muchas veces con aquellos y consolandose, 
como mejor podia, con estos. Paso por la 
vida un poco a la zaga de la prisa de Lope, 
con hambre mucha's veces, con miseria todas, 
riendose de si mismo, de sus obras y de todo 
lo que le era propio, que todo esto es tam- 
bien una forma de vivir.
Following the reproduction of El diablo cojuelo, 
there is a section containing a few brief notes.
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110. Hamel, Adalbert. Review of Ignez de Castro, by H.
Theodor Heinermann, Literaturblatt fur ger- 
manische und romanische Philologie, XXXVII 
(1916), col. 303-306.
Hamel indicates that Heinermann's diligent 
study of the Ines de Castro dramas, by no means 
easy to obtain, shows that he has a clear in­
sight into the development of the legend in 
Romance literature. The critic states that 
Heinermann discusses twenty-six plays: eight
Portuguese, six Spanish, five French, seven 
Italian, and briefly mentions other dramas 
treating the theme of Ines de Castro. Hamel 
notes that Luis Velez de Guevara's Reinar des­
pues de morir is the best Spanish drama on the 
subject and says that Velez' comedia, along 
with that of La Motte, inspired works on the 
theme which followed.
111. ______ .  . Zur Charakteristik des spa-
nis'chen Dramas im Anfang des XVII. Jahrhs.
(Luis Velez de Guevara und Hira de Mescua), by 
Theodor G. Ahrens, Literaturblatt fur germanische 
und romanische Philologie, XXXIV (1913)^ 
col. 154.
The reviewer is of the opinion that, in gen­
eral Ahrens' study is of little importance in 
the advancement of our knowledge of Spanish 
drama of the seventeenth century. Hamel states 
that Ahrens offers no final judgment or conclu­
sions concerning the comedias by Luis Velez de 
Guevara which are discussed and that insuffi­
cient use is made of the investigations pub­
lished prior to his study.
112. Hatten, Genell M. "A Comparative and Dramatic
Analysis of Several Plays Utilizing the Ines de 
Castro Theme." Unpublished Master's thesis, 
Louisiana State University, 1968.
The purpose of the work, as stated by Hatten, 
is to study the treatment of the Ines de Castro 
theme in four plays: Reinar despues de morir by
Luis Velez de Guevara, and Corona de amor y 
muerte by Alejandro Casona, both of which belong 
to the Spanish Golden Age tradition, and Ines de 
Castro by Houdar de La Motte, and La Reine Morte 
by Henri de Montherlant, written in the French 
classical tradition. The critic summarizes and 
and analyzes the plays and says that both Velez
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and Casona, following the vein of the Spanish 
Golden Age, have produced dramas in which the 
plots are difficult to follow because the 
authors are interested in giving a lyrical 
quality to the theme and have used theatrical 
devices and language to denote their emphasis.
On the other hand, Hatten points out, the French 
dramatists, La Motte and Montherlant, have been 
more interested in creating an internal, psycho­
logical drama through character development.
The critic indicates that even though Reinar 
despues de morir suffers from a subordination of 
characters to plot, Velez has managed to tell 
the story in an interesting manner and to evoke 
poetically the essence of the legend, an achieve­
ment of considerable merit. Hatten adds that 
since Reinar despues de morir is written in the 
pastoral tradition, the action is encumbered by 
frequent references to the countryside, the 
hunt, shepherds and lyrical language exactly as 
required by the Siglo de Oro.
113. Heinermann, Heinrich Theodor. Ignez de Castro. Die 
dramatischen Behandlungen der Sage im den 
romanischen Lateraturen. Ein Beitrag zur ver- 
gleichenden Literaturgeschichte. Inaugural- 
Dissertation zur Erlangung der Doktorwiirde der 
Hohen Philosophischen und Naturwissenschaft- 
lichen Fakultat der Kgl. Westfalischen Wilhelms- 
Universitat zu Munster i. W. Borna-Leipzig:
Noske, 1914.
Heinermann includes in his dissertation 
forty-four dramatic works in Romance literature 
which treat the Ines de Castro theme, and in 
addition lists German, English and Dutch plays 
on the subject. The historical basis of the 
story is given, Ines de Castro in Romances is 
considered (Romances from Duran’s Romancero 
General, Madrid 18 51, are reproduced), and 
dramas in Romance literature treating the Ines 
de Castro theme are discussed with summaries 
made of some of the plays. Heinermann indicates 
that the certain end for La Cerda's Ines de 
Castro was the appearance of Luis Velez de Gue- 
vara’s Reinar despues de morir, which enjoyed 
great favor during Velez’ lifetime and continued 
to be effective on the stage long after his 
death. The critic mentions the florid, high- 
flown and unnatural language used by Velez and 
cites a passage from Reinar to illustrate his 
point.
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114. Hendrix, W. S. ’’Notes on Collections of Types, a
Form of costumbrismo,” Hispanic Review, I (1933), 
208-221.
To illustrate the persistence of the "crip­
pled devil" theme, Hendrix mentions numerous 
French works using the Diable as the center of 
interest and calls attentionto a drawing by 
Henri Monnier for the frontispiece of the book,
Le livre des cent-et-un, Paris, 1831 (the origi- 
nal title was Le Diable boiteux a Paris ou Paris 
et les moeurs comme elles sont), in which a 
crippled devil is seated on a cask and on a 
scroll are the following names: Addison, Sterne,
Fielding, Goldsmith, St. Fox, Dulaure, Mercier. 
Hendrix adds that consciously or not, Monnier’s 
drawing illustrates the fact that Spain, through 
France, and directly, influenced English costum- 
bristas in the eighteenth century and that Eng­
land m  her turn influenced and revived costum­
brismo in France in the late eighteenth and in 
the early nineteenth centuries.
115. _________ . "Quevedo, Guevara, Lesage, and the
Tatler," Modern Philology, XIX (1921-1922), 
177-186.
The aim of this article is to point out cer­
tain parallels in thought between the Tatler 
and the authors mentioned above. Hendrix- Indi­
cates that apparently no one to this time has 
made a comparative study such as he has under­
taken with emphasis on the importance in England 
of translations of Quevedo’s Suenos (tr. 17 09) 
and Lesage's Le diable boiteux (tr. 17 08) based 
on Velez de Guevara’s El diablo cojuelo. Accord­
ing to the critic, Addison and Steele most 
likely would have read whatever was popular and 
probably examined the Spanish original of the 
Diablo cojuelo. Hendrix makes comparisons by 
quoting excerpts from the works of Quevedo,
Velez de Guevara and Lesage and similar ones 
from the Tatler papers.
116. Hernandez, Francisco J. El teatro de Montherlant,
dramaturgia ^ tauromaquia. Madrid! Editorial 
Prensa Espahola, 1969.
Hernandez discusses Montherlant and Spain, 
indicating that the French dramatist was in­
fluenced by Luis Velez de Guevara's Reinar des­
pues de morir when he composed La Reine mort
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and that his familiarity with the Spanish come­
dia by Velez was not "simple lectura incidental." 
The critic states that Montherlant did not fol­
low closely the Velez play but rather artisti­
cally reworked the parts of the argument that 
suited his view of the dramatic conflict.
117. Hernandez, J. M. Review of Autos, by Luis Velez de
Guevara, ed. by Angel Lacalle, Books Abroad,
VII (1933), 81.
The reviewer indicates that there are three 
plays included in Lacalle's Autos, by Luis Velez 
de Guevara: Auto de la abadesa del cielo, Auto
del nacimiento de Nuestro Senor, and Auto sacra­
mental de la mesa redonda, preceded by a pro­
logue in which the editor gives in concise 
fashion the history of Velez as a dramatist. 
Hernandez states that the edition is not very 
pretentious either in its bibliography or in its 
critical scope but it gives the reader an oppor­
tunity to become acquainted with the religious 
tendencies of the author of El diablo cojuelo.
118. Herrero Garcia, M. Ideas de los espanoles del
siglo XVII. Madrid: Editorial Voluntad, S.A.,
1930.
In his book on ideas of the Spaniards in the 
seventeenth century, Herrero Garcia discusses 
traits of Spanish people from different parts 
of the country such as gallegos, andaluces, etc., 
as well as italianos, judios, etc., and cites 
passages from literary works to illustrate his 
point. The section on the characteristics of 
the andaluces is particularly interesting in a 
study of Luis Velez de Guevara. Herrero Garcia 
lists as features of those from Andalucia:
1) arrogancia, 2) ingenio, 3) locuacidad, and 
4) amorosidad.
119. H(errero) G(arcia), M. "Una fuente de El diablo
cojuelo," Correo Erudito, II (1941), 93.
Herrero Garcia wonders if anyone has noted 
the close similarity between Velez de Guevara’s 
El diablo cojuelo and the "vision" found in 
Amor con vista, by Juan Enriquez de Zuniga, 
Madricf^ 1626. Herrero Garcia believes that 
since Velez’ work was published in 1641, he 
probably was familiar with the little-popularized 
work, Amor Con vista.
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Hill, John M. "A Romance of Luis Velez de Guevara," 
Hispania, V (1922), 295-297.
John M. Hill reproduces a romance of Luis 
Velez de Guevara, in which Lauro, the poetic 
name of Luis Velez, sings his sorrows and dis­
illusions. The critic states that the romance, 
while contributing nothing to the literary fame 
of the playwright, is valuable as being an addi­
tion to the slowly accumulating fund of his 
work. Two manuscript versions of the romance 
are located in the Biblioteca Nacional in 
Madrid (Ms. 2856 and Ms. 3915).
Los novios de Hornachuelos, Revue Hispa- 
nique, LIX (1923), 105-295.
The editor says that the reproduction of Los 
novios de Hornachuelos has no other object than 
that of presenting the text of the play. Hill 
indicates that the introductory remarks are, 
therefore, in no wise intended as a study and 
are limited to setting down the facts that are 
known in connection with the comedia. He gives 
information concerning the manuscripts of the 
work and authorship, pointing out that the 
drama has been attributed to Lope de Vega by 
Menendez y Pelayo, La Barrera, Duran, Schack, 
and Hartzenbusch. Cotarelo believes the play 
was written by Lope de Vega and reworked by 
Velez in 1629. Paz y Melia in his Catalogo de 
las piezas de teatro que se conservan en el 
Departamento de Manuscritos de la Biblioteca 
Nacional, Madrid, 18 99, states that the comedia 
is ascribed to Velez de Guevara in two manu­
scripts, one of which is incomplete; that a 
suelta indicates Lope as author. Hill's edition 
of Los novios de Hornachuelos is based on Ms. 
15429 for acts I and II, on Ms. 16652 for act
III. Variant readings of Ms. 16652, of the 
suelta and of the Hartzenbusch text, published 
from a modern manuscript copy furnished to him 
by Agustln Duran, are given for acts I and II, 
of the suelta and of Hartzenbusch for act III. 
Comparison of the Hartzenbusch text with that 
of the suelta, according to Hill, shows that 
the manuscript copy was taken from the latter 
and the attribution to Lope naturally followed.
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 . Review of El conde don Pero Velez don
Sancho el Deseado, by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. 
by Richard Hubbell Olmsted, The Modern Language 
Journal, XXIX (1945), 167-168.
John M. Hill indicates that Olmsted, in his 
appreciation of the literary value of El conde 
don Pero Velez £  don Sancho el Deseado, may 
seem to some readers to be excessive in his 
praise and to rank the play more highly than it 
deserves. Hill points out that all will readily 
concede that the comedia is generally excellent 
and undeniably well executed but in his opinion 
it is not equal to Velez' best efforts nor is it 
especially superior to many another play of the 
period. The critic says that some readers may 
wish that the editor had been moved to comment 
upon various allusions, lines or passages that 
are hardly to be considered commonplace and 
unworthy of notice.
_________ . The Dramatic Works of Luis
Velez de Guevara, Their Plots, Sources and Bib­
liography, by Forrest Eugene Spencer and Rudolph 
Schevill, Romanic Review, XXX (1939), 84-89.
The reviewer is of the opinion that the 
critical estimates or judgments of individual 
plays expressed by the authors of The Dramatic 
Works of Luis Velez de Guevara represent a dis­
tinct advance toward arrivingat a true appre­
ciation of Velez1 place in the history of the 
Spanish theater. Hill says that earlier critics 
have been disposed to dismiss Velez as a servile 
imitator of Lope de Vega, but it now appears 
clear that the playwright's indebtedness was far 
less than has generally been supposed. The 
reviewer mentions a play not accessible to Cota- 
relo and not discussed by Spencer and Schevill, 
El mejor Rey en rehenes, which he feels exhibits 
many of the striking and peculiar characteris­
tics of Luis Velez' dramatic style and he would 
not hesitate to declare it a product of his pen. 
A copy of a suelta edition (extremely rare) is 
to be found m  the Bibliotheque de 1 'Arsenal at 
Paris in a volume catalogued as Quinque comedias 
famosas, bearing the shelf number 12,286. In 
the same library, ascribed to Velez in the cata­
logue is the entrernes, El hambriento, Madrid, 
1659, which, Hill says, apparently has escaped 
the attention of bibliographers. The reviewer
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adds information for several of the plays 
included in the work of Spencer and Schevill, 
giving the location of other copies or editions.
_________, and Frank 0. Reed. Los novios de Horna­
chuelos , by Luis Velez de Guevara. New York:
The Century Company, 1929. (The Century Modern 
Language Series.)
The edition of Los novios de Hornachuelos is 
intended primarily for college students entering 
upon a study of Spanish drama of the Siglo de 
Oro, hence comprehensive notes and vocabulary 
are included. In the introduction, authorship 
of the play is discussed, an analysis of the 
comedia is given, and sources are indicated.
The editors point out that Velez shows much 
inequality in his dramatic work, at times attain­
ing the highest levels, at others stooping to 
mere improvisation and even servile imitation. 
According to the critics, the playwright is a 
facile versifier, possessing imagination and 
dramatic instinct and at his best he does not 
suffer in comparison with the great Lope de Vega 
whom he used for his model. The editors state 
that Velez shows a fondness for the spectacular, 
the heroic in action; in language for the de­
clamatory, the sonorous and at times, the bom­
bastic; his characters are nearly always well 
delineated and produce the effect of reality; 
in plot he shows invention and resourcefulness 
and in most of his plays the action holds the 
interest to the end. The critics conclude by 
saying that perhaps more exhaustive study of the 
dramatic output of Luis Velez de Guevara may 
establish for him a place higher in the ranks 
of his contemporaries than previous incomplete 
and imperfect knowledge has accorded him.
Hohmann, L. Studien zu Luis Velez de Guevara.
Wissenschaftliche Beilage zum Jahresbericht der 
Oberrealschule und Realschule vor dem Holsten- 
thore zu Hamburg. Hamburg: Lutcke S Wulff,
1899.
Hohmann gives a biographical sketch of Luis 
Velez de Guevara, indicating the pertinent 
facts about his life, expressions of praise by 
his contemporaries, and an overview of his lit­
erary production. An interesting statement 
made by the German critic is that one of Velez'
9*4
works is the novel, Los tres hermanos, included 
in a volume along with El diablo coj~uelo pub­
lished in 1733, in which Hohmann says Velez imi­
tated Alonso de Alcala y Herrera. The critic 
studies in detail four comedias by Velez:
Reinar despues de morir, El diablo esta en Can- 
tillana, La luna de' la sierra, and Mas pesa el 
Rey que la sangre ^  Biason de los Guzmanes.
126. Hurtado y Jimenez de la Serna, Juan, y Angel Gon­
zalez Palencia. Historia de la literatura 
espanola. 6th ed” Madrid: 1949.
Juan Hurtado and Angel Gonzalez Palencia dis­
cuss aspects of the dramatic works of Luis Velez 
de Guevara and give brief summaries of several 
of his plays. In their opinion, almost all of 
Velez' comedias derive from others on the same 
subject by Lope de Vega, but they point out that 
Velez' lack of originality and carelessness in 
the development of the action is compensated for 
by "la riqueza del caudal poetico," and that 
"por el sentido de lo poetico" he has been 
called the Racine of the Spanish theater.
127. Indurain, Francisco. Reinar despues de morir, by
Luis Velez de Guevara. 4th ed. Madrid: Edi­
torial Ebro, 1958. (Biblioteca Clasica Ebro, 
Clasicos Espanoles.)
Indurain says in the introduction to his edi­
tion of Reinar despues de morir that an accept­
able criticalevaluation of the dramatic works 
of Luis Velez de Guevara as yet has not been 
made but that modern critics little by little 
are bringing out of obscurity the comedias of 
Velez and are claiming for him a place at the 
side of the great dramatists of the Siglo de 
Oro: Lope, Tirso, Alarcon, Calderon, Rojas,
Moreto. Indurain adds that two of Velez' come­
dias have been performed in recent years and 
with great success: Reinar despues de morir,
reworked by F. Fernandez Villegas, 1902, was 
presented in El Espanol de Madrid and continues 
to figure in the repertory of theatrical com­
panies; Cristobal de Castro adapted for repre­
sentation La luna de la sierra, proof of the 
lasting value of these dramas which continue to 
move the audience by the force of their dramatic 
qualities and the charm of their poetry. Indu­
rain indicates that critics censure in the
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greater portion of Velez1 comedias his lacJc. of 
skill in the denouement which is abrupt and not 
logical, but he notes that the playwright knew 
how to create characters, especially feminine 
figures, from the implacable Gila of La serrana 
de la Vera to the sweet unfortunate dona Ines 
de Castro. According to Indurain Velez exceeds 
himself to vie with Lope and to surpass him in 
the creation of Ines, amorous, innocent, femi­
nine, who is the defenseless victim of the 
traitorous murderers.
128. Jose Prades, J. de. Review of Reinar despues de
morir, by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of Giuseppe 
Carlo Rossi, Revista de Literatura, XXI (1962), 
199.
The reviewer states that the "bello" drama 
by Velez has merited this new edition, produced 
with great care by Professor Rossi. She men­
tions the introduction in which the editor 
studies the Ines de Castro theme in the litera­
ture of the Peninsula and indicates that the 
notes at the foot of each page "salvo leves 
reparos" are very useful to the Italian reader.
12 9. Juretschke, Hans. Vida, obra, pensamiento de 
Alberto Lista. Madrid: Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Cientificas, Escuela de Historia 
Moderna, 19 51.
Juretschke writes that Lista considered as 
the essence of "el teatro antiguo" Lope, Tirso, 
and Calderon, and that his articles in El Censor 
are practically limited to the three playwrights. 
One article cited by Juretschke as appearing in 
El Censor treats Velez1 Reinar despues de morir. 
The author of Lista’s biography says that the 
critic rated as writers of the second or third 
category Guillen de Castro, Velez de Guevara, 
etc., and thought that there were six outstand­
ing dramatists: after the three greats, Lope,
Tirso and Calderon, Lista added Moreto, Rojas, 
and Ruiz de Alarcon.
130. Kennedy, Ruth L. "Escarraman and Glimpses of the 
Spanish Court in 1637-38," Hispanic Review, IX 
(1941), 110-136.
Kennedy points out that the play Escarraman 
provides amusing glimpses of the court of 
Philip IV with its literary academies, its
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rivalries between the different pressure groups, 
its political corruption, its mad search for 
diversion to escape the realities of the day.
She indicates that the allusions, after three 
centuries, are elusive and that a thorough study 
should be made of the various vejamenes and bur­
lesques of the period, together with the news 
letters. Kennedy adds that such an investiga­
tion is needed for full comprehension of such 
transition dramatists as Velez de Guevara, Anto­
nio Hurtado de Mendoza, Cancer, etc. The critic 
notes that the burlesque, Escarraman, was pub­
lished in 1671 without mention of an author's 
name but in the Titulos de las comedias in 
Parte XXXVII of the Escogidas, it is ascribed to 
Agustin Moreto. Kennedy says she has found 
nothing in Escarraman that would link this play 
with Moreto's name, but there is good reason to 
believe Velez had a hand in it and she gives 
reasons to support her argument. Kennedy con­
cludes by saying that in her opinion the author 
of the last scenes at least, and possibly the 
whole play, is Velez de Guevara and that the 
date of the comedia is February 16 38.
131. Kincaid, William A. "Life and Works of Luis de Bel­
monte Bermudez (15877-1650?)," Revue Hispanique, 
LXXIV (1928), 1-260.
In his study of Belmonte, Kincaid discusses 
the authorship of two plays which are of con­
cern to a consideration of Luis Velez de Guevara: 
Paries con la entretenida (Diego Garcia de Pare­
des ) o el Valor no tiene edad ^ Sanson de Estre- 
madura and El gran Jorge Castnoto Principe 
Escanderbec, the first attributed to Luis Velez 
by Schaeffer, and a suelta in the Ticknor col­
lection names Velez, an ascription in which 
Duran concurs; to Belmonte by the author of this 
article and Sanchez-Arjona; the second play is 
ascribed to Luis Velez and to Belmonte. Con­
cerning Paries con la entretenida, Kincaid says 
that a realistic picture of the old soldier is 
drawn, the kind of man Belmonte had seen in 
America and Spain; Velez' brave man is super­
human in his courage; he would fight the wind 
or death itself. Kincaid says that the close 
similarity of the meter arrangement of Paries 
con la entretenida, which he believes written 
by Belmonte, and El_ Principe Escanderbec, con­
vinces him that both plays were composed by the
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same author. Kincaid offers other evidence to
bolster his argument, including a comparison of 
the metrical arrangement of seven plays by Luis 
Velez with the two comedias mentioned above.
132. King, Willard F. "The Academies and Seventeenth
Century Spanish Literature," PMLA, LXXV (1960), 
367-376.
The vast number of literary academies in 
Spain in the seventeenth century and their 
importance is treated by King. In his discus­
sion he makes a special point of noting that
everyone remembers the two academy sessions in 
El diablo cojuelo.
133. Kirk, Charles F. "A Critical Edition, with Intro­
duction and Notes of Velez de Guevara's Act I 
of La Baltasara." Unpublished Master's thesis, 
The Ohio State University, 1940.
Kirk says that in the seventeenth century 
Spanish theater Lope de Vega overshadowed his 
contemporaries to such a degree that many have 
been completely forgotten and those who have 
been remembered have been subjected to miscon­
ceptions and frequently to undue criticism. The 
critic continues by stating that the realization 
has dawned that to fully understand Siglo de Pro 
drama, second-rate writers need to be examined 
as carefully as those of top rank. Kirk believes 
that Luis Velez de Guevara, the dramatist, has 
been neglected and that a writer whose theatri­
cal production approaches the four hundred mark 
is worthy of extensive study. La Baltasara is 
one of eight plays, according to Spencer and 
Schevill, in which Velez collaborated with other 
writers. He wrote the first act of La Baltasara, 
Antonio Coello the second and Francisco de Rojas 
the third. According to Kirk, one of the inter­
esting phases of Velez' act is the inclusion of 
the play within the play— El Saladino, attributed 
by Velez to Damian Salucio del Poyo, a 112-line 
passage of extremely rhetorical and florid 
octavas reales dealing with the siege of Jerusa­
lem by Saladino II. Kirk concludes that Velez 
not del Poyo wrote the lines since the style is 
conceptistic and baroque, not in keeping with 
that of del Poyo. The reproduction of the first 
act of La Baltasara is followed by a section 
containTng extensive notes to clarify the text,
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to point out syntactical and stylistic qualities 
of Velez, and to present examples of similar 
ideology or phrasing used by the playwright 
elsewhere and by other Spanish writers.
_________. "A Critical Edition, with Introduction
and Notes, of Velez de Guevara's Virtudes vencen 
senales." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The 
Ohio State University, 1957.
The author indicates a twofold purpose in 
writing his dissertation: One, to contribute to
the small but ever increasing volume of critical 
analysis of the dramatic production of Luis 
Velez de Guevara, and Two, to make available for 
American scholars the text of a play which, in 
some respects, is similar to Calderon's La vida 
es sueno. According to the critic, there is no 
doubt that a strong link exists between Virtudes 
vencen senales and La vida es sueno, for there 
are similarities an3”~parallelisms, but there 
exist differences also. Kirk cites as a point 
of fact that Velez' Virtudes assumes the tremen­
dous power of natural heritage to overcome 
savage environment whereas Calderon's La vida 
es sueno supports with equal intensity a belief 
m  the overpowering effect of such surrounding 
conditions. The critic contends that to call 
Virtudes vencen senales a great play would be a 
gross exaggeration, for while it has many quali­
ties to recommend it, on the whole it is a 
rather pedestrian effort which never quite lives 
up to its potentialities.
Lacalle Fernandez, Angel. "Algunas poesias, en 
parte ineditas, de Luis Velez de Guevara, 
sacadas de un manuscrito de la Biblioteca 
Nacional Matritense," Revista Critica Hispano- 
americana, V (1919), 53-58.
Lacalle includes seven poems by Luis Velez 
de Guevara, found in an interesting manuscript 
in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid, which he 
believes, at least in part, are unpublished 
works. Lacalle calls Luis Velez the famous 
author of El diablo cojuelo, an excellent drama­
tist in many of his innumerable comedias, and a 
witty poet whose humor Cervantes praised. 
According to Lacalle, the poems which he has 
brought into print justify Velez' fame as a 
lyric poet for they are full of delicacy and 
charming poetic color.
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______. Autos de Luis Velez de Guevara. Madrid:
Libreria y Casa Editorial Hernando S.A., 1931. 
(Serie Escogida de Autores Espanoles IX.)
Three autos by Luis Velez de Guevara are in­
cluded by Lacalle in his volume: Auto de la
Abadesa del Cielo, of the type which he says 
might be called "Autos de Nuestra Senora" with 
miracles and intercessions by the Virgin on 
behalf of the faithful; Auto del Nacimiento de 
Nuestro Senor, typical example of the "Auto de 
Nacimiento" or mystery play; and Auto de la mesa 
redonda, which Lacalle says belongs to the group 
of HAutos sacramentales" because of its more 
complex plot and allegorical form. According to 
the critic, the characters in the first of the 
above autos are excellently drawn and passages 
of the poetry reflect a vigorous splendor, at 
times with Biblical reminiscences. Lacalle 
points out that in the second of the autos is 
noted the popular element, even the use of "el 
habla antigua," and the last of the group offers 
a rare combination of the eucharistic allegory 
together with chivalric adventure--the conquest 
of Jerusalem by Charlemagne who is Christ and 
the twelve Peers who are the Apostles. The 
critic says of the latter auto that the develop­
ment is somewhat confused but adds that the 
final scene where Flor de Lis, the church, 
describes the night in which the Crucified, 
Charlemagne, dies shows extraordinary lyrical 
qualities and force.
Leavitt, Sturgis E. "Some Aspects of the Grotesque 
in the Drama of the Siglo de Oro," Hispania,
XVIII (1935), 77-86.
In discussing the grotesque in drama of the 
Siglo de Oro, Leavitt says that deserving of 
fame is the lion that follows Guzman el Bueno 
around in Velez de Guevara's Mas pesa el Rey que 
la sangre■ Leavitt indicates that some major 
playwrights of the century are almost able to 
refrain from shedding blood but Velez de Guevara 
is not wholly free from this tendency. The 
critic notes that his efforts differ from those 
of all the rest in that he has in mind an artis­
tic effect. Leavitt points out that in Mas pesa 
el Rey cjue la sangre, after Pedro has been put to 
death has body appears under a black canopy, his 
throat cut and the bloody dagger sticking in the 
wound. The critic adds that this may not seem
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at first sight to be very artistic, but the 
arrangement of the other characters and the dia­
logue that follows emphasize not the horror but 
the father's sacrifice and his patriotism as a 
soldier. Leavitt states that in Reinar despues 
de morir, it is necessary to the plot and legend 
to show the dead body of dona Ines and that the 
ensuing ceremony of obeisance and offering her 
the crown is an effective dramatic touch full 
of dignity and pathos.
138. Legarda, P. Anselmo de. Lo "vizcaino" en la litera- 
tura castellana. San Sebastian: Biblioteca
Vascongada de los Amigos del Pais, 1953.
In the study of "lo vizcaino" in Spanish lit­
erature, Legarda suggests that the insistence 
with which Velez de Guevara refers to "Viscaya" 
in a number of his works may indicate that the 
poet had been to the lands of "Onate" home of 
the "Guevaras" the family name he assumed in 
place of his real name, "Santander." References 
are made by Legarda to numerous passages in El 
amor en vizcaino, los zelos en frances torneos 
de Navarra to illustrate various aspects of his 
discussion. The critic points out that during 
the Golden Age, interest in "lo vizcaino" coin­
cided with "culteranismo," a baroque manifesta­
tion which was essentially obscure and unintel­
ligible and that in Velez' El amor en vizcaino, 
the imperspicuity reaches great heights.
According to Legarda, Dominga and her doncella 
use "esa fabla avizcainada ininteligible" from 
the beginning to the end of the comedia and that 
in Los hijos de la Barbuda if there is not 
"fabla" of the same style there is equal preoccu­
pation with giving to the play archaic flavor.
13 9. Leonard, Irving A. A Shipment of comedias to the 
Indies," Hispanic Review, II (1934), 3"9-50.
Irving A. Leonard reproduces a document, 
dated May 16, 1713, Archivo General de las 
Indias, Sevilla, Sec. Ill, Papeles de la Casa de 
Contratacion, legajo 674, which consTsts of four 
pages of titles of plays which were sent from 
Spain to the Indies. The list includes the fol­
lowing comedias- by Luis Velez de Guevara:
Reinar despues de morir (Dona Ines de Castro-- 
La Garza de Portugal) LuisVelez de Guevara
140.
141.
Atila, azote de Dios (o La silla de San Pedro) 
Luis Velez de Guevara
El Serco de Roma por el Rey Desiderio. Luis 
Velez de Guevara.
Lesage, Alain Rene. Asmodeus, The Devil on Two 
Sticks, from the French with a Memoir of the 
Author, embellished with two hundred engravings, 
from designs by Tony Johannot. London: Wil­
loughby and Company.
In the Memoir of the Author it is stated that 
Lesage's Le diable boiteux is confessedly imi­
tated from a Spanish work of the same title by 
Velez de Guevara, "but the original, it must be 
added, as compared with the imitation, was but 
a flimsy and time-serving pamphlet, extending to 
not more than a hundred and thirty-five pages, 
and utterly destitute of the wit and humour of 
'Asmodeus'."
_________ . El bachiller de Salamanca o aventuras de
don Querubin de la~Ronda, El diablo cojuelo o 
El observador nocturno, seguidas de El diablo 
cojuelo, verdades sonadas novelas de la otra 
vida traducidas a esta por Luis Velez de Guevara. 
Paris: Baudry, Libreria Europea, 18 47. (Colec-
cion de los mejores autores espanoles, Tomo XLI.)
Lesage addresses the prologue to his Diablo 
cojuelo o el_ observador nocturno to Luis Velez 
de Guevara to whom he dedicates his work. The 
French author says that the Diablo cojuelo of 
Velez gave him the title and the idea for his 
story, thus he grants to him the honor of the 
invention, but that he cannot claim to be Velez' 
translator for he had to change the text and to 
compose a new work following the same plan. 
According to Lesage, he has been considered in 
Paris as Velez' imitator and thus praised second 
hand. The French author indicates that he is 
dedicating the new edition to the playwright as 
he had done nineteen years before with the first 
edition, noting the changes made in the work.
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142. Lista y Aragon, Alberto. Ensayos literarios crl- 
ticos, con un prologo por Jose Joaquin de Mora.
2 vols. Sevilla: Calvo-Rubio y Compania, 18 44.
Three articles are devoted to Luis Velez de 
Guevara by Lista in his Ensayos literarios y_ 
crlticos (vol. II, pp. 144-151). The critic indi­
cates that if the dramas by the playwright which 
he has not read resemble those he has examined, 
the praise accorded to him by Montalban in Para 
todos is extravagant-. Lista says that Velez is 
inferior to Tirso "en la sal comica," and de­
scription of characters; to Mira de Amescua in 
versification; and to Montalban in the art of 
directing the action though perhaps he equals 
him in high-flown style and exaggeration. The 
critic states that Velez disfigures the heroes 
of Spanish history depicted in his plays by 
having them use the language of ruffians and 
bullies, and that there are few traces in his 
works of the improvements in dramatic art ad­
vanced by Lope. Lista adds that Velez’ versifi­
cation, generally, is "rastrera o gongorina," 
his style "debil y desmayado," but that the 
playwright is not lacking in talent although his 
taste is abominable. In the discussion of 
twelve comedias by Luis Velez, Lista labels as 
one of the best scenes in the Spanish theater 
that in Reinar despues de morir in which Ines 
begs the king not to kill her, finds no mercy 
and is delivered into the hands of the murderers 
after her children have been torn from her.
Lista concludes by saying of Velez:
. . . Sus comedias no pueden en nuestros dias 
sufrir la prueba aun de la crltica mas mode- 
rada; pero hay en ellas un gran repertorio de 
argumentos, que animados por el genio pueden 
convertirse en dramas excelentes. Muchas de 
las ya citadas, La romera de Santiago, El 
diablo esta en Cantillana, y KL espejo del 
mundo, aunque ninguna se escape de la censura 
Infelix operis summa, tienen algunas situa- 
ciones y escenas muy apreciables, que con- 
viene estudiar al hombre de gusto, y aun imi- 
tar al poeta dramatico. (p. 151)
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143. Lomba y Pedraja, Jose R. "El rey D. Pedro en el
teatro," in Homenaje a Menendez Pelayo en el 
ano vigesimo de su profesorado. Estudios de 
erudicion espafiola, con un prologo de D. Juan 
Valera. 2 vols. Madrid: Libreria General de
Victoriano Suarez, 1899, pp. 257-339.
Lomba y Pedraja presents a comprehensive 
study of "El Rey Don Pedro," called by some "el 
cruel," by others "el justiciero," as he appears 
in dramatic works. Among the plays cited is El 
diablo esta en Cantillana by Velez de Guevara, 
in which Don Pedro is pictured as "un mozo muje- 
riego y calavera, amigo de aventuras nocturnas." 
In pointing out the various ways used in the 
literary legend to foretell the death of Pedro, 
Lomba y Pedraja quotes the passage from El 
diablo esta en Cantillana in which Esperanza 
curses the king in a semi-prophetic way for 
having banished the one with whom she is in 
love.
144. McCall, Johnston V. "The Dona Ines de Castro Legend
in Spanish and French Literature." Unpublished 
Master's thesis, The University of North Caro­
lina, 192 6 .
The history of the Ines de Castro theme is 
traced from the earliest known works in Portu­
guese literature based on historical fact, to 
Spanish versions which introduce the legendary 
element found in romances, and on to the French 
plays on the subject in which sweeping changes 
in the original story are noted. Also included 
in the discussion is Ramon de la Cruz' sainete, 
Inesilla la de_ Pinto, a parody on the French 
version by Antoine Houdar de La Motte. McCall 
compares Luis Velez de Guevara's Reinar despues 
de morir with the works of his predecessors and 
indicates that the Spanish playwright was more 
successful than they in the treatment of the 
Ines de Castro legend, which he developed with 
considerable skill. The critic points out that 
Velez omitted the choruses used by Ferreira and 
Bermudez, which was a carry-over from the 
ancient Greek theater, and eliminated some of 
the numerous scenes and details found in Cerda's 
work which made the story hard to follow.
McCall says that Velez' play has been considered 
by some critics as one of the best that has been 
written on the legendary story of Ines de Castro.
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145. MacCurdy, Raymond R. Spanish Drama of the Golden 
Ag e : Twelve Plays. New York: Appleton- 
Century-Crofts, Educational Division, 1971.
In the introduction, MacCurdy states that the 
. most important playwrights of Lope's generation 
were Tirso de Molina, Guillen de Castro, Mira 
de Amescua, Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, and Luis Velez 
de Guevara. The critic indicates that Velez, 
author of the costumbrista novel El diablo 
cojuelo, was better known to his contemporaries 
as a prolific dramatist (he is said to have 
written over four hundred plays) whose theater 
closely resembled that of Lope de Vega. Mac­
Curdy includes in his anthology of plays Reinar 
despues de morir by Luis Velez, which is pre­
ceded by a biographical sketch of the playwright 
and a discussion of his dramatic works. Accord­
ing to the critic, Velez showed little inclina­
tion to write comedias de capa espada, which 
seemed too tame for his taste; he was fond of 
heroic and grandiose characters; bold, strong- 
willed men and women; and produced what MacCurdy 
calls "rousing productions" (comedias de ruido). 
The critic remarks that Velez had a sense of 
humor and that no better satire on the extrava­
gances of the comedias de ruido can be found 
than in El_ diablo cojuelo, tranco four, where 
the mad poet has written a play with the title 
Tragedia Troyana, Astucias de Sinon, Caballo 
^riego, Amantes adulteros y Reyes endemoniados, 
m  which the cast includes "cuatro mil griegos 
por lo menos" and "once mil duenas a caballo." 
MacCurdy contends that Velez anticipated the 
Hollywood extravaganza by three centuries.
The historical basis for the Ines de Castro 
story is given and various works treating the 
legend are mentioned. MacCurdy says that 
whether the body of Ines de Castro was exhumed 
and crowned is not known, but what is certain 
is that in Portugal every year on April 24 the 
coronation of dona Ines de Castro is commemo­
rated .
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146. McKendrick, Melveena. "The Bandolera of Golden Age
Drama, a Symbol of Feminist Revolt," Bulletin of 
Hispanic Studies, XLVI (1969), 1--20 .
Included in McKendrick's study of the bando­
lera of Golden Age drama is Gila of Luis Velez 
de Guevara's La serrana de la Vera. The critic 
indicates that although based on Lope de Vega's 
play with the same title, Velez' comedia is 
quite different in mood and in details. McKen­
drick remarks that Velez gives the tale an atmos­
phere of savagery and violence not found in Lope: 
Gila wrestles, shouts and swears like a man and 
even overcomes a bull barehanded. In an analy­
sis of the character of Gila, the critic states 
that the Serrana accepts the captain's offer of 
marriage not out of love but because it satis­
fies her vanity and her desire for self- 
assertion; and when the blow falls, it strikes 
not so much at her ambitions or her honor but at 
the core of her supreme egoism. McKendrick con­
tends that Velez saw Gila as a rebel against her 
sex whereas other playwrights who treated the 
bandolera preferred to depict her as a rebel 
against society.
147. Marques, E. F. Review of Autos, by Luis Velez de
Guevara, ed. of Angel Lacalle, Boletin de la 
Universidad de Madrid, III (1931), 508-509.
Marques says that Luis Velez de Guevara,
"autor popular por excelencia," lacks sufficient 
editions of his production for him to be con­
sidered in a complete manner, for there are 
aspects of his works which are completely unknown. 
The critic feels that Lacalle's publication of 
the three Autos by Velez helps to fill part of 
the need for knowledge of the playwright's 
literary compositions. Marques notes that El 
Auto de la abadesa del cielo, reproduced from an 
unpubTTshed manuscript m  the Biblioteca Nacional 
in Madrid, is another work on the legend of Sor 
Beatriz, El Auto del nacimiento de Nuestro Senor
is a typical example of an Auto de Navidad, and
El Auto de la mesa redonda belongs to the group 
of Autos sacramentales known as Moralidades.
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14 8 . Martinez, Enrique Jose. "Tragedy in the Spanish
Theater of the Golden Age." Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, The University of Pennyslvania, 
1970.
Luis Velez de Guevara is described by Marti­
nez as one of the best representatives of the 
new school created by Lope de Vega. The critic 
states that Velez' imitations are not so slavish 
as to be mere carbon copies of the master's, 
that Velez shows poetic talent and imagination 
and even in the plays whose main themes are 
taken from Lope, displays a brilliant mastery of 
dramatic technique. Concerning La serrana de la 
Vera, Martinez says that Velez does not seriously 
treat the problem of evil to the extent that the 
high tragedy does so the play is tragic only 
because the protagonist meets her death at the 
end. Reinar despues de morir, according to the 
critic"^ is a drama where light and shadow are in 
constant interplay, where the playwright has 
captured in a beautiful manner many human emo­
tions: love and fear— fear of losing the person
who is loved as in the case of Ines and Pedro; 
fear of suffering insult and ridicule in the 
Infanta's position; even the king fears for the 
security of his throne if he is not sufficiently 
strong and severe in his judgment of the politi­
cal repercussions. Martinez points out that 
what is more relevant and leads into the realm 
of tragedy is the fact that the shadow of Death 
permeates the entire play. The critic believes 
that the drama falls somwhat short of being high 
tragedy because Velez does not question suffi­
ciently the problematic Man in the Universe nor 
the Evil encountered therein but it is a tragedy 
if the term is not used within such a narrow 
definition.
149. Mendez Bejarano, Mario. "Lagrimas poeticas," in 
Homenaje a Bonilla £  San Martin, Madrid:
Imprenta Viuda e Hi]os de Jaime Rates, 1930, II, 
601-613.
Mendez Bejarano discusses the Ines de Castro 
theme in literature and says that perhaps the 
story might have been buried under the debris of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries if Luis 
Velez de Guevara had not exalted it with his 
superb drama, Reinar despues de morir. Mendez
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Bejarano mentions the fact that a refundicion of 
Reinar despues de morir was made to inaugurate 
the season of the Teatro Espanol in 1902.
150. Menendez Pidal, Ramon. La epopeya castellana a
traves de la literatura espanola. Buenos Aires: 
Espasa-Calpe Argentina, S.A., 1945.
According to Menendez Pidal, romances nove- 
lescos jr llricos provided source material for 
Luis Velez de Guevara in a number of comedias, 
notably: El conde don Pero Velez, La serrana
de la Vera, El principe~vinador, Reinar despues 
de morir, and Los hi 3 os de la Barbuda. The 
critic remarks that Velez de Guevara as a play­
wright still is not well known which is evi­
denced by the fact that it took a long, long 
time for such an important comedia as La serrana 
de la Vera to be published. A comparison is 
made between Lope’s Serrana and that of Velez, 
and Menendez Pidal says that Velez 1 play sur­
passes that of Lope in comprehension of the 
traditional theme: Velez follows the tragic
romance of the serrana whereas Lope has his 
play end with pardon and marriage. Menendez 
Pidal indicates that Velez’ El principe vinador 
has special interest for the history of the 
romancero and the theater since it is based on 
a romance which does not appear in the collec­
tions of the sixteenth century but is a romance 
of oral tradition. He adds that the very old 
form is known only by the part of it found in 
El principe vinador and Mientras yo poda las 
vTnas by Agustin de Castellanos, written also 
in 1610.
151. _________ . Romancero hispanico (hispano-portugues,
americano ^  sefardi) teoria e h i s t o n a . 2 vols.
Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, S.A., 1953.
In Chapter XV (Vol. II) entitled "El roman­
cero antiguo nacionaliza el teatro. Postrime- 
rias (1587-1640)," Menendez Pidal discusses 
comedias based on romancero themes, including 
six by Luis Velez de Guevara. One of the plays, 
La romera de Santiago, Menendez Pidal says now 
is attributed to Velez as the sueltas indicate, 
because Tirso did not write any dramas inspired 
by the romance viejo. The critic points out 
that the playwrights have passed on to posterity 
in their works romances that do not appear in
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the collections of the sixteenth century nor in 
the pliegos sueltos, as is true in the case of 
Velez11 El principe vinador. Menendez Pidal 
states that the beginning of a romance--"Si el 
caballo vos han muerto, subid, Rey, en mi 
caballo"— serves as the long title and the argu­
ment of a play by Velez, and from this can be 
seen how famous the romances were since the first 
line brought to mind a complete theatrical theme.
_________  y Marla Goyri de Menendez Pidal. La serrana
de la Vera, by Luis Velez de Guevara. T T e atro  
antiguo espanol, Tomo I), Madrid: Imprenta de
los Sucesores de Hernando Quintana, 1916.
The Senores Menendez Pidal give as their rea­
son for selecting La serrana de la_ Vera as the 
first of the series of unpublished plays which 
the Centro de Estudios Historicos proposed to 
publish: ". . . es una de sus (Velez de Guevara)
mejores concepciones dramaticas, injustamente 
inedita. Es tambien importante para la historia 
del teatro espanol por las relaciones que pre- 
senta esta obra con otras de Lope y de Tirso, 
viniendo a formar parte de un abundante ciclo de 
comedias." The critics state that the date 1603 
found on the autograph manuscript in the Biblio­
teca Nacional is in error and they offer evi­
dence to support their view. After giving his­
torical sources, a comparison is made between 
Velez' La serrana de la Vera and that of Lope 
with the same title, both comedias being based 
on a romance popular of which there are twenty- 
one versions. The Senores Menendez Pidal are of 
the opinion that Velez' Serrana excels in "vigor 
dramatico." Other dramatic’works treating the 
serrana theme are discussed, including Lope de 
Vega's Las dos bandoleras, in which the critics 
presume Lope to be the imitator of Velez.
Menendez y Pelayo, Marcelino. Estudios sobre el 
teatro de Lope de Vega, e d . of Enrique Sanchez 
Reyes. 6 vols. Santander: Aldus, S.A. de
Artes Graficas, 1949.
Menendez y Pelayo discusses plays by Luis 
Velez de Guevara which he calls refundiciones of 
Lope's and indicates that Velez is ''dramaturgo 
insigne entre los de segundo orden y uno de los 
que mostraron cualidades mas analogas a las de 
Lope . . . ." (IV, 38). El Hercules de Ocaha,
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Menendez y Pelayo considers to be an interesting 
comedia as is true in general of the plays by 
Velez, "que fue quiza el mas excelente de los 
dramaticos de segundo orden, llegando a imitar 
con tal perfeccion el estilo de Lope de Vega, 
que muchas veces se confunde con el" (VI, 79).
154. _________. "Observaciones preliminares," in Obras de
Lope de Vega, publicadas por La Real Academia 
Espahola," Vol. XII: Cronicas leyendas dramati-
cas en Espafia. Madrid: Sucesores de Rivade- 
neyra, 1901.
Plays by Luis Velez de Guevara which derive 
from others by Lope de Vega are analyzed briefly 
by Menendez y Pelayo. In commenting on Velez*
La serrana de la Vera, the critic says:
. . . Queda, pues, reducida la venganza de
Gila a una de tantas catastrofes de amor y 
honor; pero la escena en que se consuma es 
de un efecto tragico extraordinario; y bas- 
taria por si sola para probar la injusticia 
del olvido que pesa sobre el teatro de Luis 
Velez de Guevara, uno de los mejores poetas 
de segundo orden, que en momentos felices 
llega a hombrearse con los de primero 
(p. xxi).
15 5. Merimee, Ernest. A History of Spanish Literature, 
tr., rev. and enlarged by S. Griswold Morley.
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1930.
Merimee says that although Luis Velez de Gue­
vara is better known today as a novelist he was 
nevertheless a most successful playwright and 
that some of his comedias such as Reinar despues 
de morir occupy a distinguished place in the 
history of the drama of Spain. The critic indi­
cates that Velez* gaiety and animation earned 
for him the sobriquet Quitapesares (care- 
dispeller) from Cervantes, who was a connois­
seur. Merimee contends that Velez* real title 
to fame is certainly El diablo cojuelo, which is 
witty and lively, the only fault being that the 
author's plays on words and far-fetched phrase- 
making torture the reader's intelligence. The 
critic finds it strange that Velez* novel, which 
in its French amplification by Lesage became the 
rage, seems not to have been very successJul in 
Spain in its original form, and that it was in
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the wake of the imitation by Lesage that El 
diablo cojuelo found readers in its native land.
 . Precis d'histoire de la Litterature
Espagnole, ed. entierement refondu. Paris: 
Librairie Garnier Freres, 19 22.
The French critic very briefly mentions Luis 
Velez de Guevara in connection with his dramatic 
works, saying that his success was great in the 
theater but today he is better known for his 
Diablo cojuelo. Merimee notes that at the time 
that it was written, El diablo cojuelo was, 
without contradiction, the most celebrated of 
the "romans" which were very popular. The 
critic contends that the gravest reproach which 
can be addressed to the author is that sometimes 
he subjects the reader to torture by his play on 
words and search for expressiveness. Merimee 
indicates that Velez is one of the most diffi­
cult to understand of Spanish writers and that 
even Spaniards need extensive commentaries to 
interpret his meaning. The French critic points 
out that the version by Lesage was more popular
in Spain than the original and the real Cojuelo
was almost forgotten.
' Review of La serrana de la Vera, by Luis 
Velez de Guevara,' ed. of Ramon Menendez Pidal 
and Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal, Bulletin 
Hispanique, XVIII (1916), 290-292.
According to Merimee, La serrana de la Vera 
can scarcely pass as a masterpiece, b u t T t  does 
have some very dramatic scenes and interesting 
details. The French critic states that the
comedia makes one think at times of the Alcalde
de Zalamea of Calderon: the character of the
rich farmer, Giraldo, is not unworthy of that of 
Pedro Crespo; the intrigue— that of a young girl 
deceived by a captain who promises to marry 
her— is the same in both plays; the appearance 
of royalty is a feature of each of the works; 
the two heroines are very different, for Isabel 
of the Alcalde has very little in common with 
Gila, who is an extraordinary type, a true phe­
nomenon. Merimee contends that the exploits of 
this ferocious virago in the sierra would be 
intolerable today in the theater, even the 
Spanish. The critic notes that the theme of the 
serrana was popular as evidenced by the fact
Ill
that it was brought to the stage five times at 
least, by Lope before 1603 and Velez in 1613, 
by Enciso around 1618, by Tirso (La_ ninfa del 
cielo) and was treated "a lo divino" by ValdT- 
vielso in 1619. Merimee adds that the popu­
larity of the subject is explained on the one 
hand by local tradition of the Vera de Plasencia 
and on the other by the survival of the old 
Serranilla which came into the stream of litera- 
ture with the Archpriest of Hita and Santillana; 
the old tradition has been preserved in a 
romance of which there are said to be twenty-one 
versions, which accounts for the many variations 
of the story.
158. Mesonero Romanos, Ramon de. Dramaticos contempora-
neos a Lope de Vega, Vol. XLV of Biblxoteca de 
Autores Espanoles. Madrid: Libreria de los 
Sucesores de Hernando, 19 24.
Mesonero Romanos indicates that the theater 
of Luis Velez de Guevara should not be scorned 
nor overlooked by modern critics and states that 
this playwright has not been studied as he 
deserves nor judged with impartiality. In the 
critic's opinion, if the only work by Velez 
which had been preserved were Reinar despues de 
morir, it alone would be enough to accord him a 
distinguished place among the best Spanish 
authors. Mesonero Romanos believes that Velez 
knew how to invent an argument, develop it and 
bring it successfully to the stage, but he 
lacked skill in the denouement, taking away the 
interest created by the action and destroying 
the effect of the first acts. Six plays by Luis 
Velez de Guevara are reproduced in this volume 
of Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles.
159. ' "Teatro de Velez de Guevara," Semanario
Pintoresco Espanol, (1852), 6 6 - 6 8 .
A study of the theater of Luis Velez de Gue­
vara by Mesonero Romanos shows that the play­
wright shared public applause and acclaim with 
Lope de Vega, but that in all of Velez' plays 
"a vueltas de bellezas y primores poeticos, de 
caracteres bien delineados, y de escenas de 
seguro y calculado efecto, hay, como no podia 
menos de suceder, enorme desarreglo, disparates 
increibles, abuso, en fin, de la misma fecundi- 
dad y soltura del ingenio." In all the comedias,
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Mesonero Romanos adds, there appears the facile 
verse of the inspired and bold poet that Velez 
was. The critic quotes "dos preciosos cuentos" 
spoken by the graciosos in No_ hay contra un 
padre razon and Ell ollero de Ocana, and at the 
end of his article, Mesonero Romanos lists 
sixty-four dramas attributed to Luis Velez de 
Guevara.
16 0. Michels, Ralph J. Review of The Dramatic Works of
Luis Velez de Guevara. Their Plots, Sources and
Bibliography, by Forrest Eugene Spencer and 
Rudolph Schevill, Hispania, XXI (1938), 155-156.
The reviewer indicates that Schevill hopes 
that this book will serve "to further a truer 
appreciation of Luis Velez' place in the theater 
of the Golden Age . . . .  The full significance 
of his dramatic contribution has never been ade­
quately recognized or investigated in detail, 
and this study may be a step to a clearer under­
standing of his achievement."
161. Mille Gimenez, Isabel. "Guzman el Bueno en la his-
toria y en la literatura," Revue Hispanique,
LXXVIII (1930), 311-488.
Isabel Mille Gimenez says that the first 
author to bring to the Spanish theater the 
story of Guzman el Bueno was Luis Velez de Gue­
vara in his comedia, Mas pesa el Rey que la 
sangre, blason de los Guzmanes. The critic
states that Luis Velez made an effort to remain 
faithful to history, or at least what was 
regarded as such during his time, and created 
personages which were not lacking in defects 
but neither were they without outstanding char­
acteristics. Isabel Mille Gimenez points out 
that Luis Velez' influence is recognized in the 
later works treating the theme of Guzman el 
Bueno.
16 2. Miller, Kenneth C. "A Partial Edition of El lego de 
Alcala, comedia famosa de Luis Velez de Guevara." 
Unpublished Master's thesis, The Ohio State Uni­
versity, 1946.
According to Kenneth C. Miller, El lego de 
Alcala is a well written play which contains 
highly dramatic situations. The critic says 
that the drama belongs to the genre of comedias
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de santos and that except for a few scenes such 
as those in which the demonios fight and torture 
the protagonist, or when he is taken bodily to 
heaven, etc., it is not too far-fetched to be 
convincing. Miller makes a comparison of Velez’
El lego de Alcala with two plays of similar sub­
ject matter by Lope de Vega, El saber por no 
saber £  vida de San Julian de Alcala de Henares 
and El truhan del cielo loco santo. The 
critic- believes that the dramatic unity of El 
lego de Alcala is superior to that of El saber por 
no saber and that the characters in Velez"1 play 
are better drawn than those in Lope's work. El 
truhan is only similar to El_ saber por no saber 
and El_ lego de Alcala in that it is a comedia 
de santos and its protagonist, Junipero, is a 
character very similar to Julian in the plays 
of both Velez and Lope. Miller suggests that in 
some respects Julian may be Velez himself— that 
perhaps the extravagances which kept Julian 
constantly in trouble as a cleric may have been 
related to the excesses which caused Velez to 
be relegated to the rank of a second rate drama­
tist .
163. Montesinos, Jose F. Review of Ignez de Castro, Die 
dramatischen Behandlungen der Sage im den 
romanischen Literaturen (Piss. Munster), by H. 
Theodor Heinermann, Revista de Filologia 
Espanola, VIII (1921), 82-83.
The review by Montesinos of Heinermann's 
Ignez de Castro is of interest in the study of 
Luis VlTez de Guevara for it concerns thoughts 
on an Ines de Castro comedia supposedly written 
by Lope de Vega. Seemingly the play is lost 
since no one has been able to find it. Monte­
sinos does not agree with Heinermann's reason­
ing that if Lope had composed a play on such a 
well-known and popular theme that it would be 
strange for it to have been lost especially 
since a play as weak as Mejia de la Cerda's has 
been preserved, nor does the reviewer accept 
Heinermann's explanation that the title men­
tioned in III Peregrino, edition of 1618, refers 
to Mejia's drama published in 1612 in the third 
part of the comedias of Lope and other authors. 
According to Montesinos, the statement would 
imply that Lope had no direct intervention in 
the preparation of the lists for El Peregrino, 
which doesn't seem probable to him. The
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reviewer notes that the bibliography included 
with Heinermann's study makes the work useful 
for any one interested in "el teatro antiguo" of 
Spain.
164. Montoliu, Manuel de. El alma de Espana sus refle- 
jos en la literatura del siglo de oro. Barce­
lona: Editorial Cervantes, 19 54.
Montoliu calls El diablo cojuelo a book which 
has remained eternally young because the clever­
ness and wittiness are coupled with the flutter­
ing lightness of the style and with the sharp 
causticity of the satire which the author wields 
amidst that crowd of figures "demasiado reales 
para ser sonadas, demasiado sonadas para ser 
reales."
16 5. _________ . Manual de historia de la literatura cas­
te liana. 5th ed. Barcelona: Editorial Cer-
vantes, 1947.
The author indicates that up to one hundred 
comedias by Luis Velez de Guevara are known but 
that the work which has given him universal 
fame is his ingenious and sparkling novel, El 
diablo cojuelo. The critic says that the 
Diablo is not strictly speaking a picaresque 
novel although there are points of similarity 
and he adds that "por su argumento es una obra 
de imaginacion, una vision o un sueno en que el 
fondo eminentemente satlricorrealista que tiene 
de comun con la novela picaresca, corre parejas 
con la invencion radicalmente idealista de su 
plan." According to Montoliu, the Diablo is 
sprinkled throughout with little-used and pic­
turesque words and with complex images and 
expressions, making the reading at times some­
what difficult. The critic points out that the 
work is basically one of realism but is enclosed 
in an idealistic plan: "el humorismo Castellano,
sin perder para nada su caracter genuino, tras- 
pasa en este libro los limites de la vulgar vida 
humana y aspira a hacerse trascendental y meta- 
fisico."
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166. Morel-Fatio, Alfred. L ’Espa^ne au XVI et au XVII
si&cle, documents his t o n gues et litteraires. 
Paris: Libreria Espanola de El Denne, 1878.
Beginning on page 60 3, Morel-Fatio reproduces 
documents concerning the "Academie Burlesque 
celebree par les poetes de Madrid au Buen Retiro" 
in 1637 (February 15-25), at which Luis Velez de 
Guevara presided. Velez opened the Academy with 
a sonnet to Philip IV, followed by his Oracion, 
Memoriales, Cedulas, the "vejamen que dio Alfonso 
de Batres," "vejamen de Francisco de Rojas," 
poems of different types by poets of the day 
such as Antonio de Solis, Antonio Coello, Gero- 
nimo Canzer, Luis de Benavente, Luis de Belmonte, 
and others. Morel-Fatio found the manuscript 
which he reproduced in the Biblioth^que de 
1'Arsenal in Paris.
167. ______Review of El diablo cojuelo, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Adolfo Bonilla y San 
Martin, Bulletin Hispanique, V (1903), 307-314.
Commenting on Bonilla’s edition of El diablo 
cojuelo, Morel-Fatio mentions the abundant 
notes included, saying that some of the explana­
tions help to render more intelligible certain 
expressions used by Velez while others seem 
useless since they involve terms which probably 
are understood by most readers. The French 
critic adds that there are omissions, pointing 
out a number of phrases which have not been 
explained satisfactorily; for example "dar 
rocin por carnero y gato por conejo a los esto- 
magos del buelo." Morel-Fatio offers his obser­
vations suggested by reading the notes of 
Bonilla’s edition and gives his own interpreta­
tions of certain expressions found in El diablo 
cojuelo.
16 8 . Morley, S. Griswold. "El uso de las combinaciones 
metricas en las comedias de Tirso de Molina," 
Bulletin Hispanique, XVI (1914), 177-208.
In his study of the metrical combinations in 
Tirso de Molina’s plays, Morley discusses La 
romera de Santiago, considered as a doubtful 
work by this playwright. The critic states 
that La romera de Santiago was printed in Parte 
XXXIII de comedias nuevas e'scogidas de los 
mejoresTngenios de Espana, Madrid 1670 , as
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169 .
written by Tirso but in a ’’refundicion suelta" 
of the eighteenth century, Luis Velez de Guevara 
is designated as the author. Morley indicates 
that the long passages of romance, the style 
replete with ^ongorismo and various "discursos 
cuasi-filosoficos” which delay the development 
of the drama, make him believe that Tirso did 
not write the play. In addition, the critic 
points out that Tirso never used romances viejos 
for the argument of his comedias and La romera 
de Santiago is built completely around the theme 
of the "poemita epico.” Morley concludes that 
there are many considerations which point to 
Luis Velez rather than Tirso as the author. In 
Apendice I_ at the end of the article, the critic 
reproduces the Romance viejo de la Romera de 
Santiago.
 . ’’Judging Authorship and Chronology in the
comedia,” Hispanic Review, V (1937), 281-285.
In introducing a method for judging author­
ship and chronology, Morley cites as an example 
of the sort of test that could be applied to 
determine who wrote a play by means of the inner 
treatment of the line EIL nino diablo which has 
a double attribution: the ending of one version
ascribes it to Lope, the other to Lauro (Velez 
de Guevara). The critic points out that the 
word diablo was in the early language a trisyl­
lable; nowadays it is a dissyllable. In the 
seventeenth century, the transition period, it 
was treated sometimes as three syllables, some­
times as two. A study by Robles Degano showed 
that Velez de Guevara, out of thirteen cases, 
made three syllables eleven times and two syl­
lables but twice. In an examination of eleven 
autograph plays of Lope, eighteen examples of 
diablo were without exception a dissyllable.
In the case of El nino diablo, the word occurs 
ten times in the course of the comedia, and of 
the ten cases, nine are three-syllabled; the 
Lauro ending contains the word used as three 
syllables; the Lope ending shows it as two. 
Morley says that obviously the odds are very 
strong that Velez de Guevara wrote the play.
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171.
Review of El embuste acreditado, by Luis 
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Arnold G. Reichenberger, 
Hispanic Review, XXVI (1958), 79-81.
Morley believes that Reichenberger's El 
embuste acreditado is a most scholarly edition 
of a very minor text and wonders why the editor 
chose the comedia for so great an expenditure of 
time and research. The critic contends that the 
play is certainly no masterpiece; the suspense 
is null; all the interest lies in the twists of 
the action. Morley states that the Embuste 
acreditado had a number of editions, under 
various titles, in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries-, doubtless because the fantastic and 
improbable embuste amused the spectators like a 
class "BM western. The critic maintains that it 
is hard to find logical motivation in the plot 
and that today it is difficult to discern its 
attraction.
.  . El rey en su imagiriaGion, by
Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of J. Gomez Ocerln, 
Hispania, V (1922), 115-117.
According to Morley, El rey en su imaginacion 
in itself is commonplace enough, dealing with a 
familiar romantic folklore theme, and one can 
only regret that such a wealth of erudition and 
research in reproducing the text is lavished 
upon a mediocre work of art. He believes that 
the governing motive for the publication of this 
play was the fact that it exists in an autograph 
manuscript of a well-known author. Such a text, 
an authentic one as its author wrote it, affords 
the only sure basis for syntactical and metrical 
studies. Instead of emphasizing the linguistic 
side, Morley states, the editor expended the 
chief effort on vocabulary, a valuable contri­
bution , and on parallels of the various themes. 
The reviewer contends that in the depiction of 
Carlos' madness, Luis Velez does not distinguish 
himself in giving reality to a situation which 
is fundamentally false, although the audience is 
expected to take it seriously.
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173.
 . _________ . La s err ana de la Vera, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Menendez Pidal y 
Marla Goyri de Menendez Pidal, Hispania, I 
(1918), 185-188.
Morley states that La serrana de la_ Vera has 
an excellent first act, a second with some 
lively scenes, and an extravagant third, but 
only a preparation for something bigger (a first- 
class Spanish dictionary?) can justify the 
expenditure of so much splendid erudition on 
plays of the second or fourth order when the 
best are not yet properly edited. Morley notes 
one passage in La serr'ana de la Vera worthy of 
mention, 11. 2298-2309, which the editors chose 
to leave without comment: "Cavallito, cavallito,
el de las piernas de xerga, . . . ." The critic
indicates that these lines and the following are 
popular poetry beyond doubt; Velez did not write 
it without inspiration from an outside source. 
Morley says he has not been able to put his 
finger on any other parallel than the two verses 
of the Asturian romance of Conde 0linos: "por
la gracia de Dios Padre / comenzo el caballo a 
hablar," but feels that another romance nearer 
to the text exists.
 , and Courtney Bruerton. The Chronology of
Lope de Vega* s comedias, with a Discussion of 
Doubtful Attributions, the Whole~Based o~n a 
Study of Hi's Strophic Versification. New York: 
The Modern Language Association of America,
194 0.
A number of plays of doubtful attribution to 
Luis Velez de Guevara and to Lope de Vega 
receive new consideration as Morley and Bruerton 
make a study of the comedias based on strophic 
versification. Among the works in question, El 
nino diablo is believed by the authors not to 
be by Lope and probably is a play of Velez, and 
they conclude that Los novios de Hornachuelos 
may well be by Velez. Morley and Bruerton are 
of the opinion that Lope did not write El pro- 
digioso principe Transilvano. in spite of the 
attribution to Lope by Cotarelo, who says that 
Velez was only fifteen years old in 1595 when 
the events recounted in the play took place.
The critics believe that the comedia probably 
was written between 159 5 and 1601--Segismundo 
abdicated in 1602 and one of the last lines in
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the play refers to him: "que hoy tiene revuelto
el mundo." Morley and Bruerton add that a 
refundidor whether Velez or another would have 
changed that line if he were working after 160 2 .
174. Munoz Cortes, Manuel. "Aspectos estilisticos de
Velez de Guevara en su Diablo cojuelo," Revista 
de Filologla Espanola, XXVII (1943), 48-76.
Munoz Cortes discusses characteristics of 
style in Velez de Guevara’s Diablo cojuelo, 
including the use of play on words, multiple 
meaning of terms, metaphors, similes, and images. 
Velez is compared stylistically with Gongora and 
Quevedo, and Munoz Cortes says that language for 
them is an art, not an instrument for simple 
expression. The critic states that the three 
writers all attempt to withdraw from reality: 
Gongora to soar to sublime heights, Quevedo, 
and Velez in part, to sink to the lowest levels. 
Velez at moments in El_ diablo cojuelo tends 
toward the idealistic which places him in between 
Gongora and Quevedo. Munoz Cortes concludes by 
saying: "Caminos distintos para una misma
huida. Huida de hombres con el alma helada por 
el desengano, sin una tarea incitante en que 
quemar sus vidas."
175. _________ . Reinar despues de morir El diablo esta
en Cantiliana. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe , S.A.,
1959*^ (Clasicos Castellanos, No. 132.)
In the prologue, Munoz Cortes discusses in 
detail the historical basis of the dona Ines de 
Castro theme, as well as the romances tradi- 
cionales and the legend in its dramatic versions, 
and then gives an analysis of Velez 1 Reinar des- 
pues de morir. According to the critic, Velez 
surpasses the playwrights who preceded him in 
writing on the topic in the composition of the 
work, in the action of the play, in the pro­
phetic dream scene, and in the creation of the 
unfortunate feminine protagonist. A summary is 
given of the second play in this edition, El 
diablo esta en Cantillana, which the critic 
says comprises comic elements and the super­
natural , making it entirely different from 
Reinar despues de morir. Munoz Cortes states 
that the Diablo esta en Cantillana is "graciosa, 
agil, y de buenas situaciones, ** if the lengthy 
and boring dissertation on Seville be excepted.
A metrical analysis for both plays is .included.
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176. Nercasseau y Moran, Enrique. "Discurso," in Discur- 
sos leidos ante la Academia chilena, correspon­
ds ente de la Real Academia Espanola en la recep- 
cion publica del senor D. Enrique Nercasseau y 
Moran, el_ dia 21 de noviembre de 1915, Santiago 
de Chile: Imprenta de San Jose"7 1915, pp. 1-21.
The theme chosen by Nercasseau for his address 
before the Academia chilena is the error which 
he feels has been made in classifying Luis Velez 
de Guevara's ELL diablo cojuelo as a picaresque 
novel. He avers that the characteristics of the 
literary genre, such as the autobiographical 
nature of relating the story, the plcaro who 
goes from master to master, etc., do not exist 
in El diablo cojuelo. Nercasseau makes the fol­
lowing statements concerning Velez' novela:
Su origen debe b.uscarse en mas alto ciclo, 
porque en algo participa de la alegoria o 
vision extra-humana, tan comunes en las deri- 
vaciones de la "Divina Comedia," y en parte 
se inclina originalmente a la invectiva, como 
en los "Suenos" de Quevedo. La novela toda 
de Velez de Guevara es una satira cortes de 
la sociedad de su tiempo, felicisima en la 
mayor parte de sus cuadros, y no afeada por 
la licencia y crudeza tan comunes en las 
novelas de la epoca. "El Diablo Cojuelo" 
seria una narracion clasica de primer orden, 
y aun leible hoy dia, si no la deslustrara 
el conceptismo, y si no se hallara sobre- 
abundante en equlvocos y frases convenciona- 
les de diflcil o imposible comprension en 
nuestra era. Aun despues del trabajo llevado 
a cabo por Don Adolfo Bonilla y San Martin, 
en su edicion de Madrid de 1910, la novela 
de Velez de Guevara queda aguardando un 
comentario que la explique y la ponga al 
alcance general.
In the second "Discurso," which is in answer to 
the first, Canon D. Manuel Antonio Roman states 
that he is in complete agreement with Nercasseau 
that El diablo cojuelo should not be classed as 
a picaresque novel.
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177. Northup, George T. An Introduction to Spanish Lit­
erature . 3rd ed., rev. by Nicholson B . Adams. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960.
Northup's opinion of Luis Velez' Diablo 
cojuelo is that the idea is novel and the story 
begins well but is poorly sustained because the 
strained, equivocal style makes the reading dif­
ficult. The critic states that Lesage, recog­
nizing the merits and defects of The Limping 
Devil, rewrote the story and won for its French 
version a European vogue. Concerning Velez as 
a playwright, Northup indicates that to Velez is 
due the best dramatic version of the Guzman el 
Bueno story, Mas pesa el Rey que la sangre, and 
that Velez' second famous play is Reinar despues 
de morir, the best of a long series of dramas on 
the Ines de Castro legend.
17 8 . ______ Review of La serrana de ^  Vera, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Menendez Pidal 
and Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal, Modern 
Philology, XV (1917), 447-41+8.
The opinion of Northup is that the Senores 
Menendez Pidal made a good choice in La serrana 
de la Vera as the first in a series of criti- 
cally edited Spanish plays of the classic 
period for the following reasons:
1) It is the unedited work of one of Spain's 
greatest dramatists and of high intrinsic 
merit.
2) It affords the editors a splendid oppor­
tunity to make valuable contributions in 
the fields of dialectology, lexicography, 
folklore, and balladry, in all of which 
subjects they are so proficient.
3) This is the first of a cycle of plays 
dealing with the same subject, the study 
of which is important to the history of 
the Spanish drama. It offers opportunity 
for a comparative study of works by Velez, 
Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina and others 
of lesser fame who have dealt with this 
same folklore theme.
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17 9. Nozick, Martin. "The Inez de Castro Theme in Euro­
pean Literature," Comparative Literature, III 
(1951), 33 0-341.
Very briefly Nozick mentions Luis Velez de 
Guevara’s Reinar desgues de morir. He states 
that the gracioso Brito plays an important role 
for comic relief (one of the two or three light 
touches in all Inez literature) and he points 
out that it is Pedro's betrothed, Blanca, who 
overcomes the king’s mercifulness by revealing 
to him the secret marriage of Inez and Pedro. 
Nozick adds that Blanca, on the other hand, 
balks at the idea of murder.
180. Ochoa, Eugenio de. Tesoro del teatro espanol, desde
su origen (ano de 1356 hasta nuestros dias), 
arreglado y dlvicTido en cuatro partes, Vol. IV: 
Teatro escogido desde el siglo XVII hasta nues­
tros dias. Paris: L i b rena Europea de Baudry,
1838.
Ochoa states that Reinar despues de morir is 
one of the "dramas mas bellos de nuestro teatro" 
and since it is very superior, in his opinion, 
to the other works by Luis Velez de Guevara, it 
alone is enough to give readers an appreciation 
of the dramatic talent of the playwright. The 
critic points out that the tenderness, the deli­
cacy of feeling, the sad tone which prevails in 
the comedia, the impetuosity of love and affec­
tion, and the delineation of characters prove 
the great artistic skill of the author. Ochoa 
indicates that Velez knew well the heart of a 
woman in love who fears that she will be 
replaced by another. After the brief introduc­
tory summary, the play is reproduced.
181. Oliver, J. J.^ Review of El_ rey en au imaginacion,
by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of J. Gomez 
Ocerin, Revue Hispanique, XLVIII (1920),
692-700.
The reviewer believes that Gomez Ocerin, in 
the "observaciones y notas" has pointed out 
terms in the play that are well-known and easy 
to understand, leaving unexplained many passages 
which are difficult to interpret. He says that 
Gomez Ocerin has failed to see the true theme 
of the drama, which is revealed by the critic 
stating that the addition of new lines by one 
of the proof readers changed substantially the
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figure of the protagonist and that the madness 
of Carlos turns out to be pretended, simple sub­
terfuge to attain a purpose. The reviewer con­
tends that if the loss of sanity of Carlos were 
real, the comedia would be an esperpento unworthy 
of the subtle skill of Velez de Guevara-. Oliver 
notes that the work deals with a young man (Car­
los) who, being the offspring of a king, believes 
himself to be the son of peasants although he 
feels within his being a certain superiority 
which impels him toward great undertakings. The 
reviewer adds that the apparent and "feigned" 
madness is a result of both the arrogance of 
Carlos and his violent passion for the queen, 
Diana, and that although the inclination to 
grandeur in Carlos is natural, the cause for 
"fingirse rey en su imaginacion" is the love he 
feels for Diana. The critic contends that if 
this were not true, it would be absurd at the 
end for the queen to marry a mad man. Oliver 
ends his review with the following statement:
. . . E l  arte de Velez (conocedor, como el
primero de su tiempo, de los recursos esceni- 
cos) consiste en mantener suspensa la aten- 
cion del que escucha la comedia, el cual 
queda sin saber a que atenerse, hasta el 
final, acerca del caracter de la locura del 
protagonista. Carlos, loco, hubiera dado 
origen a una comedia bufa. "Fingido rey en 
su imaginacion" representa una creacion dra- 
matica muy feliz, cuyo misterio no ha sabido 
desentranar el Sr. G. 0., que solo alcanza a 
ver en 61 "al tipo del principe villano," 
superficial nota que no levanta el velo de 
su originalidad, ni se refiere especialmente 
a el, por lo cual no sirve para caracteri- 
zarle. (p. 700)
18 2. Olmsted, Richard H. El_ conde don Pero Velez don 
Sancho el Deseado, comedia en tres actos de 
Luis Velez de Guevara. Minneapolis: The Uni­
versity of Minnesota Press, 1944.
The edition of Olmsted includes a list of the 
dramatic works by Luis Velez de Guevara placed 
in two columns— those given in Cotarelo’s study 
of Velez and the ones found in La Barrera’s 
Catalogo. A total of 105 comedias are cited as 
being written by Velez, with autos sacramentales, 
entremeses and bailes as well as plays written 
in collaboration with others making up the
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number indicated. In several instances a come­
dia is mentioned in Cotarelo's list and not in 
La Barrera's and vice versa. Variations between 
Velez' autograph and the manuscript attributed 
to Lope de Vega are noted, an analysis of El 
conde don Pero Velez ;£ don Sancho el Deseado is 
made, and sources used in composing the play 
are discussed. Olmsted says of the playwright: 
"Luis Velez de Guevara es, a no dudarlo, uno de 
los grandes escritores del Siglo de Oro, y 
tanto por su teatro como por su novela merece 
uno de los primeros puestos en la historia de 
la literatura castellana." According to the 
editor, outstanding features of Velez' theater 
are humor, variety of subjects, historical 
interest, "riqueza de inventiva" and well- 
delineated characters.
18 3. Palacin Iglesias, Gregorio B. Historia de la lite­
ratura espanola. 2 nd ed., corrected and 
enlarged. Mexico, D.F., 1958.
Among the principal dramatists of Lope de 
Vega's time, though of "segundo orden," Palacin 
Iglesias lists Antonio Mira de Amescua, Luis 
Velez de Guevara, Juan Perez de Montalvan and 
Luis Quinones de Benavente. The critic contends 
that Velez tried to imitate Lope in almost all 
of his works. Palacin Iglesias considers as 
outstanding plays by Velez La hermosura de 
Raquel, Reinar despues de morir, and the entre- 
mes, La burla mas sazonada. The critic's 
opinion of the' Diablo cojuelo is that the work 
is original, clever and humorous but that the 
style is too obscure. He adds that El diablo 
cojuelo is a satirical story rather than a 
picaresque novel.
184. Pavia, Mario N. Drama of the Siglo de Oro. A Study 
of Magic, Witchcraft, and Other Occult Beliefs. 
New York: Hispanic Institute of the United
States, 1959.
Pavia mentions in his study the role of Lope 
Sotelo as a phantom in Luis Velez de Guevara's 
El diablo esta en Cantillana and alchemists in 
El diablo cojuelo. Also included is the episode 
m  El diablo cojuelo when the limping devil 
takes Cleofas on an aerial journey and shows 
him in one of the houses a witch smearing her 
body with an ointment in order to fly to a
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Witches’ Sabbath between San Sebastian and 
Fuenterrabia. He regrets, however, that he can­
not take him to the Witches' Sabbath, because 
the buck-goat devil who presides there is an 
enemy of his.
18 5. Paz y Melia, Antonio. "El Aguila del agua, represen- 
tacion espafiola de LuTs Velez de Guevara,"
Revista de Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos, X 
(1904), TFO-200, 307-325 ; XI (1904), 50-67.
According to Paz y Melia, Velez put as the 
title of his autograph comedia, El Aguila del 
agua and another hand added the second part, 
Batalla naval de Lepanto. Duran is cited as 
believing that perhaps the play is a continua­
tion of El hijo del aguila o el Senor Don Juan 
de Austria; Barrera confuses El hijo del aguila 
with El aguila del agua and makes of the two one 
comedia. Paz y Melia contends that although 
Cervantes and Lope had already brought to the 
theater the celebrated battle, La batalla naval 
by Cervantes, which has not come down to us, and 
La Santa Liga by Lope, Velez believed that he 
could treat the subject anew, counting on the 
resources of his creative ability to overcome 
the difficulty of introducing dramatic action 
into the historic fact of the battle which lends 
itself so poorly to representation. The critic 
points out that if Velez did not succeed com­
pletely in writing a finished work according to 
our taste today, he satisfied the requirements 
of the theater of his time. The contrast 
between the character of Escamilla with that of 
D. Lope de Figueroa, the movement of the action, 
the realistic description of the galley slaves 
and the final scene of victory on board the Real 
make the reading of the play pleasing and jus­
tify publishing it to add one more work to the 
"preciada" collection of comedias by Velez.
After the introductory remarks, the play is 
reproduced.
18 6 .  ' "Nuevos datos para la vida de Luis Velez
de Guevara," Revista de Archivos, Bibliotecas y 
Museos, VII (1902), 129-TTO^
Paz y Melia reproduces a letter written by 
Juan Velez, Luis' son, to Jose de Pellicer, 
which throws light on the life of the author of 
El diablo cojuelo, although in Paz y Melia's
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opinion, there are errors in some of the infor­
mation given. The document is in the Biblioteca 
Nacional in Madrid, Department of Mss., P.V. 4°, 
C. 23, N° 58.
18 7. Penny, Carl 0. "The Origins of Sebastianism in
Three Spanish Plays of the Golden Age." Unpub­
lished Master's thesis, Louisiana State Univer­
sity, 1964.
The author compares three Golden Age comedias 
on the theme of Sebastianism: El_ bautismo del
Principe de Marruecos by Lope de Vega, El rey 
don Sebastian by Luis Velez de Guevara, and La 
tragedla del rey don Sebastian by Francisco de 
Villegas. Penny defines "Sebastianism" as a 
term used to refer not only to the documented 
history of the life of King Sebastian of Portu­
gal (1554-1578), but also to a legend which 
developed after his death. The critic says that 
Luis Velez de Guevara created the best of the 
Sebastianism plays simply by elaborating the 
framework provided by Lope.
188. Perez de Guzman y Gallo, Juan. "Representacion de 
obras clasicas en el teatro espanol," Boletin 
de la Real Academia de la Historia, LX (1912), 
247^75!T
Perez de Guzman indicates that the Real Aca­
demia was given an official order to determine 
whether or not the decorations, costumes, etc., 
which were provided for the representation by 
the Teatro Espanol of La Celestina, October 22, 
19 09, El alcalde de Zalamea, November 16, 19 09, 
and La luna de la Sierra, January 4, 1910, were 
faithful reproductions "arqueologicas" of those 
used in the period in which the action of each 
work takes place. Perez de Guzman's findings 
show that all the materials for the stage, 
principally the arms, armor, costumes of all the 
personages, etc., for La luna de la Sierra, 
written by Luis Velez de Guevara and reworked 
by Cristobal de Castro for the representation 
of January 4, 1910, were perfectly suited to the 
time of the "Reyes catolicos," Fernando and 
Isabel.
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18 9. Perez de Montalvan, Juan. Para todos, exemplos
morales, humanos, divinos, en que se tratan 
diversas materias, ciencias, £  facultades, 
repartidos en los slete dias de la semana, £ 
con al^vnas adiciories nvevas en esta undecima 
impresion. Lisboa: En la officina de Domingo
Carnero, 1691. (First printing, 1632.)
In the foreword to his Auto sacramental de 
Escanderbech, Montalvan praises Luis Velez de 
Guevara in the following terms:
Esta es en suma toda la historia verdadera 
de Escanderbech, cuya vida escrivio en dos 
Comedias Luis Velez de Guevara, ingenio el 
mas claro, fertil, agudo, y floridissimo 
destos tiempos . . . .  (p. 342)
19 0. Perez Pastor, Cristobal. Bibliografla madrilena o
descripcion de las obras impresas en Madrid.
3 vols. Madrid: Tipografla de la—?rRevista de 
Archivos, Bibliotecas y Museos," 1906-1907.
Perez Pastor includes in his Bibliografia 
madrilena biographical documents relative to 
Luis Velez de Guevara and members of his family 
which provide interesting glimpses of the pri­
vate life of the playwright. Among the items 
listed is a "carta de poder" in favor of Luis 
Mendez de Carrion to collect from the Conde de 
Salinas the amount owed to Velez as his 
"criado." Other official papers of signifi­
cance, to mention only several of the many 
reproduced, are the following: the inventory
of Velez 1 possessions prepared before his mar­
riage to Maria Lopez de Palacios, a list of the 
property owned by the prospective bride, and 
the last will and testament of Luis Velez de 
Guevara, in which he enumerates various debts 
owed by him.
191.  . "Noticias y documentos relatives a la
historia y literatura espanolas," Memorias de la 
Real Academia Espafiola, X (1911), 289.
Several documents of interest to the biog­
raphy of Luis Velez de Guevara are included in 
the above work. One of these papers dated 16 08 
has the title "Escritura de los Marqueses de 
Alcanices en favor de Luis Velez de Guevara de 
500 ducados. Madrid, 23 de septiembre de 1608."
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192. Perez y Gonzalez, Felipe. El diablo cojuelo. Notas
y  comentarios. Nuevos datos para la biografla 
de "Luis Velez de Guevara. Madrid: "Sucesores
de Rivadeneyra," 1903. (Coleccion de articulos 
publicados en La Ilustracion Espanola y  Ameri­
cana . )
Perez y Gonzalez indicates that his purpose 
in writing the articles included in this volume 
is to point out what he considers to be "desli­
ces" in Bonilla's edition of El diablo cojuelo. 
According to the author, Bonilla relied too 
heavily on the information gathered by Agustln 
Duran, at the request of the Real Academia 
Espanola, to clarify points in question made by 
Nicolas Pianitzky, a Russian who was endeavoring 
to translate the Diablo cojuelo. Lengthy com­
mentaries are made to correct what the critic 
considers to be errors in Duran's explanations 
of obscure expressions. Included in Perez y 
Gonzalez' work is a section entitled "Nuevos 
datos para la biografia de Luis Velez de Gue­
vara," in which he reproduces the letter written 
by Juan Velez to Jose Pellicer y Tovar, giving 
biographical information about his father, the 
baptismal record of Luis Velez, the last will 
and testament of the playwright, and other per­
tinent data concerning the author of the Diablo 
cojuelo.
193. _____ . "La 'cuestion' de Albania en el teatro
antiguo espanol,"' La Tlustracion Espanola y 
Americana, XLVII (1903)","95, 98-99, 118-119.
A study is made of the Escanderbey theme in 
the teatro antiguo espanol with emphasis on the 
comedias, El gran Jorge Castrioto y  Principe 
Escanderbeg and El Principe esclavo y  hazanas 
de Escanderbeg, both of which Perez y Gonzalez 
attributes to Luis Velez de Guevara. The critic 
does not believe that Belmonte wrote El gran 
Jorge Castrioto y Principe Escanderbeg, to whom 
La Barrera says the comedia generally is 
ascribed, and avers that Lope de Vega's Loa para 
una egloga grants to Velez the authorship of 
both plays:
Por no cansar los senores 
Solicite los poetas;
Luis Velez Escanderbecas;
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Perez y Gonzalez is of the opinion that the 
plural Escanderbecas leaves no doubt that Velez 
wrote two plays in which Escanderbey figures as 
the protagonist. He further cites Perez de 
Montalvan in Para todos: "Esta es, en suma,
toda la historiaverdadera de Escanderbech cuya 
vida escribio en dos comedias Luis Velez de Gue­
vara . . . The other "comedia escanderbeca"
of Velez, El Principe esclavo, is as La Barrera 
indicates, the second part of El gran Jorge 
Castrioto £  Principe Escanderbeg. Perez y Gon­
zalez remarks that the "comedias escanderbecas" 
of Velez must have been very successful when 
represented, judging not only by Lope de Vega’s 
line about it but by the various theatrical 
works written later based on the same subject, 
including several operas which were performed 
in Paris in the eighteenth century.
194. Pfandl, Ludwig. Historia de la literatura nacional 
espanola en la Edad de Oro, tr. del aleman por 
Jorge Rubio Balaguer.- Barcelona: Sucesores de
Juan Gili, S.A., 1933.
According to Pfandl, in writing El^  diablo 
cojuelo, Luis Velez de Guevara followed m  the 
footsteps of Cervantes and Quevedo. The critic 
contends that the playwright resembles Quevedo 
in the force of the satire which is not lacking 
in bitterness nor cynicism, and is like Cer­
vantes in his conception of the satirical novel 
as a work of art. Pfandl indicates that El 
diablo cojuelo is similar to El coloquio de los 
perros m  that the attractiveness of the compo­
sition lies not so much in interest in the epi­
sodes but rather in the ideas and thoughts of 
the author. Pfandl advises that only a person 
who knows the language at first hand should 
read El diablo cojuelo because of the double 
meanings of words, the daring metaphors, the 
proverbs, etc. The German critic says that the 
work is only intelligible for the Spaniards 
themselves in editions with abundant notes and 
commentaries and is almost impossible to trans­
late successfully into a foreign language.
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195.   . Review of El rey en su_ imaginacion, by
Luis Velez de Guevara, e3T of J. Gomez Ocerin, 
Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen und 
Literaturen, CXLIV C192277 132-133.
Pfandl says that the theme of El rey en su 
imaginacion by Luis Velez de Guevara is unusually 
involved because the story of the make-believe 
king is varied and enlarged by the comedy motive, 
but that Gomez Ocerin has followed the compli­
cated train of thought of the dramatic action 
and has placed it in the context of the "come- 
dias Technik" in general. The German critic 
points out that Gomez Ocerin recognizes the 
influence of Cervantes and identifies common 
characteristics with Amadis and Palmerin.
Pfandl adds that he only wishes that Gomez 
Ocerin had been inclined to write a monograph 
on the problem of El rey en su imaginacion com­
parable to that of Ramon Menendez Pidal on El 
condenado por desconfiado.
19 6. '   The Dramatic Works of Luis
Velez de Guevara. Their Plots, Sources and Bib­
liography by Forrest Eugene Spencer and Rudolph 
Schevill, Deutsche Literaturzeitung, LIX (1938), 
col. 1453-1455.
The German critic praises the work of Spencer 
and Schevill as a valuable source for the study 
of the dramatic works of Luis Velez de Guevara, 
an author about whom there is need for further 
research. Pfandl considers that the grouping of 
the works according to subject matter, autos, 
doubtful works, and those written in collabora­
tion with other playwrights; information on the 
location of manuscripts, sueltas, etc.; an analy­
sis of each play; bibliographic material; and a 
short criticism of each comedia provide a wealth 
of data for further investigation. The critic 
remarks that the work in question makes one wish 
that a similar study could be made of a dozen 
other Spanish dramatists.
197. Pilar Paloma, Maria del. Review of El embuste
acreditado, by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of 
Arnold G. Reichenberger, Revista de Literatura,
XI (1957), 239.
The reviewer comments on the excellence of 
Reichenberger’s edition of El embuste acredi­
tado, which is representative of an important
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aspect of Luis Velez de Guevara, "el comico- 
burlesco," and of the national theater of Spain. 
Pilar Palomo says that the study of Merlin, a 
rather unique character, is interesting for the 
consideration of the gracioso in the theater of 
the Siglo de Pro.
198. Place, Edwin B. "A Note on El diablo cojuelo and
the French Sketch of Manners and Types,"
Hispania, XIX (1936), 235-240.
Place supplements and amplifies certain 
phases of W. S. Hendrix's article, "Quevedo, 
Guevara, Lesage and the Tatler" (Modern Phi­
lology, XIX, 177-186), in which he deals with 
the influence of Velez de Guevara's Diablo 
cojuelo (1641) upon the English essay of manners. 
Place says that the tradition of the "Crippled 
Devil" as an observer and satirist of manners, 
a theme which traveled from Spain to France 
through Lesage's brilliant adaptation and later 
to England, came to be a sort of exemplar for 
the early nineteenth century sketch of manners. 
The "Crippled Devil" theme, according to Place, 
apparently exercised quite as much influence in 
France as the Spectator and Tatler, and to 
illustrate his point, the critic discusses 
several French works treating the theme.
199. Profeti, Maria Grazia. "Note critiche sull'opera
di Velez de Guevara," in Miscellanea di studi 
ispanici (Universiti. di Pisa), N o . 10~~Cl96 5), 
47-174.
A comprehensive study of the life, art, and 
works of Luis Velez de Guevara is made by Maria 
Grazia Profeti, in which she includes his come­
dias, entremeses, and El_ diablo cojuelo. The 
critic comments on aspects of La serrana de la 
Vera, Reinar despues de morir. La luna de la 
sierra and other Velez dramas, studies the 
playwright's style and use of the language, 
including the "fabla arcaica" and "el sayagues" 
in some of his plays, and considers the use of 
the "romancero" and popular themes. A chapter 
is devoted to El diablo cojuelo, in which obser­
vations are made on the style and language, 
noting phrases used in the work which have been 
discussed by other critics, including Rodriguez 
Marin, Bonilla, and Rosselli. Profeti indicates
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her interpretation of a number of the expres­
sions, for example: "Adanes del baratillo,"
"Antojos de la prenez," "ciuilidades," "Doncella 
chanfIona," etc.
200. _________. Virtudes vencen senales, by Luis Velez de
Guevara"! University di Pisa, 196 5. (Instituto 
di Letteratura Spagnola e Ispano-Americana. 
Collana di studi diretta da Guido Mancini.)
Profeti indicates the texts of the Virtudes 
used for her edition: that of Zaragoza, 1640,
with copies in Gottingen and Florence, and the 
suelta without date in the Palatina Library of 
Parma, and notes omissions in one and another 
of the texts and also the variants. Her conclu­
sion is that the suelta is more correct and has 
fewer variants than the 1640 edition of Zaragoza. 
The critic discusses sources used by Velez and 
mentions the element of astrology which appears 
in this work as well as in others of the period, 
for example, La vida es sueno, Barla^n £  Josafdt, 
etc. In the eighty pages of notes and commen­
taries following the text, Profeti considers the 
syntax, archaic terms, cultismos, the rustic 
language, etc., a valuable contribution to the 
study of Luis Velez de Guevara.
201. Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de. Perinola, in
Vol. II of Obras de D. Francisco de Quevedo 
Villegas, Coleccion completa, corregida, orde- 
nada e llustrada por D. Aureliano Fernandez- 
Guerra y Orbe (Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, 
Vol. XLVIII), Madrid: linprenta de los Sucesores
de Hernando, 1921, p. 47 8 .
In Perinola, which is a bitter attack on 
Perez de Montalban's Para todos, Quevedo says 
that Montalban should leave the writing of come­
dias to Lope, to Luis Velez, to Pedro Calderon 
and others. Quevedo's statement is included in 
this bibliography to show the place that Luis 
Velez apparently enjoyed among his contempora- 
ries--he is ranked along with Lope de Vega and 
Pedro Calderon.
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202. Reas, Marjorie V. "Three Thematically Similar Plays
Attributed to Luis Velez de Guevara, Together 
with a Critical Annotated Edition of La obliga­
cion a las mvgeres . 11 Unpublished Ph.D. disser­
tation, Wayne State University, 1968.
The author compares as to plot, theme 
sources, characters, style and staging, and 
metrical system, three thematically similar 
plays associated with the name of Luis Velez de 
Guevara: La obligaci5n a las mvgeres, Cumplir
dos ob1 igacTones, and Cumplir dos obligaciones 
y Duquesa de Sajohia, to determine whether they 
are all from the pen of Velez. Reas explains 
that La obligacion a las mvgeres was not selected 
for editing because of its literary merits but 
for the reason that it is the only one of the 
three plays which all critics agree was written 
by Velez de Guevara. From the evidence pre­
sented, the critic concludes that all three 
plays are the work of Velez: Cumplir dos obli­
gaciones is identical in theme and plot to La 
obligacion a las mvgeres, differing only in a 
slight change of meter, introduction of two new 
characters, expansion of comic scenes and addi­
tion, deletion or transposition of words, lines 
and passages; Cumplir dos obligaciones Duquesa 
de Sajonia manifests all the characteristics of 
the theater of Velez: propensity for combining
themes, meters almost identical with meters used 
in other plays by Velez, characters cast from 
the same mold as those considered typical of 
Velez, style— "agilidad expresiva" found in his 
original and plastic metaphors, competitive 
imagery, repetition of words, etc. Reas 
believes that all evidence points directly to 
Velez de Guevara as far as authorship is con­
cerned .
203. Recoules, Henri. "Les allusions au theatre et a la
vie theStrale dans le roman espagnol de la 
premiere moitie du XVIIe siecle," in Dramaturgie 
et Societe, ed. by Jean Jacquot, with the col­
laboration of Elie Konigson and Marcel Oddon,
2 vols., Paris: Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, 1968, pp. 133-148.
In his study of allusions to the theater and 
to stage life found in the Spanish novel of the 
first half of the seventeenth century, Recoules 
includes Luis Velez de Guevara's Diablo cojuelo 
along with fourteen other prose works of the
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period. The critic believes that the opinion of 
the authors of the novels concerning dramatic 
art and their reactions to the theater of their 
time deserve to be considered. A passage is 
cited from Tranco X (Clasicos cast., p. 215) of 
the Diablo cojuelo, in which Velez criticizes 
certain abusive details of the comedia of his 
time, and Recoules notes that Velez addresses 
the prologue of his Diablo to the "mosqueteros 
de la comedia de Madrid.h The critic says that 
the authors of the novels cited used their works 
to express their opinions and in most cases to 
pay homage to the theater and to the actors.
204. Reed, Frank 0., and Esther M. Dixon. La Estrella 
de Sevilla, introd. by John M. Hill. Boston:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1939.
Concerning the authorship of La Estrella de 
Sevilla, there is a point of interest for the 
study of Luis Velez de Guevara, in this edition 
by Reed and Dixon. In a footnote on p. xix,
Hill modestly voices the suspicion that it may 
some day be discovered that the author of La 
Estrella de Sevilla is Luis Velez de Guevara.
20 5. Reichenberger, Arnold G. "Currency Inflation
Reflected in Luis Velez de Guevara's El embuste 
acreditado," Modern Language Notes, LXXVI 
(1961), 34-35.
Reichenberger is concerned with the follow­
ing passage from El embuste acreditado 
(11. 1843-46 in his edition of the work):
iSacad tesoros! jAlerta!
Que todo el oro y la plata
es como esta patarata
que en mi embuste se concierta.
which Merlin exclaims when it has become evident 
that the "embuste" planned by him had convinced 
Rosimunda that she was actually flying through 
the spheres exposed to the heat of the sun. 
Reichenberger believes that the point of com­
parison between "el oro y la plata," i.e. cur­
rency, and Merlin's "embuste" is exactly the 
element of trickery. According to the critic, 
the joke implies that the money in circulation 
is nothing but a "patarata," nonsense concretized 
in a fraud (embuste), and the fraud is the 
devaluated "vellon." Reichenberger gives
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historical facts to back up his statement and 
adds that if the interpretation of Merlin's 
ironic remark is correct, it would strengthen 
considerably the probability of the conj ectured 
years 1617-1618 as the most likely date of com­
position of El embuste acreditado (the proposed 
date is based on literary and metrical grounds). 
The critic says that Merlin's redondilla could 
be a reflection of the unpopularity of the 
revival of the coinage of vellon to which the 
opposition was so great that the Crown in 1619 
was induced to commit itself to refrain from 
minting vellon of any kind for any purpose dur­
ing the next twenty years and subsequently to 
coin only vellon containing the mixture of silver 
required by law.
 . El embuste acreditado, by Luis Velez de
Guevara. Granada: ‘Universidad de Granada,
1956. (Coleccion Filologica XII.)
A scholarly study is made by Reichenberger 
of El embuste acreditado, in which he gives 
various versions of the play, considers the 
date, and discusses O  embuste in relation to 
three other comedias by Velez: El caballero
del Sol, La nina de Gomez Arias, and El conde 
don Pero Velez. The critic contends that there 
are certain points of similarity between the 
three dramas by Velez and some of the works of 
Cervantes published between 161*+ and 1615. He 
cites the resemblance between Rosimunda's flight 
through the heavens to Sicily in El embuste 
acreditado and the Clavileno episode m  the 
second part of Don Quijote. Both constitute a 
hoax--in each of the works the eyes of the pro­
tagonist are bandaged and a torch lighted to 
make the victims believe they are traveling 
through the fire of heaven. Reichenberger lists 
three reasons for the literary value of El 
embuste acreditado:
1) Nuestro autor logra crear una trama en la 
que hay equilibrio, variacion y movi- 
miento.
2) Varios de los caracteres estan trazados 
con habilidad--Merlin y Rosimunda entre 
los protagonistas y Livia y Fabricio entre 
los personajes secundarios.
3) Aunque el humor de esta comedia tiene un 
tinte satirico, no llega a la amargura ni 
a la mordacidad. (p. 87)
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208 .
. "The Quinta parte of Comedias nuevas 
escogidas," The Library Chronicle, XVII (1951), 
115-128.
Reichenberger indicates that the Quinta parte 
of the Ticknor collection (Quinta parte of the 
great forty-eight volume series known under the 
general title Comedias nuevas escogidas de los 
mejores ingenios de Espana 16 52-17 04) is not, 
and was not, even-in its original state a copy 
of the genuine Quinta parte, Madrid, 16 53, "por 
Pablo de Val, a costa de Juan de San Vicente, 
mercader de libros," but is a "tomo variante." 
The critic points out that of the comedias in 
the Ticknor volume, the first, third, ninth, 
and eleventh have been inserted in place of four 
others whose authors and titles in the index 
have been defaced with ink and replaced by 
others. Reichenberger believes that this fact 
has not been known to bibliographers. He gives 
a bibliographical description of the volume and 
reproduces a facsimile of the page listing the 
comedias, which includes El embuste acreditado 
and Los amotinados en Flandes by Luis Velez de 
Guevara. The two Velez plays appeared in the 
genuine Quinta parte and had not been defaced 
and replaced by others.
"The Uniqueness of the comedia," Hispanic 
Review, XXVII (1959), 303-316.
An enlightening analysis of the comedia is 
made by Reichenberger, in which he explains the 
reasons for its uniqueness. He says that the 
individualizing, autobiographical element is 
almost completely absent in Spanish dramatic 
literature. If it exists it has to be labo­
riously reconstructed by modern scholarship, or 
it can only be surmised as in the case of the 
alleged scorn for nobility on the part of Luis 
Velez de Guevara. The critic adds that one 
could almost say there is only one protagonist 
in the Spanish comedia, the Spanish people; from 
king to peasant each person exists primarily as 
a member of his community, to whom are assigned 
definite duties--a king acts as a king should, 
the nobleman as his position demands, and so on 
down the line. Reichenberger states that if 
the code-bound Spanish theater made the develop­
ment of individual character difficult and rare, 
by the same token, faith made tragedy nearly 
impossible. The critic cites several real
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tragedies, among them La Estrella de Sevilla.
He says that dona Ines de Castro in Velez*
Reinar despues de morir is a pitiful, even 
pathetic figure, but too passive to be tragic.
2 09. Rennert, Hugo A. Review of El diablo cojuelo, by 
Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of Adolfo Bonilla y 
San Martin, Modern Language Notes, XIX (1904), 
181-183.
Rennert notes that even though Bonilla has 
provided an excellent edition of El diablo 
cojuelo, with commentaries and explanations, 
there still remain passages in the text which 
are not entirely clear and upon which no obser­
vations are found. According to the reviewer,
El diablo cojuelo is by no means easy to read 
and he wishes that Bonilla had given more inter­
pretation though he admits that the editor has 
cleared up a number of obscure passages and 
allusions and thrown light on many others.
210. ' _________ . La serrana de la Vera, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Menendez Pidal 
and Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal, Romanic 
Review, IX (1918), 238-239.
The reviewer believes that the Senores Menen­
dez Pidal conclusively prove the date of the 
composition of La serrana de la Vera to be 1613 
or later and that this date is of importance for 
the study of the origins of the play and its 
imitations. Rennert finds especially interest­
ing in the Observaciones by the editors, the 
chapter devoted to a comparison of the plays by 
Lope and by Velez de Guevara. The reviewer says 
that both poets have written much better 
comedias.
211. _________ . The Life of Lope de Vega. New York:
Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1968.
Scattered throughout the book are brief 
notices about Luis Velez de Guevara. In a foot­
note (p. 231), two letters are cited which are 
concerned with Velez* ability to write "a lo 
divino,'* an indication of a play to be written 
by various dramatists including Velez (p. 330), 
a "copla" by the playwright that pleased Lope 
(p. 172), and a number of other references to 
Luis Velez de Guevara.
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212. ' ' The' Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope
de Vega. New York: 1909. (Reprinted with the
permission of the Hispanic Society of America 
by Kraus Reprint Corporation, 1967.)
Of interest to the study of Luis Velez de 
Guevara is the citation on pages 102-103 that 
in 1618 the playwright’s comedia, El caballero 
de Sol was performed by the company of Baltasar 
Pifiedo in the house of Juan Gaytan de Ayala, in 
the Calle de Atocha, "with the same invenciones 
and stage arrangement with which this play was 
represented in the garden of his Excellency the 
Duke of Lerma." Rennert notes that the latter 
representation was, doubtless, intended solely 
for the delectation of the Duke's friends but 
that the performance in the house of Gaytan de 
Ayala is the only one he has found recorded in 
which an admission fee was charged and from 
which other profits accrued to the person giving 
the comedia. The details are so curious that 
Rennert transcribes them.
213. Revuelta, Luisa, La luna de la sierra, by Luis
Velez de Guevara. 3rd ed. Zaragoza: Editorial 
Ebro, S.L., 19 58. (Biblioteca Clasica Ebro. 
Clasicos Espanoles.)
In the commentary to her edition of La luna 
de la sierra, Luisa Revuelta compares Velez' La 
luna with Lope de Vega's Peribanez y el Comenda- 
dor de Ocana, which she indicates are similar 
m  many respects. The critic states that in 
both comedias the theme of honor is treated, 
revealing the sturdy spirit of independence and 
"pundonor" of the old Spanish peasantry as 
shown in the characters of Peribanez and Anton. 
Revuelta points out that the two plays are dif­
ferent in that a Comendador de Calatrava in 
Lope's Peribanez pays for his audacity with his 
life whereas Velez in La luna de la sierra 
avoids bloodshed perhaps to give a surprise 
ending to a public accustomed to death at the 
end when the play was concerned with honor. 
Revuelta says that the reputation of Velez as a 
great dramatist was undisputed among his con­
temporaries and that his "gracia de ecijano en 
el trato de las gentes" mixed with certain 
traces of "quevedesca" satire came to be prover­
bial .
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214. Reyes, Alfonso. Capitulos de literatura espanola.
Mexico: La Casa de Espafia en Mexico, 193 9.
In the section called "Tres siluetas" in 
which Reyes writes about Ruiz de Alarcon, he 
mentions Luis Velez de Guevara in connection 
with the visit of the Prince of Wales to Spain 
when wedding negotiations were taking place for 
the Prince with the Infanta of Castile, Maria 
de Austria. The critic says that the visit of 
the Prince of Wales to Spain left its trace in 
the poetry of the time and that in the midst of 
the court festivities there were rivalries 
which were not well concealed. Reyes cites the 
fact that Luis Velez, who was "ujier de la 
camara del Principe,” was not afraid to dis­
please the Conde-Duque de Olivares, complaining 
of the annoyance of the guests and the preten­
sions of the Prince:
Yo nasi en el rinion de Andalucia, 
y no es justo que en siglo de Guzmanes 
tenga cautiva en Londres mi poesia.
Muera yo entre Tenorios y Marbanes, 
que juro a Dios que estoy con poplexia 
de Contintones y de Boquinganes.
(p. 194)
Reyes quotes the following words that Velez had 
to say about Ruiz de Alarcon: " . . .  Por mas
que te empines,— camello enano con loba,— es 
de Soplillo tu trova.” (p. 171)
215. Rodriguez Cepeda, Enrique. La serrana de la Vera,
by Luis Velez de Guevara. Madrid: Ediciones
Alcala, 1967. (Coleccion Aula Magna.)
Rodriguez Cepeda studies the characters, the 
themes, the structure and the versification of 
La serrana de la Vera. He indicates that in 
writing the play Velez created a great work in 
which almost everything leaves an impression 
and even vengeance represents deep justice. 
Rodriguez Cepeda states that Velez availed him­
self of various elements of society: the "don-
juan" type soldier, the weak father who abandons 
his daughter and assists in her capture, the 
Santa Hermandad, "el pueblo," a character in the 
play and the conscience of the whole work. The 
critic says that by means of a simple argument 
(the romances populares, dishonor and the tragic 
vengeance of a woman), Velez produced a work of
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transcendental themes. The playwright treats 
the conflicts of the society in which he lived, 
according to Rodriguez Cepeda, and includes the 
beliefs, customs, honor, love, lack of harmony 
in moral values, tragic fate, etc. In the 
Appendix, the editor includes the following:
Carta de Juan Velez, Poemas de Luis Velez, and 
Romances de La serrana de la Vera.
 . Review of Diavolul Schiop (El diablo
cojuelo), Domnie Pupa Moarte (Reinar despues de 
morir)7 tr. by Theodor Enescu, with introd. and 
notes. Bucharest (Romania), Editura Pentru 
Literatura Universala, 1968, Revista de Filolo- 
gia Espanola, LI (1968), 294-295.
The reviewer indicates that El^  diablo cojuelo 
is "obra clave" for understanding the Spanish 
novel up to Galdos and is one of the most fre­
quently published books in the world (Moscow 
1964). Rodriguez Cepeda says that the same 
applies to Reinar despues de morir as far as 
popularity, for it has had constant representa­
tions since the seventeenth century and in the 
twentieth century influenced Montherlant in 
writing his La Reine mort. The critic does not 
agree with Enescu that El diablo cojuelo is a 
descendant of the picaresque novel, for he says 
that Velez left that form behind to write a 
"novela de costumbres," which was to influence 
not only Lesage but many other writers as well.
 . _________ . "Note critiche sull'opera di
Velez de Guevara," by Maria Grazia Profeti, 
Segismundo, II (1966), 214-217. (The same 
article appears in Revista de Literatura,
XXVIII (1965), 252-254. )
Rodriguez Cepeda praises Maria Grazia Profeti 
for her excellent study, in which she has 
brought to light facts overlooked in the past 
that in part may contribute to the creation of 
a new image of Luis Velez de Guevara, the true 
one. The reviewer notes that the playwright is 
a much more complex person in both his nature 
and his works than is realized at first sight 
and that there are many facets of his life 
which have not been explored adequately. Rodri­
guez Cepeda discusses a number of questions con­
cerning the poet which Profeti does not consider, 
for example: "la ascendencia judia" of Velez,
218.
219.
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his change of name, the mystery about the time 
spent as a soldier, his years in the service of 
the Conde de Saldana, the negative idea of Velez 
toward the Inquisition as revealed in La serrana 
Ver<a» anc* other questions concerning the 
life of the playwright.
 . _______  . Virtudes vencen senales, ed.
of Maria Grazia Profeti, Segismundo^ II (1966), 
212-214. (The same review appears in Revista 
de Literatura, XXVIII (1965), 280-283.
The reviewer calls the edition of Virtudes 
vencen senales "magnifica" and says that the 
commentaries and notes at the end of the comedia, 
eighty pages in length, are indispensable for 
any study of Luis Velez de Guevara. Rodriguez 
Cepeda points out that the Italian critic 
studies the syntax, culto vocabulary, "sayagues" 
language, archaic expressions, as well as the 
sources of the play, date of the work, etc. The 
critic arranges in order the ninety culto words 
studied by Profeti which already appear in the 
indexes of "la lengua poetica de Gongora" com­
piled by Damaso Alonso. Rodriguez Cepeda indi­
cates that in the last fifty years there have
been eight "ediciones sueltas de valor conside­
rable" of Velez' works since Ramon Menendez 
Pidal made his study of La serrana de lji Vera, 
"tragedia clave para la interpretacion del arte 
y pensamiento del poeta de £cija."
, and Enrique Rull. El^  diablo cojuelo, by
Luis Velez de Guevara. _ Madrid:' Ediciones 
Alcala, 1968. (Coleccion Aula Magna.)
In the introduction to their edition of El 
diablo cojuelo, Rodriguez Cepeda and Rull dTs- 
cuss possible sources of Velez' work, including 
a detailed comparison with Los antojos de mejor 
vista by Rodrigo Fernandez de Ribera. Accord­
ing to the critics, E1L diablo cojuelo is an 
esperpehto— the theme is "desengaho," with a 
grotesque perception of reality, a negative 
vision of fortune, a scoffing at double truth, 
chaos and confusion in a degraded society, "una 
estetica" systematically deformed. In consider­
ing the structure of El diablo cojuelo, Rodri­
guez Cepeda and Rull treat the work from three 
perspectives ("temporal, espacial or :irrea.l.") 
and outline by tranco the perspective and
14 2
"vision" in each. The critics give background 
information on "la Fortuna" in literature before 
presenting Velez* view— r"la Fortuna" for Velez 
is a "vision degradada de la sociedad." In the 
Appendix, p. 233, the editors include fragments 
of the Orazi$n que or6  Luis Velez en el zerta- 
iiten del Buen Retiro (21 de Febrero 1637) siendo 
pressidente. (Ms. de la Biblioteca Nacional de 
Madrid, pp. 509 y ss.), Los motivos literarios, 
Fortuna en Quevedo, and La fabu~la de la 
Fenix en Quevedo y Villamediana.
220. Rodriguez Marin, Francisco. "Cervantes y la Univer-
sidad de Osuna," in Homenaje a Menendez y 
Pelayo, prologue by Juan Valera, Madrid:
Librerla General de Victoriano Suarez, 18 99, 
pp. 757-819.
On page 8 04, Rodriguez Marin lists the fol­
lowing statement which is of interest for the 
biography of Velez:
Velez de Guevara (Luis) natural de £cija.
En 31 de julio de 1596 se graduo de 
bachiller en artes, gratis por ser pobre, con 
otros diez y ocho estudiantes, todos eci- 
janos.
221. ______ ' "Cinco poeslas autobiograficas de Luis
Velez de Guevara," Revista de Archivos, Biblio­
teca s y  Museos, XIX (1908), 62-78.
Rodriguez Marin puts into print again four 
poems by Luis Velez de Guevara which Bonilla 
brought to light in the Revista de Aragon, 19 02, 
to which he adds a sonnet by the playwright, 
also autobiographical in nature. The poeslas 
reproduced are from manuscripts in the Biblio­
teca Nacional in Madrid, for each of which the 
Ms. number is given. In commenting on the 
Memoriales by Velez, Rodriguez Marin says that 
it makes one sad to read such extravagant 
praises of people who, with very few exceptions, 
were of much less worth than the needy Velez.
222. _________  El_ diablo cojuelo, by Luis Velez de Gue­
vara. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, S.A., 1969. 
(Clasicos Castellanos, No. 3 8 .)
In the prologue to his Diablo cojuelo, Rodri­
guez Marin states that in presenting this edi­
tion his purpose is to provide a more
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understandable version for readers who are 
unfamiliar with the intricacies of the language. 
In commenting on Velez' novela, the critic men­
tions similarity between the Diablo cojuelo and 
the comic and satirical works of Quevedo and 
says that Velez' story is "de agradable lectura" 
and would be more so without "la pesada y adula- 
toria enumeracion de todo aquel inacabable 
senorio que el autor, en el tranco VIII, hace 
pasar por el espejo de Rufina Maria, dispuesto 
ad hoc por el redomando desenredomado." Rodri­
guez Marin points out aspects of the Diablo 
which add to the ingenious invention: the
interesting variety of scenes, the liveliness 
of the dialogue and especially "el chispeante 
gracejo" of Velez de Guevara. The critic adds 
that the literary expression tends to be "des- 
cuidadilla" by the excessive use of gerunds 
among other things which Rodriguez Marin does 
not enumerate.
223. Rodriguez Padron, Jorge. Review of El teatro de
Montherlant, by Francisco J. Hernandez, Cuader- 
nos Hispanoamericanos, CCXXXVI (1969), 509-513.
The reviewer states that perhaps the most 
pertinent fact concerning the French dramatist, 
Henri de Montherlant, and Spain is his contact 
with Reinar despues de morir by Luis Velez de 
Guevara and the possible influence of the drama 
on La Reine Mort. Rodriguez Padron indicates 
that the controversy stirred up among French 
critics as to the paternity of Velez in this 
work caused Hernandez to assume the importance 
of Montherlant's reading of the Spanish author's 
comedia. The reviewer notes that from what 
Hernandez has presented it may be considered 
that Montherlant made use of Velez' play but 
that he reworked artistically the part of the 
theme which seemed to him in agreement with his 
dramatic trajectory.
224. Rojas, Agustin de. El viage entretenido, in Nueva
Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, Vol. IV: Ori-
genes de la novela, by Marcelino Menendez y 
Pelayo, introd. by Adolfo Bonilla y San Martin. 
Madrid: Casa Editorial Bailly/Bailliere, 1915.
At the beginning of Agustin de Rojas' Viage 
entretenido, published for the first time m  
Madrid, 1603, there appear stanzas of praise
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written by Luis Velez de Santander. The poem is 
mentioned because it was printed in 1603, which 
was before the playwright changed his name to 
'’Guevara” in 1608.
Romera-Navarro, Miguel. Historia de la literatura 
espanola. 2nd ed., corrected and enl. Boston: 
D. C. Heath, 1949.
Romera-Navarro indicates that Luis Velez de 
Guevara was a fertile and excellent lyric poet 
in addition to being a dramatic poet, and that 
he also wrote in prose. The critic points out 
that Velez' Diablo cojuelo differs from pica­
resque novels in that it does not treat the 
adventures of a picaro but those of a student 
traveling through the air with the diablej o 
observing the way of life of the different 
social classes of Madrid. Romera-Navarro says 
it is a satire of customs, very ingenious in 
thought and written in a bold, dense, and 
obscure style. In discussing Velez 1 dramatic 
works, the critic states that the playwright was 
not very original in his arguments nor profound 
in his conception of the drama but that he was 
outstanding in delineation of characters. 
Romera-Navarro agrees with Menendez y Pelayo 
that Velez was the best of the playwrights of 
"segundo orden,” who imitated Lope de Vega with 
such perfection that in some instances the 
comedias of the two are confused.
' La preceptiva dramatica de Lope de Vega
Z Q'tros ensayos sobre~el Fenix. Madrid: Edi­
ciones Yunque, 193 5.
On page 8 6 , note 2, of La preceptiva drama­
tica, Romera-Navarro quotes what he calls one 
of the wittiest gibes at the copiousness of 
some poets, which was composed by Luis Velez de 
Guevara for the Academia burlesca en Buen Retiro 
which took place in 1637:
Un poeta buratin ha llegado a esta corte 
que hace grandes pruebas y axilidades de su 
persona, entre las quales escrive una comedia 
en una ora con la mano qurda y anda por la 
maroma con un entrernes en un pie y un baile 
de a doze en esotro y una loa de qinquenta 
colunas en la boca . . . .  (Acad, burlesca, 
ed. Morel-Fatio, L'Espagne au XVIe et au 
XVIIe si&cle, Heilbrome, 1871T, p. 6TF.Y^
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_________. "Querellas y rivalidades en las Academias
del Siglo XVII,” Hispanic Review, IX (1941), 
494-499.
Romera-Navarro states that the literary Acade­
mies of the siglo de oro in most instances were 
short lived, but the Academia Poetica de Madrid 
(1616-1622) was an exception. Members of this 
Academy included such brilliant writers as Lope 
de Vega, Gongora, Quevedo, Perez de Montalban, 
Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza, Guillen de Castro, 
Ruiz de Alarcon, Tirso de Molina, Velez de Gue­
vara, Salas Barbadillo, Castillo Solorzano and 
Calderon. Romera-Navarro tells about one occa­
sion in which Salas Barbadillo presented a sym­
bolical academy with animals which could be 
identified with some of the literary men who 
attended the Academia as members. The title is 
La peregrinacion sabia, first published in his 
Coronas del Parnaso Platos de las musas 
(Madrid 1635), but probably written m  his youth. 
(The Clasicos Castellanos edition, Madrid, 1924, 
pp. 54-59, is cited.) In this fable, there is 
a cat: ”E1 gato sazonaba la risa de la Academia
por su desvergiienza y audacia, porque los mas de 
sus trabajos eran hurtados de los ingenios que 
estaban presentes.” Romera-Navarro says that 
there was a poet among the group who was always 
writing memoriales in verse asking for money and 
whose "sales y gracias” earned for him the nick­
name "quitapesares" (the cat in the fable is 
called "quitabolsones”). According to Romera- 
Navarro, Luis Velez de Guevara is very probably 
the cat portrayed by Salas Barbadillo.
Roscoe, Thomas. The Spanish Novelists: A Series
of Tales from the Earliest Period to the Close 
of the Seventeenth Century, tr. from the origi- 
nals, with critical and biographical notices.
3 vols. London: Richard Bentley, late Colburn
and Bentley, 1832.
Included in The Spanish Novelists is the 
story Modern Miracles; or Spirits of the Other 
World, by Luis de Guevara, "natural de Segura," 
whom Roscoe considered to be Luis Velez de Gue­
vara. The introductory notice does apply to 
Velez and for that reason Roscoe's work is 
listed in this bibliography. According to the 
English critic, Velez de Guevara was designated 
by French writers as the "Spanish Scarron,"
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probably because of his brilliant wit, which 
Roscoe says infused life and spirit into the 
court and palace of Philip IV of Spain. The 
critic states that Velez* fame as a lively 
writer both in prose and in verse was little 
inferior to that of Lope de Vega himself. Ros­
coe contends that Velez 1 name occupies a high 
place among the dramatic writers of his time but 
the work on which rests his chief claim to popu­
larity and applause is El_ diablo cojuelo; ver- 
dades de la otra vida, The Devil upon Two 
Sticks; Tidings of the other World, the earliest 
and most remarkable among the productions in 
Spanish literature entitled La novela ale^orica 
satirica. The critic indicates that El diablo 
cojuelo is full of originality and admirable 
traits of nature, combined with an ease and 
vividness of style which make it universally 
popular. (The introductory remarks on Luis 
Velez de Guevara are found in Vol. Ill of The 
Spanish Novelists, pp. 131-132.)
229. Rosen, Harold E. "A Critical Edition, with Intro­
duction and Notes, of Velez de Guevara's El 
amor en vizcaino, los celos en frances y  torneos 
de Navarra." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
The University of Oregon, 19 6 6 .
According to the author, his purpose in pre­
senting a critical edition of El_ amor en viz­
caino , los celos en frances y torneos de Navarra 
is to make available an authentic, readable copy 
of this comedia, which is not accessible to the 
majority of readers for consideration in the 
judgment of the playwright's art. Rosen indi­
cates that El amor en vizcaino is something of 
a tour de force in which Velez shows his ability 
to write verse in the tradition of dramatic 
poetry created by Lope de Vega, demonstrates 
his clever wit as he experiments with the figu­
rative language which was the prevailing taste 
in lyric as well as dramatic poetry, and dis­
plays his capacity for effecting ingenious sub­
tleties with his parody and his puns. The 
critic notes that in Velez' comedia there exist 
traces of the cultismo of Gongora, the concep- 
tismo of Quevedo, the warm-hearted, playful 
satire of Cervantes, and the lyrical versa­
tility of Lope de Vega. Rosen points out that 
while Velez cannot be classed as the equal of 
any of the masters of Spanish Golden Age
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literature in their personal and superbly devel­
oped style, it would be an error to disregard 
the contribution made by Luis Velez de Guevara 
to the era of splendor in the literature of 
Spain which was celebrated for its many stylis­
tic achievements.
2 30. Rosselli, Ferdinando. "Alcune integrazioni ai
glossari del Diablo cojuelo,M in Miscellanea di 
studi ispanici (University di Pisa), N o . 6 
(1963), 178-222.
Rosselli lists in alphabetical order some of 
the controversial expressions and terms used in 
Luis Velez de Guevara's El diablo cojuelo, indi­
cating interpretations given by Adolfo Bonilla 
y San Martin and Francisco Rodriguez Marin, to 
which he adds his own observations. A few of 
the debatable terms included are: "alfaneque,"
"chinche en el ojo," "dar las aceitunas carta de 
pago a la cena," "hidalgo a quatro vientos,"
"mula de Linan," "nites gut," etc. There are 
words listed which presumably have not been 
explained previously by other critics since no 
mention is made of them, so that Rosselli's 
contribution is worthy of note.
2 31. Rossi, Giuseppe Carlo. Reinar de spues de morir, by 
Luis Velez de Guevara. Napoli: R. Pironti e
Figli editori, 1961. (Collana di testi romanzi.)
In the introduction to his edition of Reinar 
despues de morir by Luis Velez de Guevara, 
Giuseppe Rossi discusses the Ines de Castro 
theme in literature. Among the peninsula writers 
on the subject, he includes Resende, Camoens, 
Ferreira, Jeronimo Bermudez, Mejia de la Cerda, 
and others. French playwrights treating the 
Ines de Castro story mentioned are Houdar de La 
Motte, Victor Hugo, and Henri de Montherlant. 
Rossi's opinion is that Velez' tragedy, Reinar 
despues de morir, is the best of the many dra­
matic works written about Ines de Castro. The 
critic notes the interplay of pain and pleasure 
in Velez' comedia and says that the opening of 
the play with a song affords a lyrical beginning 
which accentuates the contrast between the first 
part of the work, the dramatic development and 
the tragic conclusion.
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Rozzell, Ramon. "Facistol," Modern Language Notes, 
LXVI (1951), 155-160.
Rozzell cites a number of plays by Luis Velez 
de Guevara to explain the figurative usage of 
the term "facistol" as it occurs in Lope de 
Vega’s El caballero de Olmedo. He explains that 
the root-idea of the~TTmagery comes from an 
instrumental or functional concept of "facistol" 
and not from some aspect of its shape or 
design. But, Rozzell asks, what underlying 
reality has been caught in a poetic moment to 
accommodate the logic of this dramatic metaphor?
He quotes the following lines from La nina de 
Gomez Arias:
Gomez Arias: ...........
le hice facistol la infama cara 
aunque se precia de jayan robusto
"He made a choir-desk of the man's infamous face." 
Rozzell says that formerly the leader audibly 
tapped the lectern, but that Gomez as "choir 
master" conducting his antagonist "the choir" 
uses his face as a lectern, that is he tapped 
firmly, struck or beat his face.
 . La nina de G$mez Arias, by Luis Velez de
Guevara. Granada: Universidad de Granada,
1959. (Coleccion Filologica XVI.)
In the introduction, Ramon Rozzell mentions 
the three different sueltas of Velez’ La nina 
de Gomez Arias that are known and where they 
are located (two in the British Museum and one 
in the Schaeffer Library of the University of 
Freiburg, Germany). The critic discusses at 
length the theme of Gomez Arias , stating that 
the first important work based on the legend is 
La nina de Gomez Arias by Velez and that the 
origin of the story and the old cantar
Senor Gomez Arias 
doleos de mi 
soy nina y muchacha 
y nunca en tal me v i .
still is not known--Velez could have been 
familiar with the theme first-hand since he was 
a native of Andalusia. A comparison of the 
drama by Velez with that of the same title by 
Calderon is presented and Rozzell remarks that
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the comedias are different in many ways, noting 
in particular the ending: Calderon has Gomez
Arias put to death while Velez lets him live.
In the opinion of the critic, Velez' work is a 
better reflection of the legend and the cantar 
than Calderon's, for in the later play, there 
is a series of amorous intrigues which are too 
complicated. According to Rozzell, Velez' drama 
is a picaresque comedia which abounds in gibes 
and satire of the society of his time and herein 
lies the key to Velez' worth--he is an author 
imbued with greater social conscience than other 
dramatists of the seventeenth century. Rozzell 
notes that of the two authors, Calderon is the 
better poet and a more careful writer than 
Velez.
. "The Song and Legend of Gomez Arias," 
Hispanic Review, XX (1952), 91-107.
According to Rozzell, the matter of origin 
of the legend of Gomez Arias and the song from 
which it sprang remains an unfinished task for 
modern scholarship. His purpose in writing this 
article is to discuss the literary function of 
both the cantar and the legend and to review 
the problem of their genesis. The critic says 
that the first major work based on this subject 
was La nina de Gomez Arias by Luis Velez de Gue­
vara, probably written within the first two 
decades of the seventeenth century though the 
date of the comedia is unknown. Rozzell indi­
cates that Ochoa seems to be unaware of Velez' 
work or any other material antecedent to Calde­
ron's La nina de Gomez Arias, as he avers that
Calderon was inspired by Tirso de Molina's El
burlador de Sevilla, for Gomez Arias is a true 
"Don Juan." The critic contends that Ochoa, by 
his very innocence, has unwittingly pointed out 
the importance of the Gomez Arias tradition, 
especially Velez' comedia., in the development 
of Spanish "donjuanismo." Rozzell notes that 
despite all efforts to find historical basis 
for the story, "la tradicion de Gomez Arias" is 
known solely through the medium of creative 
literature. He concludes by saying that Calde­
ron might have known the legend only from Velez 
and that Velez perhaps knew it at first hand, 
being an Andalusian born in 1579.
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23 5. Rull, Enrique. Review of La serrana de la Vera, by 
Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of Enrique Rodriguez 
Cepeda, Segismundo, II (1966), 390-392.
The reviewer indicates that since the edition 
of La serrana de la Vera by Menendez Pidal and 
Maria Goyri de Menendez Pidal in 1916, there has 
not been a carefully edited text of the comedia 
until now. Rull notes that the text of the 
Menendez Pidal edition has been followed rather 
closely but that the important study which pre­
cedes the play reveals new thought on the matter 
of Velez. The critic points out that the editor 
presents a new vision of the playwright as 
"cristiano nuevo" and quotes Rodriguez Cepeda*s 
opinion of Velez: "Aseguramos que la vida con-
flictiva del poeta de £cija no fue nada capri- 
chosa y que verdaderamente respondio a una honda 
motivacion." Rull states that other innovations 
include the interpretation of the protagonist, 
Gila, as "vengadora de mujeres,*' as "reforma- 
dora de su propia honra" and above all the study 
of her "actitud amorosa"; don Lucas as a "don- 
juan" type; and another character in the play, 
"el pueblo," a kind of chorus of the comedia, 
which is also the conscience of the work.
236. Sainz de Robles, Federico Carlos. El teatro espa- 
nol, historia y antologia desde sus origenes 
hasta el siglo XIX, Vol. IV: El~Siglo de Pro.
Dramaturgos de segundo orden de los ciclos de 
Lope y. de_ Calderon. Madrid: Aguilar, 1943.
Sainz de Robles considers Luis Velez de Gue­
vara to be one of the most outstanding figures 
of the Spanish theater of the Golden Age and 
says that for many critics he is more than a 
brilliant second rate dramatist and should be 
ranked with Moreto, Rojas and Ruiz de Alarcon. 
The author points out that although Velez' 
works may lack originality and may contain 
faults in technique, these defects are compen­
sated by "el torrente de poesia, con la gracia 
intima, con el humorismo melancolico, con la 
deliciosa objetividad y el hondo sentido pate- 
tico que Velez lleva a sus producciones." The 
critic indicates that Luis Velez was perhaps the 
only playwright of the siglo de oro about whom 
his contemporaries had only good things to say, 
and he includes quotations from Claramonte, 
Cervantes, Quevedo, and others to back up his 
statement. Sainz de Robles states that Velez*
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Reinar despues de morir, La luna de la sierra, 
and La serrana de la Vera are "piezas primoro- 
sas" which compete with others by Lope, Tirso 
and Alarcon and even surpass them in some 
respects.
237.  . Ensayo de un diccionario de la literatura,
Vol. II: Escritores espanoles e hispanoameri-
canos. Madrid: Aguilar, 1949.
The author calls Luis Velez de Guevara "mag- 
nifico poeta, novelista y autor dramatico . . .
un ingenio chispeante y chisporroteante." Sainz 
de Robles contends that El diablo cojuelo is a 
novel which reveals "mucho de satiraca y algo 
de picaresca," and that ever since the first 
copy appeared in 1641 its success has increased 
with time and the editions are innumerable. He 
further states that the Diablo has been trans­
lated into all the "idiomas cultos." Sainz de 
Robles considers Velez to be one of the most 
significant figures of the Spanish theater of 
the Golden Age and refers to him as "El gran 
simpatico Velez de Guevara."
2 38. Salcedo Ruiz, Angel. La literatura espanola, resu- 
men de historia crrtica, Vol. II: El siglo de
oro. Madrid: Casa Editorial Calleja, 1916.
Salcedo Ruiz finds that the argument of El 
diablo cojuelo could not be more ingenious: 
flying through the air, rooftops raised showing 
different social types in intimate life, and to 
this pleasing story is added the exactitude of 
the descriptions. The critic believes that the 
only detraction is that Velez sought rare words 
and little-used phrases which make the work 
unintelligible, and he contends that nobody 
could understand the rich novelistic content of 
Velez' invention until Lesage put the story 
into standard French prose. Salcedo concludes: 
"jJusto castigo al pecado de excederse en el 
cincelado del lexico y del regimen!"
239. Samona, Carmelo. "L1esperienza cultista nel teatro 
dell'eta di Lope: appunti ed esempi," in Studi
di letteratura spagnola, Rome: 1964, pp. 99-168.
The Italian critic discusses "culteranismo" 
and the influence of Gongora in the theater at 
the time of Lope de Vega. Samona points out
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passages in Reinar despues de morir which illus­
trate Luis Velez' use of "culto" expressions, 
metaphors and gongoristic comparisons. Reinar 
despues de morir is considered somewhat Tn 
detail and the critic says that the drama is 
essentially lyrical and pathetic with the gra- 
cioso offering the only light element in the 
comedia.
240. Sanchez, Jose. Academias literarias del siglo de
oro espanol. Madrid: Gredos, 1961.
Jose Sanchez considers the "Academias litera­
rias de Espana" and the important part they 
played in the development and evolution of the 
golden age literature and he indicates that 
there were many of the academies in Spain, espe­
cially in Madrid. The critic points out that 
burlesques were put on by the writers for Felipe 
IV such as the one cited by the Portuguese 
writer, Pedro Jose Suppico in his Apotegmas 
politicos morales. Jose Sanchez cites the 
passage m  which Calderon plays the part of 
Adan and Velez the Padre eterno. Calderon had 
stolen some pears from Velez and speaks at 
length excusing himself and blaming Velez for 
other thefts. Velez, tired of the long-winded 
improvisation and of holding the heavy globe, 
symbol of the role he was playing, threw it to 
the floor and said angrily:
jPor Cristo Crucificado 
que, como soy pecador, 
me pesa de haber criado 
un Adan tan hablador!
Of particular interest for this bibliography is 
La Academia del buen Retiro, called La Academia 
burlesca de Felipe IV, 1637, at which Velez pre­
sided . Sanchez gives the organization and 
structure of the Academy, including the "Oracion 
que oro Velez" and "el vejamen que leyo en la 
misma Francisco de Rojas y Zorrilla."
241. Sanchez Mogul, Antonio. Reparaciones hist5ricas:
Estudios peninsulares. 1st series"! Madrid : 
Imprenta y Litografia de los Huerfanos, 18 94.
One of the fifteen studies in Sanchez Mogul's 
Reparaciones histSricas is entitled "La corona- 
cion de Ines de Castro," pp. 131-143. In dis­
cussing the coronation, the author asks the
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question, "Where did the crowning episode origi­
nate?" He says that there is no mention of it 
in the early chronicles and Portuguese litera­
ture but that Spanish authors, beginning with 
Bermudez, followed by Mejia de la Cerda and Luis 
Velez de Guevara, all include the coronation of 
Ines de Castro. Sanchez Mogul considers the 
crowning of the dead body the most original part 
of the legend and the episode which has lived 
most vividly in the imagination of the people.
The critic believes that it all came about as a 
result of mixing and confusing the exhumation of 
the body of Ines, declaring her queen and bury­
ing her with pomp in Alcobaza in a marble sar­
cophagus, on top of which appears a statue 
dressed in royal garments and wearing a crown.
All of these facts apparently led to the corona­
tion of the body itself, according to Sanchez 
Mogul's explanation. In the study entitled 
"Nuno Alvarez Pereira en la poesia castellana," 
the critic includes a romance written by Luis 
Velez de Guevara in praise of the famous Portu­
guese hero, "El Condestable Nuho Alvarez Pereira, 
el vencedor de Aljubarrota."
24 2. Sanchez Perez, Jose A. El diablo cojuelo, El asom- 
bro de Turquia £  vali¥nte toledano, El ollero 
de Ocana, by Luis Velez de Guevara. Madrid: 
Aguilar, 1956. (Coleccion crisol, no. 168.)
According to Sanchez Perez, Luis Velez de 
Guevara is "una gloria" not discussed in Spanish 
literature, because he had the misfortune to be 
a contemporary of Lope de Vega, Guillen de 
Castro and Tirso de Molina and for that reason 
modern literary critics place Velez on a secon­
dary level within the dramatic school of Lope 
de Vega. Sanchez Perez contends that Velez 
showed great ability in the development of his 
cornedias, depicted characters of astonishing 
naturalness, was very knowledgeable of life and 
social customs, very skillful in the use of 
language, and possessed great facility for ver­
sification. The critic lists the poems by Velez 
that are known, gives titles of sixty-two of his 
cornedias, and points out that none of these gave 
him the fame that he enjoyed from his satirical 
novel of customs, El^  diablo cojuelo.
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243. Santos, Francisco. El^  Area de Noe £  Campana de
Belilla, ed., prologue and notes by Fernando 
Gutierrez. Barcelona: Selecciones Bibliofilas,
Segunda serie, 1959. (First published, Zara­
goza, 1697. )
Francisco Santos is not very complimentary to 
Luis Velez de Guevara in the following lines 
quoted from El_ Area de Noe y_ Campana de Belilla:
Toco la Campana y desaparecieron todos los 
Autores de viejo, siguiendolos vno que avia- 
venido tarde y tambien llevava vn libro en 
las manos que, preguntando a Noe quien era, me 
dixo: el libro se intitula el Diablo Cojuelo,
Aventuras de Don Cleofas Leandro Perez Zam- 
bullo, digno de que le consumiera vn Polvo- 
rista: esta sin ensenan9 a buena, ni morali-
dad y esto sobre acabar como la nieve . . . ."
(p. 157)
244. Saz, Agustin del. Review of Autos, by Luis Velez de
Guevara, ed. of Angel Lacalle, Revista de la 
Biblioteca Archivo y Museo del Ayuntamiento de 
Madrid, IX (1932), 102-103.
The reviewer states that Lacalle has pub­
lished three important autos by one of the 
great figures of the Golden Age in Spain, for­
gotten in the midst of the great masters of the 
period but nonetheless an author of great merit. 
According to Saz, two of the autos were printed 
in the seventeenth century, Auto del nacimiento 
de Nuestro Senor and the Auto sacramental de la 
mesa redonda, while the Auto de la abadesa del 
cielo makes its first appearance m  Lacalle's 
edition. The reviewer notes that Lacalle has 
reproduced an auto de nacimiento, another of 
Nuestra Senora, and a third a sacramental, 
making a valuable contribution to the history 
of the literature of Spain.
245. Schack, Adolf Friedrich. Historia de la literatura
Y- arte dramatico en Espana, tr. from the 
German into Spanish by Eduardo de Mier. 3 vols. 
Madrid: M. Tello, 1887. (First German ed.
1846, 2nd greatly enlarged 1854.)
Chapter XXI of Schack's Historia is devoted 
to Luis Velez de Guevara. A passage from 
Tranco IV of El_ diablo cojuelo is quoted, and 
the paragraphs are followed by a discussion of
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Velez’ dramatic works. Schack states that the 
playwright stands among the most distinguished 
poets of his time; that perhaps he should not 
be counted as one of the Spanish dramatists of 
the first order but should have a place of top 
rank among those of secondary importance. The 
German critic adds that Velez' style is more 
superficial than that of the great masters of 
the Spanish theater and that most of his come- 
dias seem to have been written for the purpose 
of making a great impression— they are spec­
tacular in nature. Schack believes that Velez' 
best dramas are those based on national history 
and considers the following to be the most out­
standing by this author: Si_ el caballo vos han
muerto, Mas pesa el Rey que la sangre, Cumplir 
dos obligaciones Duc^uesa de Sajonia, La des- 
dichada Estefania, Reinar despues de morir, and 
La romera de Santiago.
246. Schaeffer, Adolf. Geschichte des Spanischen
Nationaldramas, Vol. I: Die P e n o d e  Lope de
Vega * s . Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 18 90.
Schaeffer devotes pages 283 to 3 03 of his 
Geschichte to a discussion of thirty-six plays 
by Luis Velez de Guevara, including some that 
are considered doubtful works, such as Dalles 
con la entretenida and Don Pedro Miagro. 
Schaeffer says that Luis Velez1 talent, unlike 
that of Lope de Vega, was a supple one which 
adapted to the prevailing tendencies, a charac­
teristic which most writers of second rank 
share with him. According to the critic, Velez 
was never guilty of literary piracy as were most 
later writers, and when he did borrow from Lope 
(La desdichada Estefania, El Hercules de Ocaha, 
El Rey Don Sebastian), he adapted the material 
in his own independent manner. Schaeffer con­
cludes with the statement that Luis Velez, 
resembling Lope, was a source from which later 
dramatists drew without hesitation.
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248 .
_________ . Ocho comedias desconocidas de don Guillen
de Castro, del Licenciado Damian Salustio del 
Poyo, y. Luis Velez de~Guevara, etc., tomadas 
de un libro antiguo de comedias nuevamente 
hallado. 2 vols. LeTpzig: FT A. Brockhaus,
18 8 7. (Coleccion de Autores Espanoles, tomos 
XLVII y XLVIII.)
Eight of the rarest plays of the twelve 
included in a very old volume of Spanish dramas 
which had come into the possession of Adolf 
Schaeffer are reproduced in the Ocho comedias. 
The book lacked the title page and preliminary 
pages but according to Schaeffer's calculations 
was printed between 1612 and 1616. There are 
four plays by Luis Velez de Guevara among those 
published in the Ocho comedias, three of which 
are considered by Schaeffer to be completamente 
desconocida. The German critic's comment on El 
capitan isrodigioso, Principe de Transilvania Ts" 
that it is an historical drama of "gran estilo" 
and very different from the absurd play by Mon- 
talvan, El Principe prodigioso y  defensor de la 
Fe. Schaeffer indicates that the subject of El 
Hercules de Ocana is the same as that of Lope's 
Valiente Cespedes but that Velez treated it in 
a different way. Two other plays by Velez found 
in Schaeffer's volume are La devoci5n de la misa 
and El Rey don Sebastian.
Schapers, Roland. "'La mula de Linan,' eine Bermer- 
kung zu Guevaras Diablo cojuelo," Romanische 
Forschungen, LXIX (19 57), 133-135.
According to Schapers, the phrase "la mula 
de Linan" in the Diablo cojuelo does not mean 
"air" as Rodriguez Marin states in his edition 
of Velez' story but rather is a mule, an 
invisible mule, for the devil to ride on horse­
back through the air as Linan does through the 
world of the "picaros." The German critic cites 
La vida de los picaros, attributed by some to 
Hurtado de Mendoza and by others to Pedro Linan 
de Riaza, indicating that the story appears in 
a volume of the works of Linan. Schapers quotes 
lines from poetry by Linan which he believes 
suggested to Velez the use of the term "la mula 
de Linan." Parallels are drawn between Linan's 
imaginary trip through the world of the "pica­
ros" and the devil's ride on an invisible mule, 
but Schapers adds, there is a difference: Cien-
llamas arrives at his destination while Linan's 
journey is pure fantasy.
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2H9. Schevill, Rudolph. "Virtudes vencen senales and La 
vida es sueno," Hispanic Review, I (1933), 
181-195.
Schevill compares Virtudes vencen senales by 
Luis Velez de Guevara with La vida es sueno by 
Calderon, indicating similarities with quotations 
cited from each of the plays to illustrate the 
point in question and mentioning differences, 
especially between the protagonists: Filipo,
the typical Velez superman, a model of virtue 
and nobility of character, as opposed to Segis- 
mundo, who shows his savage instincts and acts 
the tyrant upon his accession to royal power. 
Schevill says that Virtudes vencen senales is 
one of Velez' finest efforts and that judging 
from the language and style it belongs to the 
poet's middle period before the use of culto 
became prominent in his works. The critic notes 
that the natural descriptions in this comedia 
novelesca possess an unusual simplicty and 
directness. According to Schevill, Velez' gra- 
cioso, Clarin, is superior to Calderon's; his 
humorous dialogue, together with the amusing 
scenes provided by the labradora Tirrena, add 
much to the dramatic work in which is found 
some of the poet's finest verse.
250. Sena, Jorge de. "In&s de Castro ou literatura portu- 
guesa desde Fernao Lopes a Camoes e historia 
politico social de D. Alfonso IV a D. Sebastiao 
e compreendo especialmente a analise estrutural 
da Castro de Ferreira e do episodio camoniano 
de Inis," in Estudos de Historia e Cultura 
(la serie), vol. I, Lisboa, Ediqao da Revista 
Ocidente, 1963, pp. 123-618.
A comprehensive study of the Ines de Castro 
theme in literature is made by Jorge de Sena.
He treats principally Portuguese works but does 
discuss others, including Velez' Reinar despues 
de morir. The Portuguese critic believes that 
the romance Dona Isabel de Liar was used by both 
Velez and Mejia de la Cerda in writing their 
comedias. The critic quotes lines from the 
romance: . . . / por los campos de Monvela /
caballeros vi asomar / and says that Velez and 
Mejia changed "Monvela" to "Mondego." According 
to Sena, Velez' Reinar despues de morir is his­
torical fantasy.
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2 51. Serrano y Sanz, Manuel. Review of El diablo cojuelo, 
notes and commentaries by Felipe Perez y Gon­
zalez, Revista de Archives, Bibliotecas y Museos, 
IX (1903), 388.
The reviewer states that Felipe Perez y Gon­
zalez examines various difficult passages in the 
Diablo cojuelo, correcting with judicious criti- 
cism based on his vast store of knowledge the 
errors made by Duran in the notes he compiled to 
aid the Russian, Nicolas Pianitzky, who 
requested assistance from the Academia Espanola 
in attempting to understand some of the obscure 
passages in El diablo. Serrano y Sanz adds that 
Felipe Perez y Gonzalez has filled a void in the 
literary history of Spain with a book so worthy 
of applause because Of the many "novedades" that 
it contains.
252. Simon Diaz, Jose. "La inquisicion prohibe Los tres
portent os del cielo, de Velez de Guevara, '* Apor- 
tacion Documental para la Erudicion Espanola, 
Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Cientificas, 1947, pp. 3-4. (Supplement no. 2, 
first ser., vol. I of Revista Bibliografica 
Documental.)
Simon Diaz discloses that Luis Velez de Gue­
vara’s Los tres portentos del cielo was censured 
by the Inquisition and could not be performed.
The "calificadores" said: ". . . no se puede
permitir representar por estar en ella profanada 
toda la Sagrada Escritura i mezclar muchas cosas 
contrarias a la verdad de la Historia Sagrada."
253. _________. "Textos dispersos de clasicos espanoles.
XII. Velez de Guevara," Revista de Literatura,
* XXI (1962), 89-103.
Simon Diaz indicates that through the efforts 
of Bonilla y San Martin, Rodriguez Marin, Gomez 
Ocerin, Lacalle, and others, the "obra poetica" 
of Velez is gradually becoming known. Simon 
Diaz reproduces twenty-two poems by Velez, 
giving the work in which each appeared, where 
published, and the date.
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25*+. Sims, E. R. Review of El diablo cojuelo, by Luis 
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Francisco Rodriguez 
Marin, Modern Philology, XVIII (1920-1921), 
620-622.
According to the reviewer, Rodriguez Marin 
has explained most of the difficult passages in 
El diablo cojuelo in copious notes which contain 
a wealth of detailed description that cannot be 
found elsewhere. The critic points out that 
Rodriguez Marin scarcely mentions Velez' sources, 
one of these being Lucian, and another Quevedo 
to whom the debt is far greater. Sims contends 
that generally it may be said that there are few 
characters satirized in El_ diablo cojuelo for 
whom parallels may not be found in either the 
Suenos of Quevedo or in some of his verses.
25 5. Sloman, Albert E. Review of El embuste acreditado, 
by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of Arnold G. 
Reichenberger, Bulletin of Hispanic Studies,
XXXV (1958), 102-103.
Sloman indicates that El embuste acreditado 
el disparate creido was first published in the 
Quinta parte d~e comedias escogidas de los me j ores 
mgenios de Espana in 16 53. Apart from reprint- 
m g s  of this version, the play survives in two 
other forms: in the Parte treinta quatro de
comedias nuevas escritas por los menores ingenios 
de Espana (Madrid 1 6 7 0 ) under the title El dis­
parate creido and attributed to Zabaleta, and 
m  an undated manuscript in the Biblioteca Pala- 
tina at Parma as La comedia de otro demonio,
"de tres ingenios." Sloman says that Reichen- 
berger uses the 1653 text as the basis for his 
critical edition, on the grounds that it is by 
some seventeen years the earliest which is 
extant and one which ascribes the play, rightly 
in his view, to Velez de Guevara. The reviewer 
states that when so few of Spain's major plays 
are available in a satisfactory edition, Velez 
de Guevara and the mediocre comedia which is 
attributed to him are fortunate to have so 
scrupulous and scholarly an edition.
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25 6. Spencer, Forrest E., and Rudolph Schevill. The Dra­
matic Works of Luis Velez de Guevara. Their 
Plots, Sourcesand' Bibliography. Berkeley, 
Calif.: University of California Press, 1937.
(University of California Publications in Modern 
Philology, Vol. XIX.)
Ninety-four dramatic works by or attributed 
to Luis Velez de Guevara are discussed by 
Spencer and Schevill. The comedias are not 
listed in chronological order but are grouped 
into classifications assigned by the authors.
For each play, Spencer and Schevill have quoted 
the first and final lines, the date of the first 
printed text, together with the library in which 
it may be found, the number of the play in Cota- 
relo's list, the cast of characters, and a well- 
condensed resume of each comedia. Following the 
plot summary, the authors discuss bibliographi­
cal problems, indicate possible sources, and 
mention imitations and related plays by other 
dramatists. Manuscripts and the more important 
sueltas are also cited and available evidence as 
to date of composition is added. Generally, 
though not always, a brief critical comment is 
given regarding the literary merits of the play 
in question. According to Spencer and Schevill, 
Luis Velez de Guevara deserves a prominent place 
among the chief playwrights of the seventeenth 
century--he derives from Lope de Vega and points 
unmistakably to Calderon.
257. Ticknor, George. History of Spanish Literature.
6th American ed., corrected and enl. 3 vols.
New York: Gordian Press, Inc., 1965.
Ticknor discusses Velez de Guevara as a drama­
tist and comments on a number of his plays. One 
of these comedias, Mas pesa el Rey cjue la sangre, 
he labels as "King before Kin," adding that a 
good deal of skill is shown in putting the sub­
ject into a dramatic form. The critic says that 
Velez' religious dramas show the disturbing ele­
ment of love adventures mingled with what ought 
to be very spiritual and above human passion. 
Ticknor cites several works dealing with Bibli­
cal characters, among them La corte del demonio, 
in which are depicted atrocities at the court 
of Nineveh that Ticknor feels should not have 
been so much as hinted at before any respectable 
audience in Christendom. Another play mentioned
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is El pleito que tuvo el diablo con el Cura de 
MadrTlejos, written by Velez in collaboration 
with Rojas and Mira de Amescua, in which an 
account is given of the case of a poor mad girl 
who was treated as a witch and escaped death 
only by confessing that she was full of demons, 
who are driven out of her on the stage, before 
the audience, by conjurations and exorcisms. 
According to Ticknor, the whole subject of 
witchcraft belonged to the Holy Office and 
Velez' drama was forbidden to be represented or 
read and soon disappeared quietly from public 
notice.
258. Triwedi, Mitchell D. "Ines de Castro, 'cuello de
garza': Una nota sobre el Reinar despues de
morir de Luis Velez de Guevara," Hispanofila, V 
(1962) , 1-7.
The author notes that "colo de garga," the 
"sobrenombre tradicional" of Ines de Castro is 
not found in the earliest versions of the story 
and does not appear until the sixteenth century. 
According to the critic, it is to be supposed 
that the alleged "mote" was invented in the 
period following the earliest chroniclers. Tri­
wedi finds it strange that there are no refer­
ences to "colo de garga" in the Trovas of 
Resende nor in other works up to the two roman­
ces of Gabriel Lasso de la Vega: Camoes refers
to Ines' neck as "colo de alabastro." The 
critic points out that in Velez' Reinar despues 
de morir the poetic possibilities inherent m  
Trcuello de garza" are developed fully for the 
first time. Triwedi discusses the symbolism 
connected with the "garza" and how Velez weaves 
the idea into the plot until the transformation 
of the real heron into the figurative "garza" 
(Ines) becomes evident.
259. Turkiainen, V. Review of El rey en su imaginacion,
by Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of J. Gomez 
Ocerin, Neuphilologische Mitteilunger, XXIV 
(1923), 184-186.
The German critic indicates that El rey en 
su imaginacion follows the spirit and motif of 
the romances of chivalry derived from national 
Spanish tradition, thus is reminiscent of Lope 
de Vega and other dramatists of the Golden Age 
as well as Cervantes in Don Quijote. Turkiainen
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believes that Lope's El cuerdo loco, which bears 
similarity to Velez' El_ rey en su imaginacion, 
surpasses the comedia by Velez In versification.
2 60. Umbral, Francisco. Review of El diablo cojuelo, by 
Luis Velez de Guevara, ed. of Maria del Pilar 
Palomo Velazquez, il. by Goni. Barcelona:
Marte, 1965. (Col. Pliegos de Cordel), Estafeta 
Literaria, No. 338 (1966), pp. 21-22.
Of the author of El_ diablo cojuelo Umbral 
says that great is the literary formula of Velez 
de Guevara, which in its diversity and harmo­
nious absurdities corresponds exactly "con la 
riqueza confusa e impura de aquella humanidad 
imperial, de aquel nutrido mundo espanol; su 
novela nos sigue sonando a pueblo y a verdad de 
Espana." The reviewer states that the edition 
alternates between the modern and the archaic 
and indicates that it is not possible to edit 
"en rustica." Umbral adds that the art of Goni 
happily interprets the prose of Velez.
2 61. Valbuena Prat, Angel. El teatro espanol en su Siglo 
de Oro. Barcelona: Editorial Planeta, 1969.
Valbuena Prat considers Luis Velez de Guevara 
as a playwright (pages 160-167 in his Teatro 
espanol en su Siglo de Pro) and says that Velez 
is "una de las primeras figuras de nuestro 
teatro y el dramaturgo del ciclo de Lope de Vega 
que tuvo mas potencialidad tragica y un sentido 
mas comprensivo de los temas nacionales y popu- 
lares." Seven plays by Velez are mentioned with 
a short discussion given to Reinar despues de 
morir and Auto del nacimiento de Cristo.
262. _________ . Historia de la literatura espanola. 3rd
ed., corrected and enl. 3 vols. Barcelona: 
Editorial Gustavo Gili, S.A., 1950.
Volume II contains a readable and scholarly 
analysis of the works of Luis Velez de Guevara, 
including an evaluation of the playwright's 
theater. Three comedias Valbuena Prat calls 
the most outstanding: La luna de la sierra, La
serrana de la Vera, and Reinar despues de m o r i r - -  
"la mas FTna y tragica a la vez'*; others he 
labels as having "gran fuerza dramatica y varie- 
dad de personajes": El_ aguila del agua, El
Hercules de Ocana, La devocion de la misa, El
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rey en su imaginacion, and Mas pesa el Rey que 
la sangre. The critic says there is still 
another group which does not fail to interest 
either for the ideas put forth, some character 
or episode, beautiful verse, or the caricature 
of the gracioso. Concerning El diablo cojuelo, 
Valbuena Prat notes that at times the text of 
this ingenious satire is very difficult to 
understand and he contends that "todo lo extrano 
y caotico del libro, entre graciosas satiras 
costumbristas y desaforadas imagenes y retor- 
siones de pensamiento" can be explained by the 
change-over late in life to writing prose for 
which Velez had not developed a skill.
. Historia del teatro espanol. Barcelona: 
Editorial Noguer, 1956.
Valbuena Prat says that Velez de Guevara 
gives universality to the theme of dona Ines de 
Castro in one of the most beautiful tragedies, 
Reinar despues de morir, in which "lo femenino 
e mfantil transcurre con la fluidez de un rio, 
entre las penas adustas del asesinato por razon 
de Estado," and that Reinar despues de morir 
reaches heights in the theater comparable to 
the greatness of the "octavas" of Camoens in 
his great epic poem, Os Lusladas. According to 
the critic, Velez in Reinar despues de morir 
and other powerful dramas continued to justify 
his place at the side of the six most famous 
Spanish playwrights of the Golden Age: Lope,
Tirso, Alarcon, Calderon, Rojas and Moreto. 
Valbuena Prat states that perhaps Velez' La 
serrana de la Vera may equal and even surpass 
Reinar despue's de morir in vigor and originality 
but is inferior to it m  the delicate lyrical 
tension which envelops all of the historical- 
legendary action.
 . La novela picaresca espanola. Madrid:
Aguilar, 19 4 3.
According to Valbuena Prat, El diablo cojuelo 
by Luis Velez de Guevara is an ingenious work 
full of keen-edged satire with the theme based 
on "motivos folkloricos." The critic points 
out that it is not unusual to find invocations 
to the devil in "popular" verses: "Diablo
cojuelo traemele luego," "con el diablo cojo 
que corre mas que todos." Valbuena Prat
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indicates that for Velez the devil is "el diab- 
lillo travieso," "las pulgas del infierno, la 
chisme, el enredo," and says that all the novel 
abounds in this "picante ironia." The critic 
contends that Velez was influenced by Quevedo's 
Suenos, which served as a model for the social 
satire as well as for the style and use of the 
language.
265. ______ _ _ . Reinar despues de morir. La luna de la
sierra, by Luis Velez de Guevara. (Teatro 
escogido I). Madrid: Compania Ibero-americana,
S.A., 1930? (Biblioteca populares Cervantes, 
ser. 1. Las cien mejores obras de la literatura 
espanola, vol. LXXVII.)
Valbuena Prat states that among the followers 
of Lope de Vega, Luis Velez de Guevara is the 
dramatist who best knew how to interpret the 
emotional value of the popular legends, romances 
and canciones. In the opinion of the critic, 
Velez' masterpieces are Reinar despues de morir, 
La luna de la sierra, and La serrana de la Vera, 
m  each of which there is some historical basis 
and in which "cartares populares" either give 
origin to the work as in La serrana de la Vera: 
"Alla en Garganta la 011a- 7 en la Vera de Pla- 
sencia . . ." or are sung during the most dra­
matic moment in the play as in La luna de la 
sierra, the "cancioncilla" "Ay, luna que 
reluces— toda la noche me alumbres," and in 
Reinar despues de morir, "el romance de la apa- 
ricion"! "iDonde vas, el caballero?"
26 6. Vega Carpio, Lope de. Cartas completas, nota pre- 
liminar de Ramon Gomez de la Serna. 2 vols. 
Buenos Aires: Emece Editores, S.A., 1948.
In a letter dated Madrid, November 9, 16 08, 
to the Conde de Saldana, Lope asks the nobleman 
to forgive Velez for the "carta descomedida" he 
had written to him, indicating that the play­
wright loved the Conde and would humble himself 
at his feet. Included in the letter is the 
following poem (Lauro was the pen name of Velez):
Salicio a Lauro enamora,
Lauro a Salicio recrea,
Salicio a Lauro desea,
Y Lauro a Salicio adora.
Si, desconformes agora,
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Pide el mejor de los buenos 
Consejo a libros ajenos,
Belardo, asi le diras:
Quien es mas, perdone mas,
Quien menos, ofenda menos.
(vol. I, p. 45)
In another letter written in Madrid, probably 
in the summer of 1618 to the Duque de Sesa, Lope 
asks in verse for "una sotana nueva" and at the 
end of the poem he says, "Parece cosa de Luis 
Velez," referring, no doubt, to the numerous 
Memoriales of Velez in which he was always ask­
ing for something.
267 . _________. El_ jardin de Lope de Vega, in Coleccion
escogida de obras no dramaticas de Fray Lope 
Felix de Tega Carpio by D. Cayetano Rosell. 
Madrid: Librena y Casa Editorial Hernando,
S.A., 1926. (Biblioteca de Autores espanole_s, 
vol. XXXVIII.)
Lope praises Luis Velez de Guevara, in El 
jardin de Lope de Vega with the following words:
De Luis Velez florido y elocuente 
La lira, que ya fue del dulce Orfeo
(p. 423b)
268. _________ . Epistola a don Juan de Arguijo, in
Coleccion escogida de obras no dramaticas de 
Fray Lope Felix de Vega Carpio, by D. Cayetano 
Rosell. Madrid: Librena y Casa Editorial
Hernando, S.A., 1926. (Biblioteca de Autores 
Espanoles, vol. XXXVIII.1
In an Epistola a don Juan de Arguijo, Lope 
de Vega says of Luis VSlez de Guevara:
Y al famoso Luis Velez, que tenia 
en extasis las musas, que a sus labios 
Iban por dulce nectar y ambrosia.
(p. 427z)
269 . _________ . Laurel de A;polo, in Coleccion escogida
de obras no dramaticas de Fray Lope Felix de 
Vega Carpio, by D. Cayetano Rosell. Madrid: 
Librena y Casa Editorial Hernando, S.A., 1926. 
(Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, vol. XXXVIII.)
In Silva II of Laurel de Apolo, Lope de Vega 
praises Luis Velez de Guevara m  the following 
manner:
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Ni en Ecija dejara 
El florido Luis Velez de Guevara 
de ser su nuevo Apolo.
Que pudo darle solo,
Y solo en sus escritos,
Con flores de conceptos inauditos,
Lo que los tres que faltan;
As! sus versos de oro
Con blando estilo la materia esmaltan.
(p. 195)
27 0. Velez de Guevara, Luis. K1 diablo cojuelo, verdades 
sonadas £ novelas de la otra vida tradicidas a 
estas, anadido al fTn con ocho Enigmas curiosos 
y dos novelas. Madrid: Imprenta de Ramon Ruiz, 
TV 97.
The above edition of EIL diablo cojuelo is 
included in this bibliography because of the 
"ocho enigmas" and the two "novelas" included 
after the Diablo. The title page of the book 
bears no name other than that of Luis Velez de 
Guevara, which would seem to indicate that he 
is also the author of the "enigmas" and the two 
"novelas." The "Octava enigma" is reproduced 
below because in some respects it could apply 
to Velez:
Yo soy redondo, ya largo, 
de breve y luenga estatura, 
tragico en suerte y ventura, 
pues que sin hacerme cargo 
me previene sepultura: 
mi inocencia en roncas voces 
clamorea, y de la tumba 
sale en acentos feroces: 
tanto mi quexa retumba, 
mas va que no me conoces.
(p. 208)
Following the "enigmas" is the Novela de los 
tres hermanos, "escrita sin el uso de la A."
At the beginning appears this verse:
Premio el lector llevara 
quando el discurso leyere 
si en alguna linea viere 
razon escrita con A.
The last item in the volume is the Novela del 
caballero invisible, "compuesta en equivocos 
burlescos -11 The story begins "En lo baxo de 
Andalucla. . . . "
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271. Vera y Mendoza, Fernando de. Panegirico por la 
poesla, published by Manuel Perez de Guzman.
2nd ed. Seville: Imp. de E. Rasco, 1886.
(First published in Seville, Jan. 9, 1627, and 
though the author does not give his name, the 
work generally is attributed to Fernando de 
V era.)
In the Panegirico, the author has the follow­
ing to say about Luis Velez de Guevara: "De
Luys Velez, solo digo que es el Rey de 
Romanos. . . ." (p. 5*4)
27 2. Veynar, Eva B. "Mythological and Other Classical
Allusions in the Theater of Ruiz de Alarcon and 
Luis Velez de Guevara." Unpublished Master's 
thesis, The University of Tennessee, 1940.
The intention of the author of the thesis is 
to include all those allusions which Ruiz de 
Alarcon and Velez might have discovered in the 
Greek and Roman writers. The allusions were 
taken from forty-two plays (fifteen by Velez 
were examined, which represents only a small 
part of the cornedias attributed to his pen by 
Spencer and Schevill). The allusions, three 
hundred and fourteen in all with sixty-two dup­
licates, are listed in alphabetical order, fol­
lowed by the abbreviation of the titles of those 
books from which Velez and Alarcon received 
their information about the item; after a colon 
further abbreviations represent those reference 
volumes in which the item was identified by the 
thesis writer. The English form is given and 
then a brief statement which explains and iden­
tifies it. The exact location in Velez or Alar­
con is given by letters and numbers which 
represent volume and page. In the Appendix, a 
Table of Allusions lists in alphabetical order 
the allusion showing the number of times used 
by Alarcon, Tirso, and Velez. Veynar made use 
of a previous thesis, "Mythological and Other 
Classical Allusions in the Theater of Tirso de 
Molina" (Master's thesis, The University of 
Tennessee, 1938, by Jessie V. Davis), for the 
information on Tirso. Veynar feels that a cata­
logue of classical allusions in Spanish Golden 
Age literature might serve a number of purposes: 
1 ) to indicate how widely the author who used 
the allusions had read, 2) to show how much the 
audience of the day seemed to know about the 
classic tales, and 3) to determine authorship 
of doubtful plays.
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273. Vic, Jean. "La Composition et les sources du Diable
boiteux de Lesage," Revue d'Histoire Litteraire 
de la France, XXVII (1920), 481-517.
In citing "Les sources espagnoles" Vic men­
tions El diablo cojuelo by Luis Velez de Guevara 
which Lesage himself recognizes in the dedica­
tion of his work. The French author says that 
he owed "au tres illustre auteur Luis Velez de 
Guevara" the idea and the title of his story.
Vic makes a comparison between Lesage's Diable 
boiteux and the Diablo cojuelo, adding that 
Velez' work was inspired by Quevedo's Suefios♦
The French critic labels ILL diablo co.juelo as 
"un roman d'allegories et d 'aventures.M
274. Viel-Castel, Louis de. Essai sur le Theatre
Espagnol. 2 vols. Paris: G. Charpentier, edi-
teur, 18 82.
Viel-Castel believes it to be something extra­
ordinary that among the dramatic poets who imi­
tated Lope de Vega, there were a number who 
attained brilliant success. Most of these, the 
French critic contends, are completely forgotten 
today, even in Spain. Viel-Castel indicates 
that Luis Velez de Guevara is one of the play­
wrights who was admired by his contemporaries 
but who is today regarded with less indulgence 
by the few readers of the works by him which 
remain.
27 5. Wade, Gerald E. "Mythological and Other Classical 
Allusions in the Theaters of Tirso, Alarcon and 
Velez," Bulletin of the Comediantes, X (1958), 
6-9.
The author discusses two theses in which 
mythological and other classical allusions in 
the theaters of Tirso, by Jessie V. Davis, and 
Alarcon and Velez, by Eva B. Veynar, are studied 
and catalogued showing the frequency with which 
certain names found in Greek and Roman men of 
letters from the earliest days to the time of 
later emperors of the west are used. In the 
fifteen plays by Velez which were examined, 
there appeared one hundred and forty-one differ­
ent allusions, with fortuna occurring forty- 
eight times. Wade raises the question of how 
the Spaniard of the Golden Age could reconcile 
the pagan quality of classic lore with the
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orthodox religious belief that was so much a 
part of him. The critic explains that Spanish 
religious men and writers had no trouble in 
reconciling pagan and Christian ideology, as can 
be noted in the great artist, Calderon, as well 
as in other writers--the study of classical 
grammar was necessary to understand the language 
of God, the scriptures.
Review of La nina de Gomez Arias, by Luis 
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Ramon Rozzell, Modern 
Language Notes, LXXV (1960), 719-721.
Wade indicates that Rozzell finds it impos­
sible, as does he the reviewer, to decide with 
finality just how La nina de Gomez Arias was 
played in Velez' time. According to Wade, the 
play has elements of broad farce and also 
pathos. That is, he says, for us it has pathos, 
but did it for Velez? The reviewer raises the 
question as to whether the' comedia might have 
been played purely as farce, stressing the 
several burlas of the drama, even that of the 
"nina's" enslavement. Wade concludes by stating 
that La nina de Gomez Arias is not a good play, 
whether judged by the standards of our time or 
by those of Velez' day.
. "The Orthoepy of the Holographic comedias 
of Velez de Guevara," Hispanic Review, IX 
(1941), 459-481.
A study is made by Gerald E. Wade of the four 
comedias from the pen of Luis Velez de Guevara 
which have survived in holographic form: El
aguila del agua, La serrana de la Vera, El rey 
en su imaginaci$n, and El_ conde don Pero Velez 
Z  dQ1} Sancho el Deseado. The first part of the 
examinationof Velez' orthoepy is a tabulation 
which considers the individual word with its 
combination of vowels, weak and strong, tonic 
and atonic, in pretonic, tonic or post-tonic 
syllables; in diphthong, dieresis, syneresis or 
bi-syllabism. In Part II of the investigation 
there is presented a compilation of the words 
in hiatus or synalepha. In order that the 
interested reader may examine in their context 
the various items of the compilation, the author 
has given their location in the plays in which 
they occur. Wade points out that the four plays 
range in composition date from 1613 for La
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serrana de la Vera, through 1615 for El cohde 
don Pero~YeXez £  don Sancho' el Deseado, and 
1620-25 for El rey en su imagTnacion, t o  1627-32 
for the Aguila del agua. The conclusion reached 
by Wade is that Velez' orthoepy, as far as he 
has been able to determine, shows no tendency 
toward change in any feature due to the lapse of 
years.
278. Wardropper, Bruce W. Introduccion al teatro reli-
gioso del Siglo de Pro (Evolucion del Auto 
Sacramental: i5lT0‘-l6148)~ Madrid: !Revista de
Occidente, 1953.
Wardropper includes Luis Velez de Guevara in 
the chapter "Otros precursores de Calderon" in 
the writing of religious drama and lists the 
only autos by Velez that are easily accessible: 
the three treated by Angel Lacalle in his edi­
tion of Autos by Luis Velez de Guevara published 
in 19 31. Wardropper contends that the Auto de 
la abadesa del cielo is not an allegorical work 
nor is it"related to the Eucharist so should not 
be claimed as forming part of the cycle which 
might be called Autos de Nuestra Senora. The 
critic states that the Auto del nacimiento is 
an insignificant "seudo-misterio navideno," and 
he adds that the only true auto sacramental is 
the Auto famoso de la mesa redonda. Wardropper 
indicates that the allegory in La~mesa redonda 
deals with the seizure of Jerusalem by Charle­
magne, or Christ, with parallels drawn between 
the twelve Peers and the Apostles, in which the 
analogy although complicated is plausible but 
the play lacks coherence— the relation between 
the different episodes is not always clear.
279. Willers, Hermann. "Le Diable boiteux (Lesage), El
diablo cojuelo (Guevara), Ein Beitrag zur 
Geschichte frankospanischer Literaturbezeihungen," 
Romanische Forschungen, XLIX (1935), 215-316.
The German critic states that Luis Velez de 
Guevara has been characterized as an emulous 
follower of Lope de Vega in a great number of 
his plays but that he owes nothing to Lope for 
the popularity of ILL diablo cojuelo, which 
sixty-six years after its appearance inspired a 
French imitation. A detailed comparison is 
made between Le Diable boiteux and El diablo 
cojuelo with passages quoted from each "to illus- 
trate similarities and differences.
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280. Wilson, Edward M. "La iglesia sitiada--a Calderonian
Puzzle," Modern Language Review, LIX (1964), 
583-594.
Wilson presents evidence for and against Cal­
deron’s authorship of La iglesia sitiada and 
concludes that although Calderon may have pos­
sessed a copy of it and studied it, the parodied 
romance resembles others in works by Luis Velez 
(acted in 1633) and by Juan Perez de Montalban 
(acted in 1635). This fact, according to Wilson, 
seems to be the most relevant clue to the prob­
lem of authorship. The critic considers that 
the play was probably the work of one or the 
other of these two men, Velez or Montalban, both 
of whom at times collaborated with Calderon and 
who were as famous in 163 6 as he was.
281. ______Review of El embuste acreditado, by Luis
Velez de Guevara, ed. of Arnold G . Reichenberger, 
Modern Language Review, LIII (1958), 445-446.
The reviewer considers Reichenberger's work 
a good edition of a very poor play, indicating 
that although Velez wrote four or five master­
pieces and a larger number of agreeable dramas,
El embuste is pretty feeble. He says that the 
tricks are too childish to amuse and the verse 
of too little distinction to be memorable. The 
critic contends that the play is almost cer­
tainly incomplete: the editor observes on
p. 315 a loose end in the third act and there 
are others. Wilson believes that Reichenberger 
treats the characters too realistically and that 
his notes are too copious— notes should illumi­
nate, not distract, but he does admit that there 
are useful clarifications on some syntactical 
complications, on obscure plays upon words and 
some difficult legal allusions. Wilson states 
that he is sorry Reichenberger did not find a 
better play to edit.
28 2. . "The Cancionero of don Joseph del Corral,"
Hispanic Review, XXXV (1967), 141-160.
The Cancionero of don Joseph del Corral is of 
interest to scholars concerned with problems of 
the transmission of poetry during the early 
years of the reign of Philip IV. Fifty-eight 
poems and poetical fragments are included in a 
list which was taken from a collection of manu­
scripts belonging to Sir Thomas Phillipps.
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Wilson indicates two poems attributed to Luis 
Velez de Guevara, one questionable and one cer­
tain to be his, which were found among the manu­
scripts .
2 83. Wurzbach, Wolfgang. Review of El rey en su imagina- 
cion, ed. of J. Gomez Ocerln, Zeitschrift fur 
Romanische Philologie, XLI (1921), 627-629.
The reviewer contends that El rey en su ima- 
ginacion does not offer any particular interest 
as it is a rather mediocre work and is not one 
of the precious jewels of Spanish dramatic 
literature. According to Wurzbach, the enthu­
siastic praise of Cervantes in El viaj e del 
Parnaso ("escogido entre millares"--,Tquitapesa- 
res" —  ’’poeta gigante") appears to later critics 
to be something of an exaggeration. The 
reviewer remarks that among the manuscripts in 
the Biblioteca Nacional no doubt there could 
have been another comedia more worthy of publi­
cation than El rey en su imaginacion.
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